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Foreword
Published in conjunction with the XXIIITd General Report on the Activities
European Communities, this is the l5th report on the agricultural situation
Community. It was completed in December 1989.
As in previous years, the first part of this report on the situation and the development
of Community agriculture outlines the main events of the agricultural year: the
implementation of the CAP, trends on the principal internal and external markets, and
trade relations with non-member countries; the second part of the report provides the
most important statistics.
The statistical annex presents, in the form that has become standard, updates of the
tables given in previous reports. The data on Spain and Portugal has improved
considerably, although some figures on Portugal are still not available. It is therefore
still not possible to present the full range of figures for the Community of Twelve.
The statistics are based mainly on data supplied by the Statistical Offrce of the
European Communities (Eurostat); the Directorate-General for Agriculture has
updated some of the figures and has also used this material as a basis for certain
additional calculations. In certain cases provisional estimates have had to be given
because of the date of the report's publication.
Certain subjects in this report have also been dealt with in other Commission
documents. The reader will find in the report . references to various publications
available from the Commission, from the Office for Offrcial Publications of the
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|  - The 1989 agricultural year
1. The 1989 agricultural year was unlike previous years in many respects. To begin
with, the weather was different: temperature and rainfall levels differed considerably
from the normal averages. After the particularly dry autumn in 1988, a zone of high
pressure remained stationary over northern Europe for a considerable time and brought
a very mild winter, with very little rain or snow, even over mountainous areas. The
spring rains, lighter than normal in most European regions, were insuffrcient to
compensate for the lack of precipitation during the two previous seasons.
2. These unusual climatic conditions obviously affected agricultural production: some
autumn sowing was impeded by the lack of water, but then growth was helped by the
mild winter; at the beginning of 1989, therefore, forecasts for the harvest were fairly
optimistic. As a result of the shortage of rain during the spring, however, these forecasts
had to be repeatedly lowered, right up to the harvest.
3. Given their diversity, the Community's regions were not all affected in the same
way. Although some suffered a lengthy drought, others experienced much more
favourable conditions. Overall, apart from the wine and the fruit and vegetable sectors
where harvests were satisfactory, output fell on avera5e by between 2Yo and syo, with
oilseed, beet and spring cereal production being hit particularly hard. Despite the areas
sown being about the same or, in some cases (that of wheat for example), slightly larger,
harvests were thus well down on 1988, an average year as regards quantity. Neverthe-
less, the MGQs were exceeded by farmers growing oilseeds, protein crops and cereals.
The drop in quantity was sometimes offset by an improvement in quality due to the
exceptional harvesting conditions, the summer of 1989 being particularly sunny.
4. The international situation was transfonned by the decline in stocks of agricultural
products resulting from last year's drought in North America and from policy changes
in both producer and consumer countries. The increase in prices facilitated market
management and stock disposal.
5. Unlike previous years when decisions were concerned primarily with Community
rules governing agricultural markets, the emphasis in 1989 was on the implementation
of the reform of the structural Funds and rural development.
Though in this respect there was a difference of emphasis in 1989 there was no change
of policy. Community objectives remained those defined in 1985 in the Green Paper on
the future of the CAP.
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6. Now that specific measures have been taken to balance and stabilize markets and
1ow that the positive effects are beginning to be felt in various s@tors, particularly in
the milk se€tor, the tasks facing Community agriculture are to prepare itself in ordei to
be in the best possible position to take advantage of the poisibitities opened by the
completion of the internal market in 1992 and, in addition, to meet the needs of rural
society during the last few years of this century.
l l  - The common agricultural policy in 1989
7. Reforming the CAP to achieve a better balance between production and markets,
implementing the reform of the structural Funds, reducing the main intervention stocks
and clearing away the legacies of the past, further progress towards the completion of
the single agricultural market, unblocking and advancing the Uruguay Round multila-
teral negotiations - these were the main thrusts of Community agricultural policy in
1989, building on the work of previous years.
These guidelines provide a strict framework within which the Community adapts and
implements its agricultural policy. In view of the situation both inside and outside the
Community, the principal lines of action of the CAP concern:
(t maintaining balance on the markets;
(ii) observance of the budgetary discipline arrangements designed to guarantee the
agricultural sector effective support and to ensure judicious use of the credits
allocated for this purpose;
(iii) the reform of agricultural structures and rural development measures.
Today the Community can only increase its agricultural production if the market so
demands and if the economic conditions are right. The rigorous policies followed for
several years must therefore be continued, particularly as initial results are showing their
effectiveness.
8. In 1988 these policies resulted in the establishment of the MGQs, the revision of the
intervention mechanisms and the introduction of 'agricultural stabilizers'. In 1989 the
Community continued to implement these policies with equal vigour. The Commission
successfully explained them, both'before the other Community institutions, particularly
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, and in the main international
forums, such as the OECD and GATT, where the Community attempted to gain
recognition for the contribution European agriculture has made to the re-establishment
of balance on the international markets. One of the Community's main concerns is to
increase the volume of agricultural trade and improve the conditions under which it
takes place through international cooperation. With this view the Community entered
the Uruguay Round and is continuing to take part in the negotiations which were
relaunched in Geneva in the spring of 1989.
The adjustments performed to make Community agriculture more efficient and more
economical and the fact that in many cases it is no longer possible to increase
production to relieve pressure on prices as in the past made it indispensable that other
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measures be introduced, mainly in the form of structural improvements and income
aid.
To facilitate the adaptation of farms in diffrculty to the new market conditions during a
transitional phase and to help the farmers concerned, and anxious to avoid serious
economic and social disruption, particularly in less-favoured and rural areas, the
Commission established a system of direct income aids. This new approach, described at
length in the 1988 report, has now been implemented. Although it is still too early to
assess the results, details of the body of measures adopted in 1989 and how they apply
are given below.
Prices and market organization
9. On 22 April the Council reached agreement on agricultural prices for the 1989/90
marketing year. This agreement, which had not been reached so early in the year since
1984, was in line with the policy laid down in previous years to control production and
re-establish the balance between supply and demand, in particular by the use of
'stabilizers' and better adapted intervention mechanisms.
For the fourth consecutive year, support prices for most agricultural products were
maintained at the same level in nominal terms (See table, p. 1l). Taking inflation into
a@ount, the freezing of prices meant a small drop in real terms, although in certain
Member States this was partly offset by agri-monetary measures. The imbalance on the
markets necessitated such a decision on prices.
10. With a view to defending the family holding, the decisions in 1989 included an
increase in aid to small producers and to farmers in less-favoured regions. These were
mainly for durum wheat (increase in aid for traditional regions of production and its
extension to new regions in Spain and Greece), olive oil (a change in the definition of
small producer) and milk (abolition of the co-responsibility levy for less-favoured areas
and in other areas differentiating the levy by volume of production).
The Council also decided to reduce intervention in the cereal, rice and oilseed sectors
(reduction of one month). At the same time, the monthly increases in intervention prices
for the above crops, as well as for protein plants, were reducedby 12.5%. Similarly, the
monthly reimbursements of storage costs for sugar were cut by 4.1%. As for fruit and
vegetables, the system of stabilizers was extended to apples and cauliflowers. Various
amendments were also made in the citrus fruit sector to the rules on the implementation
of stabilizers and the granting of processing aid.
11. The co-responsibility levy in the milk and milk products sector was reduced and
now varies according to the region and the quantity delivered by each producer. The
new figures are: 0%o in less-favoured areas; l%o for deliveries below 60 000 kg; l.5o/o
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Price decisions in ecus for 1989/90
ff .' The ligures abore do not tak6 mout of the eff€ts of emponsibility lwiee. For ercels, ric md oilseeds, buying-in prie re in
frct lows thm the int€ruention pries shom above.
(t) For Spain and Portugal these mounß re mp€ctively ECU I 652.10 and ECU 2 058.70 per tonnc for the inervention pri€ md ECU
333.60 md ECU 283.80 per tonne for the prodwtion aid.
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for bigger deliveries. At the same time, to take account of these amendments and of the
600 000 tonnes of additional quotas granted as a result of a judgment of the Court of
Justice in favour of milk producers restarting production after having suspended it for a
specified period (Mulder case), the intervention price for butter was reduced by 4%.
The Commission proposed to the Council that the flexibility of the system of milk
quotas be further increased so as to solve the problems posed by the choice of reference
year and to allow some growth of production in priority areas (young farmers,
less-favoured and mountain regions in particular). As a result of this proposal, the
community reserve was increased by l%o, penalnes imposed on producers who
exceeded their quotas were increased and the quota quantities suspended reduced from
5.5 to 4.5Yo of the overall guaranteed quantity. On the other hand, the superlevy
affecting all cases where quotas are exceeded will be raised by 15% from 1 April
1990.
12. Continuing the adjustment and harmonization of the intervention mechanisms
which has been under way for several years, the Council revised the regulations on beef
and veal and on sheepmeat and goatrneat. It was decided that intervention purchases of
beef would be made by tender up to a maximum of 220000 tonnes ayear, subject to
review if circumstances so required. It was also decided that a single premium for young
male cattle would replace the existing premiums. The suckler cow premium was
retained, however, to encourage the production of meat from non-dairy breeds.
13. The aim as far as sheepmeat and goatmeat is concerned was to harmonize
Community rules before the end of 1992. The existing regional ewe premiums will be
replaced by a common premium calculated by multiplying the difference between the
basic price and the average market price for heavy lambs by the average number of
lambs produced per ew€. Of this premium 7OoÄ will be paid to proprietors of holdings
whose principal product is milk. The abolition of the slaughter premium and iis
collorary the clawback (t) will be carried out gradually over a transition period
stretching to the end of 1992. As soon as the new arrangements are in place public
intervention will be replaced by private storage aid, granted where necessary.
14. On the agri-monetary front, as in 1988, the currencies remaining within the 2.25Yo
spread allowed under the EMS were relatively stable. No MCAs were therefore created
for the Member States concerned, nor was there any need to use the automatic
dismantling arrangements decided on in July 1987. At the time when prices were fixed
for the 1989190 marketing year these particularly favourable circumstänces, thanks to
appropriate adjustments to the ecu conversion rates used for the CAp, made possible
the total dismantling of the MCAs of all Member States fully applying the EMS
(t) Levy on certain exports frorn the United Kingdom.
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discipline. As for the other Member States, adjustments to the green rates also allowed
considerable dismantling, but the application of MCAs continues due to crurency
variations (see table below).
15. Further progress was made during the year towards the objective of 1992, of which
the CAP is an essential component. The reform of the CAP aims to encourage more
economic and social cohesion between the Community's Member States and regions
and to promote a more equitable distribution of the benefits of the rationalization of
human, economic and natural resoruces in agriculture and in the overall economy of the
Twelve.
Agri-monetary decisions
1989/90 agricultural marketing year
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(t) 'Green' rate. The MCAs are based on green rates of the respective currencies.
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EAGGF expenditure
Agricultural production and income
1975 - 1 00
EAGGF, Guarantee Section expenditure 1
Tota l  GDP 2
Final agricultural product ion 3'a
Farrn net value-added 1
Net value-added per annual work unit  '
---tF-
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Source: EAGGF, Eurostat, DG Vl.
1 In real terms (GDP deftator).
z At constant prices.
'3 
1 987 budget: from 1 January to 31 October 1 gB7.
4 1 988 budget: from 1 November 1 987 to 1 b october 1gBB.
Figure I
Rural development
16. The Community approach to rural development entails adjusting all the existing
policies in order to keep abreast of the needs and development priorities of the regions
concerned. Following on from the Council decisions in July and December 1988, the
first step in 1989 was the implementation of the reform of the structural Funds. The aim
of the reform is to increase the Community's economic and social cohesion. As far as
the EAGGF Guidance Section is concerned the reform focuses Comrnunitv action on
three objectives:
(i) a horizontal objective (Objective 5a) affecting the whole of the Community:
speeding up the adjustment of agricultural structures in the context of reform of the
CAP:
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(ii) two regional objectives restricted to certain parts of the Community: promoting the
development and structural adjustment of the regions whose development is lagging
behind overall (Objective 1); promoting the development of rural areas (Objective
5b).
17. Measures in respect of Objective 5a continue to depend on Council decisions: the
Commission has proposed and the Council has reached an agreement on the necessary
adjustments to existing measures, in particular those introduced to improve the
efficiency of agricultural structures and the processing and marketing of products. (1) In
particular these measures enable the financing of investments for the diversification of
activities, the improvement of setting up aid for young farmers, the strengthening of
environmental protection measures, improved targeting of resources in less-favoured
agricultural areas and the adaptation of processing and marketing aids, using the new
methods of assistance provided for in the reform.
18. As regards the two regional objectives, the provisions (2) on the tasks of the
structural Funds introduced a system of aid gling priority to the most structurally
undeveloped areas. Rural areas eligible for aid fall into two categories:
(i) regions concerned by Objective 1 for which ERDF, ESF and EAGGF intervention
can extend to all areas of activity and to infrastructure development. According to
the list adopted by the Council in July 1988, this applies to Greece, Portugal,
Ireland, southern Italy, three quarters of Spain and, as regards France, Corsica and
the overseas departments; most of the regions concerned are largely rural in
nature;
(ü) rural regions concerned by Objective 5b in which structural measures eligible for
Community funding are particularly targeted on agricultural and rural develop-
ment.
The Objective I measures got under way in 1989: national and local authorities
submitted their priorities in development plans and negotiated (on a partnership basis)
with the Commission which then adopted its priorities in the form of Community
support frameworks. The Objective 5b measures are following the same starting-up
procedure.
19. The year 1989 was particularly important for the forestry sector. In May, on the
basis of a Comnission proposal, the Council adopted the Forestry Action Programme.
This decision, regarded as particularly important in view of the possibilities it affords
the Community to intervene in this sector, had been advocated for a long time by the
Commission, supported by Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee. The
measures adopted constitute a coherent package geared towards four main objectives:
(t) Regulations (EEC) Nos 797185 and 355177.
(') Regulation (EEC) No 2052155.
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Area and population
of the regions selected for Obiective I and 5b
Regulation (EEC) No 2052188
(%)
Objective I Objective 5b Objectives I + 5b
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EUR 12 38 21.20Ä t7  .3 5 .1 55.3 26.3
Source: DG VI.
the protection of forests, the exploitation of forests as part of the development of rural
areas and underdeveloped regions, marketing and processing of forestry products and
support for the afforestation of agricultural land as an @onomic alternative to surplus
production and a contribution to protection of the environment.
20. Also of note in 1989 was the introduction of a new measure: transitional aids to
agricultural income. The aim of this measure is to help farmers adapt to new market
conditions. The scheme (t) was established particularly to help:
(a) safeguard income at fair levels during a process of adaptation which may affect the
structwe, organization or management of agricultural holdings;
(b) alleviate the burden of financial obligations which may arise during a period of
adjustment;
(c) support income levels when activity is diversified outside agriculture.
The level of income aid is determined by reference to the loss arising for the potential
recipients from changes to the markets in the context of the reform of the CAP and the
adjustment of the common organization of the markets. It may be paid, as the Member
States concerned choose, on a flat-rate or an individual basis. It must not encourage an
increase in production. The Community contributes towards the financing of some
(t) Council Regulation (EEC) No 768/89 of 21 March 1989 establishing a system of transitional aids to
agricultural income.
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income aid; for national aid properly speaking, the new arrangements provide a
framework. Before detailed rules of application entered into force by means of a
Commission Regulation, transitional measures (t) laid down provisional criteria for
approval. On this basis the Commission authorized national aid in France and
Germany.
The new arrangements do not cover the special case of national aid granted following
agri-monetary movements. For several years ad &oc measures have been adopted by the
Council to authorize such national aid to producers suffering a drop in prices expressed
in national currency following a change in the green rate. Some ways in which this aid is
granted have proved unsatisfactory, however, and in 1987 the Council decided that in
future compensation for such falls in prices would have to be in pursuit of socio-
structural objectives. The Commission therefore made a proposal along these lines on
24 August 1989.
Consumer interests
21. Since 1984, changes in market regulations and decisions about prices have, for the
most part, been in line with consumers' recommendations. The return to more balanced
markets and stable prices can only benefit consumers. Even if it has not meant that the
consumer prices of all agricultural products have held absolutely steady, one of the
results of the freeze on farm prices for four consecutive years has been that food prices
have generally evolved more favourably than the prices of other goods and services. In
addition, town and country dwellers' conc€rn for product quality and hygiene, the
environment, forests, and rural life generally is shared by the Community and reflected
in agricultural decision making and the introduction of a rural development policy.
A number of special measures continued into 1989: the reduced-price sale of beef and
butter from intervention stocks to charities and welfare recipients, the school milk
scheme, and the free distribution to certain groups of fruit and vegetables withdrawn
from the market. Because of lower intervention stocks, some adjustments had to be
made to the cooking butter scherne and in June 1989 the sale of subsidized butter to the
armed forces was suspended.
Finally, the Commission continued with its food aid programme for the most needy.
The scheme was originally limited to the winter months - it was launched in January
1987 in the middle of a particularly hard winter - but it now operates year-round.
Food is distributed through associations designated by Mernber States according to a
formula agreed on at Community level. The allocation for 1989 is given in the following
table.
(r) Commission Regulation @EC) No 155/89 of 2 June 1989 on transitional measures for the grant of
agricultural income aids.
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Total r47.00 23 080 r 9 650 t4 795 24 270 5 600
Source.' Commission Decision 89/I91EEC of 23 December 1988.
Promotion and safeguarding of quatity
22. The development and promotion of high-quality produce certainly represent for
the CAP one of the most promising challenges of the next few years. This approach not
only meets the increased expectations of consumers in this regard but fits in with the
general situation in which the reform of the CAP is taking place: the stagnation of
demand and the need to control surpluses. In line with its policy on rural problems and
the particular difficulties facing the less prosperous and mountain regions, in 1989 the
Commission continued the work already begun with the 1985 Green Paper 'A future for
Community agriculture'(t) and its communication on the completion of the internal
market as regards foodstuffs. (2) It attempted to define a Community approach to the
question of labels, designations of origin and references to methods of production or
manufacture and of provenance. In the same context the Commission has presented to
the Council a proposal concerning the production and marketing of organic produce.
Complet ion of the internal market
23. Continuing the harmonization of national rules with a view to gradually abolish-
ing health checks at frontiers and achieving rapidly, without risk to the consumer and
without creating new obstacles to trade and innovation, one of the conditions for the
completion of the single market, the Commission proposed in 1989 a whole series of
provisions in fields as diverse as the improvement and maintenance of animal health,
(t) COM(85) 333 final.
(') COM(85) 603 final.
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the production, movement and hygiene of products delivered for consumption, the
definitions and standards needed for trade, the approval of plant health products and
conditions for their use, and the breeding and distribution of seed. The Annex contains
details of all these proposals, and of the decisions adopted by the Council, in the fields
of veterinary and animal husbandry legislation, plant health legislation, the inspection
of seeds and propagating material, and animal feedingstuffs.
In 1989 the Commission also continued its work in the field of veterinary inspection,
both as regards animal health and as regards the quality of meat and establishments. It
also developed the exchange of information with non-Community countries on the use
of hormones and testing for residues, so that imports of fresh meat and live animals
from those countries could continue. The Commission's open attitude and willingness to
negotiate with the American authorities led to tenns being agreed for the gradual
resumption of imports of beef for human consumption. The Commission decided also
to propose to the Council a period of evaluation in relation to the authorization of
bovine somatotropin (BST) until the end of 1990 in order to continue studying its
effects, particularly on product quality and on animal health.
Lastly, in cooperation with the various departments concerned, a lot of work was
carried out in 1989 in order to step up controls, provide greater safety for the consumer
and a better guarantee of the quality of produce by exercising greate; vigilance and
increased rigour in the field of veterinary controls.
24. Equally, with the prospective completion of the single market, the Commission
must be both more dynamic and more rigorous in its implementation of competition
policy as regards aid schemes for farming, and in particular it must:
(i) ensure that in the process of reform of the agricultural policy already under way -
which is fundamental to the completion of the internal market - constant account
is taken of market conditions; consequently, the Commission cannot allow national
aids in conflict with the reform in question;
(ü) maintain every effort to safeguard incomes, making sure that agricultural production
is geared as closely as possible to market demand and that it is maintained wherever
it is in harmony with the rural and natural environment.
As the process of European integration moves forward, competition between Member
States will be increasingly keen. There is a real risk that some countries, under the
pressure of events, may be tempted to step up their assistance to certain types of
farming whose performance is already very good. Consequently, the Commission must
remain vigilant and take account of the various factors involved. The Council has
already achieved a considerable degree of alignment of aid schemes relating to the
market, structure and the income of certain categories of farmers, and in these areas
competition policy is applied within the limits laid down. It must concentrate on two
main areas, not covered by Council rules: active application of competition rules to the
processing and marketing of agricultural products and progressive elimination of aid
schemes having effect equivalent to customs barriers or other forms of protectionism.
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In pursuing this policy, the Commission approved aid schemes for environmental
protection not eligible for Community funding, plant health measures, research, compen-
sation for natural disasters and payment of social security. But it initiated the procedure
provided for in Article 93(2) of the Treaty in respect of export subisides, particularly for
reproductive material of animal or plant origin (Netherlands), investment aids in the sugar
industry (Belgium), investment aids for the improvement of the structure of production of
cheese and pasteurized milk (Spain, Galicia), aid relating to the indebtedness of finns in
the olive-oil sector (Spain), aid schemes relating to the wine growers' solidarity fund in
Luxembourg (information being insuffrcient), aid for farming cooperatives and undertak-
ings in Abrvz| Italy (aid levels being too high), a draft decree amending the rate of
parafiscal charges on mushrooms in France (the charges being applied to imported
products and used for financing aid schemes in the sector).
ANNEX TO CHAPTER II
Veterinary and mtimal husbandry legislation: In 1989 the Council introduced financial measures
with a view to eradicating rabies (r) and contagious bovine pleuropneumonia in Portugal (') and
African swine fever in Portugal. (3) It also laid down animal health conditions governing
intra-Community trade in and importation from third countries of embryos of domestic animals
of the bovine species. (a) For trade purposes, additional regions in Germany, France, Belgium,
Spain, Greece and Italy were recognized as being either oflicially free, or free, of classical swine
fever. (s) As regards public health, the Council laid down requirements for the production and
marketing of egg products, (6) minced meat, meat in pieces of less than 100 grams and meat
preparations. (7) It amended the provisions relating to meat products (8) and introduced health
rules to govern imports of meat products from third countries. (e) On the zootechnical front, the
standards applicable to breeding animals of the porcine species (t0) and pure-bred breeding sheep
and goats (tr) were laid down.
On 24 November the Council adopted Directive 89/608/EEC on mutual assistance between the
administrative authorities of the Member States and cooperation between the latter and the
Commission to ensure the correct application of legislation on veterinary and zootechnical
matters.(t2) On 1l December it also adopted a Directive on veterinary controls applicable in
intra-Community trade with a view to the completion of the internal market. (r3) These two
Directives represent a signifrcant step towards the completion of the internal market in the
veterinary sector.
The Commission transmitted a large number of proposals to the Council in line with the
programme set out in the White Paper. In the animal health freld, the aim of the proposals is to
( t )  OJ  L223,2 .8 .1989,  p .  19 .
(2) OJ L 53, 25.2.1989, p. 55.
(3 )  OJ L322,7 .11 .1989,  p .21 .
(o) OJ L302, 19.10.1989, p. 1.
(5)  OJ L9,  12.1.1989, p.2 l ;  OJ L l8 l ,  28.6.1989, p.48.
(u) OJ L 212, 22.7.1989, p. 87.
(7) OJ L382, 31.12.1988, p. 3.(E) OJ L382, 31.12.1988, p. 15.(e) OJ L93, 6.4.1989, p.25.
(ro) OJ L382, 31.12.1988, p. 36.(tt) OJ L 153, 6.6.1989, p. 30.
(t2) OJ L 351, 2.12.1989, p. 34.(t3) Not yet published.
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lay down animal health conditions governing intra-Community trade in, and imports from third
countries of ovine and caprine animals, (t) poultry and hatching eggs, (2) poultrymeat (3)
and Equidae. (3) The Commission also proposed financial measures with a view to eradicating
African swine fever in Sardinia, (a) haematopoetic necrosis of salmonids, (a) and brucellosis in
small ruminants. (a) The Commission also proposed a harmonized policy for foot-and-mouth
disease control. (a)
Numerous proposals were also presented in the public health field. These mainly concern the
hannonization of rules on the marketing of poultry and meat of game animals, (a) animal fats, (a)
animal feed (o) and all products of animal origin generally. (a)
In the zootechnical sector, proposals on Equidae() and purebred animals(s) were submitted.
With regard to animal welfare, the Commission made proposals relating to the protection of
animals during transport (9 and the protection of pigs (7) and calves (8) kept in intensive farming
systems. The Commission also put forward a proposal on certain expenditure in the veterinary
field (e) to protect and improve the level of public and animal health in the Community. The fact
that the Commission adopted so many proposals reveals its commitment to following up the
White Paper's recommendations during the course of 1989.
It is the Commission's task to administer and adopt the implementing rules needed to accompany
the general rules adopted by the Council. To this end, it has adopted decisions relating to the
examination for residues, (e) trichinae (10), heat-treated milk, (r) brucellosis, (r2) leucosis, (r3) classi-
cal swine-fever, (ra) the notification of animal diseases, (t5) animal health standards for pigs, (16)
foot-and-mouth disease (17) and contagious bovine pleuropneumonia. (18) The animal health
situation in the Community improved in respect of swine fever. As a result, many regions {!re now
recognized as being offrcially swine-fever free (l) and the prohibitions relating to African swine
fever in many areas of Spain (a) were lifted. However, the Commission had to take protective
measures against bovine spongiform encephalopathy in the United Kingdom. (2t)
OJ C 48,27.2.1989, pp.2l, 36.
OJ C 89, 10.4.1989, p. 1.
oJ c 327, 30.t2.t989.
oJ c 327, 30.12.t989.
OJ C 304,29.22.1988, p.6.
OJ C 214,21.8.1989, p.37.
OJ C 214, 2L 8.1989, p. 31.
coM(8e) 666.
OJ L 108, 19.4.1989, pp. 20 to 31.
( t0 )  OJ L133,  17 .5 .1989,  p .33 ;  OJ L6 t ,4 .3 .1989,  p .57 ;  OJ L  158,8 .6 .1989,  p .  30 .( t t )  OJ L 59,  2.3.1989, p.40;  OJ L 61,  4.3.1989, p.57;  OJ L 156,  8.6.1989, p.30.( t2)  OJ L 15,  19.1.1989, p.20.
' 3 )  OJ  L32 ,3 .2 .1989 ,  p .37 .
t4)  OJ L291,25.10.1988, p.78;  OJ L310, 16.1.1989, p.35.  OJ L335,7.12.1988, p.34;  OJ L30,  1.2.1989, p.79;Ol  L140,
24.5.1989, p.35.
(t) oJ L 61, 4.3.1989, pp. 48, 49.
1rc1 Ol L 247, 23.8.1989, pp. 19, 21, 22, 31, 33, 34, 43.(t7) OJ L238, 15.8.1989, pp.50, 51.(') OJ L208, 20.7.1989, p.42.
(D) OJ L283, 18.10.1988, p.32;OJ L350,20.12.1988,p.57;OJ L7,  10.1.1989, p.34;  OJ L3E, 10.2.1989, p.33;  OJ L39,
11.2.1989, p. 37; OJ L92,5.4.1989, p.25; OJ L 192,7.7.1989, p.39; OJ L2tt, t2.7.1989, p. 10; OJ L214,25.7.1989, p.20;
OI L233, 10.8.1989, p.34.
(20) OJ L 9, 12.1.1989, p.25.
(21) OJ L225,3.8.1989, p. 51.
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Veterinary inspection; The Commission continued its public health inspections in Member States
and third countries; animal health inspections were carried out only in third countries. In a
commission recommendation of 24 February 1989, rules were drawn up on carrying'out
inspections in fresh meat establishments authorized for intra-Community üade. fnis aeiairca
interpretation of the technical rules in Council Directive gl433lEEC is a valuable tool for use by
the trade and national authorities.
Two new guides are being prepared: one in the heat-treated milk sector (Council Direc-
tive851397IEEC), and the second in the meat products sector (Council Directive illWpnCl.rne
Commission is still drawing up the health and certifrcation conditions for the i-po* of U""
animals from third countries.
Plant health legßlation and supervision of seeds and propagating material; In June 1989 the Council
adopted a first series of measures (1) adapting the regime instituted by Directive 77lg3lEEC, (2) npaticular by deflrning the functions of a Community plant health inspectorate. Various pöo-
sals (3) were submitted to the Council. These are intended to establish corumon standards for
intra-Community trade and trade with non-member countries, to transfer plant health checks from
the internal borders to places of production within the Community and to the external frontiers in
the case ofproducts from non-member countries and to ensure appropriate protection for certain
areas at particular risk. Proposals were also tabled to fix maximum levels foi pesticide residues in
fruit and vegetables(a) a-nd to amend a proposal already submitted in1976 6n the marketing ofplant health products. (5) As regards seeds and propagating material, the Directive on Jeedpotatoes (6) was amended and a proposal on the marketing of young plants and vegetative
propagating material of vegetables was submitted to the Council. (7)
Feedingstuffs: The Commission adopted amendments (8) to the annexes to Directives
70 | s34lEEC (') and 82 I 47 | IEEC. (to)
( t )  OJ  L212,22 .1 .1989,  p .  106.(l) Or L 26, 31. 1. 1977 , p: 20.(3) COM (gg) 646, 647,649,650, 651 final.
(1) Ol C 46, 25.2.1989, p. 5.(5) OJ C 89, 10.4.1989, -p.ZZ.
(6) council Direc^tiue 66l403lEEC, oI 2s, 11.7.1966, p.2320166.(?) CoM (89) 649 final.( t )  OJ L270, 1.9.1989, p. 13.
(1) Ol L270, 14.12.1970, p. l.(ro) OJ L2t2, 21.7.1982, p. 8.

l l l  - Economic situation and farm incomes
The situation in 1989
25. As has already been pointed out (t) the unusual weather conditions in 1989 did not
affect all of the Community's regions in the s:une way: existing water reserves,
rainstorms and the irrigational needs of different crops were all important in this
respect. This explains why harvest forecasts, particularly for field crops, fluctuated
wildly during the year as climatic conditions changed and the outlook for the weather
over the months to come altered. Nevertheless, with a few exceptions (common wheat),
yields were lower than in 1988. Output of many products therefore declined, and the
decline was assisted by a drop in the areas under cultivation (barley,maize, sugarbeet,
field beans, oilseed rape).
Stabilizers (which have now been extended to cover the majority of products, with
{iffeing rules of application) played and will continue to play an imporiant role in thedevelopment of the situation, as the sanctions resulting irom their-application affect
both production levels and markets. The efforts at reform made in receot years helped,
often considerably, to improve the market situation in certain sectors (milk, beef,
pigmeat and cereals). On the other hand, production costs continued to rise, although
more slowly, as a result of increases in input costs (particularly for animal feedingstuffs,
fertilizers, etc.) and sometimes due to increases in intermediate consumption.
Ifall these effects are taken together they show a significant increase in gross profit per
hectare for rapeseed (approximately 1.0%) and, despite a consideraU[ faU-in yieias(16%), for sunflower seed (approximately 5%). Profits per hectare for cereals, however,
fell slightly as a result of lower yields caused by the drought (barley and durum wheatj
or reduced prices (common wheat).
Despite all this, the latest estimates indicate an overshooting of the MGQs, although,
soya apart, generally by less than in 1988. Livestock production was also down on the
grwious year. Milk deliveries continued to fall in iggg (by approximately -0.6%)
following reductions, either temporary or permanent, in pröauöüon quotas. Further-
more, despite the increase in the levy, quotas were exceeded in almost all Member
States. Beef and veal production fell for the second year running (-2.3oÄ). Even
pigmeat production showed a substantial decrease in 1989 (-3.2%) as the risult of
cutbacks in pig numbers over the last two years.
(t) See Chapter I - The 1989 agricultural year.
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Farmgate prices
26. The improvement in farmgate prices observed in 1988 (up 2.3Yo on l9?i7)
continued during 1989 in most sectors. In the Community as a whole prices increased by
7.6% (+6%o for crop products, *9.2oÄ for livestock products). Generally speaking,
farmgate prices are more and more coming to reflect the realities of the market and are
therefore becoming more sensitive to changes in supply and demand. It is therefore not
surprising that their movement varies from sector to sector and from producJ 
-to
product. Thus in the cereal sector the first part of 1989, i.e. the second half of the
tgtg/gg marketing year, closed with some farmgate prices substantially above their
levels at the same point in 1988, except for maize (due mainly to the record 1988
harvest). This was the case particularly with common wheat whose avetage price in June
1989 was about 40Ä higher than in June of the previous year. From July, however, i.e.
from the beginning of the new marketing year, the price of common wheat fell as a
result of 1hg Uumper harvest and the reduction in support prices following the
overshooting of thJIvfGQ in 1988. Barley prices followed a similar pattern but maize
prices, on the other hand, were generally lower than in 1988 during the first six months
änd then improved during the second half of the year due to the drought. In the oilseed
sector, farmgate prices for sunflower and rapeseed were considerably higher but
stabilizers caused soya prices to fall.
Even prices for livestock products were generally higher. In the milk sector in particular,
measutes to stabilize the market by controlling production and reducing stocks of butter
and skimmed milk led to a gradual recovery of prices. For example, the price of butter
is now well above its 1988 level despite a 4o/o drop in intervention prices for 1989/90. In
the beef and veal sector, as a result of a reduction in stocks and a better balance
between supply and demand, market prices were well up on 1988, particularly during
the first half of the year. In the pigmeat sector prices were relatively depressed during
the first few months of the year, but then gradually recovered stabilizing well above
1988 levels in the second half of the year (in August prices were 35% higher than in the
same month of 1988). The relatively low prices in the poultry sector at the beginning of
the year steadily improved and remained generally up on 1988.
According to initial estimates farmgate prices increased overall by 16% in Greece, 1l 7o
in Belgium, 90Ä inDenmark, 8% in Germany, 7oÄ in France and the United Kingdom,
Spain, the Netherlands and Luxembourg and 5Vo in Italy and lreland. In all Member
S-tates the prices of livestock products rose considerably faster than those of crop
products. Livestock product prices increased by 15% n Belgium and Greecen l2oÄ in
Germany and Denmark,go/o in Spain, the Netherlands and Luxembourg,SoÄ in France
and the United Kingdom, TYo in Italy and SVo in Ireland. Crop product prices
increased by 16% in 
-Greece, 
TYo in France and Ireland, 60/o in the United Kingdom
and Spain, 3oÄ in Italy and Belgium and I oÄ in the Netherlands, Germany and
Denmark.
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Input prices
27. As in 1988 the more or less general rise in farmgate prices was partly offset by an
increase in input prices. According to initial estimates, the cost of intermediate
consumption rose overall by 4.9oÄ,with increases of l3Yo in Greece, 6%o in Germany
and lreland, 5%o in Italy, the Netherlands, the united Kingdom and Denmark,4y, i;
!'ra_1ce, 3!2 in Belgium and Luxembourg and 20Ä in spain. The price of animalfeedingstuffs in particular rose by 50Ä in Grmany, France and the United Kingdom,
7oÄ in the Netherlands and Ireland, 6Yo in Denmark and,20%io in Greece. nnergylrices
were another important element in the increase in some Member States, particutarty in
France (+6yo), Belgium (+gvo), Ireland (+6%) and Germany and Denmark(+ l2o/o). Fertilizer prices rose moderately in most Member States Cxcept the United
Kingdom and Ireland where they increased by 9% and TYo respectivily. Livestock
grices, meanwhile, increased substantially in all Mernber States except Ireland and the
United Kingdom.
Trends in farm incomes
2!. A comparison of the changes in farmgate prices and intermediate product prices
shows an improvement in the farmgate-price/input-cost 'squeeze' in all Memb"t St t"s
gxcepl Italy. Although the improvement was partly offset, from the point of view of
farm incomes, by a relative fall in output (and also, in some cases, by an increase in the
Changes in (nominal) farmgate prices
of agricultrnal producß in 1988 and 1989
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Deflated index of farmgate Prices
for agricultural products (all products)
Base 1980 : 100
( % )
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Deflated index of input prices (t)
Total intermediate consumption
Base 1980 -- 100
Source.' Eurostat.
(t) Excluding Portugal.
quantity of intermediate consumption), taken as a whole these factors should have a
favourable influence on 1989 income in most Member States. This appears to be
confirmed by initial estimates. Accurate figures on the total income of farmers and their
families from both agriculture and other sources are not presently available. Adequate
statistics, however, do exist for income solely from agriculture, although compariions
based solely on this type of income and the way in which it is measured must be treated
with caution. For many of the Community's l0 million farmers income from agriculture
represents only a part of total income, and the situation varies considerably from
9ountry to country and from region to region. Moreover, the indicator normally usedfor this type of comparison ('gross' or 'net' value added at factor cost per work unit,
the only one presently available for which statistics are collected on a fairly uniform
basis) is not correctly speaking a measure of income but of productivity. It includes
various costs (wages, interest, taxes, social security contributions, etc.) that have to be
deducted from the farmer's gross income.
Fam incomes oyer the past 10 years
29. Leaving aside annual fluctuations, which were sometimes fairly pronounced, the
most notable trends in farm incomes in real terms for the Community as a whole since
the beginning of the decade were, firstly, the dramatic recovery in l98l and 1982 after
( % )
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falls in 1979 and particularly in 1980, and, secondly, a slight weakening, even a certlin
stabilization, onei the past five years. These results are all the more remarkable
considering the diffrculties experienced by many farmers during this period and given
the fact tiat, at the time, the western world was going through one of the longest and
gravest economic recessions since the war. What is more, the period saw the most
iadical and the most far-reaching reforms since the birth of the CAP. The firmness of
farm incomes in the Communitl', or their relatively slight decline over recent years in
comparison with certain non-member countries, must also be considered in the light of
the öoilapse of world markets during the first half of the 1980s and the slowing of the
flight from the land caused by the economic crisis and by the growth of unemploy-
ment.
Taking the Community as a whole, the most commonly-used indicator, net value-added
at facior cost per annual work unit, increased by 6.9% in real terms between >1980<
(average of t979,1980 and 1981) and )1987( (average of 1986, 1987 and 1988)'
ii-it-ty, the other indicator, the net income of the farmer and his family from
agriculture per annual work unit, increased by 5.1 Yo ovet the same period. Of course,
the situation varies considerably from country to country: for the first indicator the
increase was 9.3oÄ in Belgium" 29.0% in Denmark, 4.4yo in Germany, 15.40Ä in
Greece, I.2Vo in France, 1l.g%, in lreland, 45.4% in Luxembortrg, 2l.0Yo il th"
Netherlands and 28.3 %o in Spain, whereas ltaly and the United Kingdom recorded falls
of 6.5Yo and 0.4oÄ respectively. The second indicator showed an increase of 9.5 % in
Belgium, 72.g% in Denmark, II.|V, in Greece, 45.5% in lreland, M.2% in Luxem-
borig, 26.8% in the Netherlands and 299oÄ in Spain, but a fall of l.l%o in France,
rcJ;/o in Italy and 4.7 oÄ in the United Kingdom. There was no change in
Germany.
Incomes by type of farming
30. So as to be able to monitor the economics of farming as a business, the
Community established the farm accountancy data network (FADN) whicl-now
contains Oitairca information on the output, costs and incomes of almost 55 000 farms
throughout the EEC. (1) Each type of farming (cereals, milk, etc.) has its own particular
technical characteristiöi which show up in the FADN figures. Figure 4 shows total
output and the cost structure for the nine main types of farming in 1987/88. Pig farms
and pouttry farms stand out from the rest with higher total output per annual work unit
(AWU); tötal output per AWU on such farms is on average more than twice that on
dairy farms.
(r) Most recent publications: 'Farm accounts results 1982i83-1983/84' (Luxembourg 1986);'Re.port 1987.-
" Economic sifuation of agricultural holdings in the EEC'(Luxembourg l98E);'l,es explortaüons agncores
des zones defavorisees ei<le montagne de-la Communaute' (Llxeinboing- l9-s9); 'FADN - d A \9 ?^9f-
methodologSr' tr,uxemuour!-istti;E;";-i" .oJir'of agriculturat tröldings No 5 
- FADN 1986/87'
(Luxembourg 1990).
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Belg ique/Be lg iö
Net value-added I per person employed in agriculture 2









































7g 80 82 84 86 88 78 80 82 84
Source: Eurostat - Sectoral income index analysis.
* EUR 12 excluding Portugal.
t At factor cost in real terms (deflated using the GDP implicit price index).
2 Measured in work unit.
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Source: FADN, 1987/88 results.
t For brief descriptions of the terms used in the farm accountancy data network results, see Table 3.2.1 of the
statistical annex to this report.
2 Costs directly related to production: seeds, fertilizers, sprays, animal feed and energy.
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Income classes/Awu (1 000
Source: FADN results 1987/88.
r The measure is family-farm income per unit unpaid läbciur on commercial holdings. See explanatory note to
Table 3.2.1.
2 Unpaid annual work units.













































as inputs to other production on the farm.
2 Farm gross value-added.
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In terms of farm net value-added (bottom of Figure 4), variations between different
farm types are less. Cereals, horticulture, wine, milk, pigs and poultry give a farm net
value-added between ECU 12 000 and 14 000 per head. Field crops (sugarbeet,
potatoes) and permanent crops (olives, fruits, etc.), stock-rearing (beef, veal, sheepmeat)
and mixed farming have a smaller margin (a farm net value-added of ECU 7 000 to
8 000 per head). Around 70oÄ of the AWUs work on the farms with the lowest family
income.
The subdivision into these two groups, however, is only partly explained by the
technical characteristics of the different types of farming. Specific costs, which are
directly dependent on the volume of output, are higher on the farms with the highest
total output (almost 70oÄ for pig and poultry farms, but only 30Yo for cereal farms).
The share of the farm net value-added per farm in total output is higher for products
having a longer production cycle and, consequently, gving a lower gross output. If this
were not the case farmers would have no incentive to produce these products at all.
Distribution of agricultural income
31. Figure 5 shows family farm income broken down by Member State and for the
Community. There are wide differences in income between countries. For example, a
member of a farming family working full-time in agriculture in the Netherlands in
1987/88 had a 50Yo probability of earning ECU 17 260 or more. In Greece, a person in
a similar situation had a 50oÄ chance of earning less than ECU 3 000. The situation in
Denmark in 1987/88 was atypical. Danish farms normally yield a high net value-added,
but the crisis on the pigmeat market increased short-term indebtedness. High interest
costs explain the increase in the number of farms with a negative family farm
income.
The distribution of incomes is very uneven. However, it is rather even in Belgium, the
Netherlands and Luxembourg, the countries with the highest median incomes.
The main FADN results can be found in the statistical annex (Tables 3.2.1.-3.2.4.).

lV - Agricultural markets
32. This chapter reviews the situation on the world market and the Community
market for the main agricultural products, covering price trends and the main market
management measures proposed or decided at Community level. It replaces both the
shorter section which former$ appeared in the agricultural situation report and the old
market situation report which the Commission used to publish at the beginning of each
year. For the sake of convenience, the products and sectors are dealt with in the same
order as in the market situation report.
Gereals
33. The 1988/89 marketing year was characteized by the changed world market
situation and its repercussions on the Community market, as well as by the introduction
of stabilizers. The drought in the USA and the period of high consumption which
followed led to a decrease in stocks and an increase in prices which reduced the level of
export refunds by almost half. World production was 1232 million tonnes in 1988/89.
Estimates for 1989/90 put it at 1 3zl4 million tonnes.
During the last two marketing years, world consumption of wheat has been higher than
production. EEC exports reached the record level of almost 35 million tonnes in
1988/89, made up of I7.3 million tonnes of common wheat, ll.2 million tonnes of
barley and 3.6 million tonnes of durum wheat. In 1988/89, maize exports jumped to
1.8 million tonnes because of increased self-sufficiency in the Community and because
of the EEC-USA agreement on annual imports of 2.3 million tonnes of maize and
sorghum for the period 1987-90 (in the context of Spanish accession). Furthermore, the
consumption of maize in animal feed has fallen somewhat owing to increased wheat
consumption.
In 1988/89, cereals imports were about 5 million tonnes, including Spanish imports from
the USA. Imports have been relatively stable during recent years and represent mainly,
with the exception of Spanish imports, imports of specific qualities not available in the
Community and Portuguese imports under the current national market organization. In
the 1989/90 marketing year, the quantity of common wheat available for export will be
substantial as a result of increased production. On the other hand, exports of other
cereals, in particular barley and marze, are expected to be substantially less, as a result
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of lower production and increased on-farm consumption due to the lack of fodder in
certain regions of the Community.
In 1989/90, global consumption of wheat in the world is again expected to exceed
production, resulting in a further, although limited, reduction of stocks. However, the
cereals area has been increased substantially in the main exporting countries and, under
normal climatic circumstances, world production should be able to match demand and
even make it possible to rebuild stocks in coming years.
34. On the Community market, the 1988/89 harvest (163.8 million tonnes) was slightly
below the long-term average but was a clear improvement over the average for the last
three years. The area of 34.9 million ha remained at a relatively high level, being only
2.1 million ha short of the record for the decade (1980). The reduced area is due in
particular to a reduction in the area sown to barley, oats and rye while the area under
maize and durum wheat has increased steadily. Yields were above normal and the
average yield was only slightly below Q%) the 1984 record.
The 1989i90 harvest (160.5 million tonnes) was much below the long-term trend but still
above the three-year average. The main reason for the relatively low production was the
warm and very dry summer throughout the Community. Nevertheless, production was
higher than initially expected, and quality was in general very good. For the first time in
five years, the cereals area increased slightly (+loÄ), due solely to a 40Ä increase in the
wheat area, while the area under barley and other cereals continued to decrease. Yields
were on average relatively good and only 4.5 o/o lower than the record level of 1984.
However, there were substantial regional variations (ranging from record to very poor
yields). The long-term trend in production depends a lot on the crop area. This year saw
an increase in the area sown to high-yielding cereals (common wheat and maize) in
particular, due to conversion from oilseed and protein crops, and if this tendency were
to be confirmed production could increase substantially in the coming years, because
yields are progressing at more than 2Yo a year. However, stabilizers and set-aside
measures could keep production within the relatively low levels registered over the last
few years.
Consumption has decreased steadily during the last five years due to decreased animal
consumption and was at its lowest in 1987/88. In 1988/89, animal consumption
increased only slightly to 82.2 million tonnes due to higher world market prices for
cereal substitutes, especially soya cake. A figure of 80.6 million tonnes is forecast for
1989/90; in the longer term, the downward trend in animal consumption of cereals is
expected to continue as a result of increased oilseed and protein crop production in the
Community and the current import arrangements for cereal substitutes and feed
protein.
During the 1988/89 marketing year, producer prices were relatively stable around the
buying-in price in the main surplus regions while keeping well above it in deficit regions,
in particular Italy (common wheat). However, market prices were relatively high as a
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result of the active export prograrnme. Intervention stocks were reduced by a further
2.6 million tonnes (from 11.7 to 9.1 million).
35. Two major changes took place in the cereals policy during the 1988189 marketing
year: firstly the implementation of stabilizers and secondly the basic changes made in
the co-responsibility levy. The stabilizers involve a maximum guaranteed quantity fixed
at 160 million tonnes for four years (1988/89 to 1991/92). lf production exceeds this
maximum guaranteed quantity, an additional levy of up to a maximum of 30Ä of the
intervention price for common wheat, depending on the amount of overshoot, is
collected and an automatic reduction of 3%o is applied to the intervention price for the
following marketing year. A provisional levy of 3o/o is collected at the beginning of the
marketing year and any difference between this and the final levy fxed according to the
actual amount of overshoot is reimbursed to producers.
Furthermore, the levy arrangements have undergone some basic changes; from the
beginning of the 1988/89 marketing year, the levy has been collected at the stage of first
sale and no longer at the stage of first processing. This change was made in order to
facilitate the implementation of stabilizers and to resolve some administrative problems
encountered by Member States during the first two years of application. The current
levy arrangements, including the stabilizer mechanisms, are fixed for a period of four
years (1988/89 to l99ll92).
36. In 1988/89, institutional prices were fixed at the 1987/88 level, except for durum
wheat whose price converged further toward that of common wheat with the 5.2%
reduction in the intervention price. The impact on producer incomes was partly offset
by a I2.57o increase in the production aid for durum wheat. Production in 1988/89
overshot the maximum guaranteed quantity by I.6%; the additional co-responsibility
levy was therefore frxed at that level, and prices for 1989/90 were reduced by 3%.
Fuithermore, the Council decided to reduce the 1989/90 intervention price for durum
wheat by a further 5.5 % with a view to bringing it into line with the common wheat
intervention price. At the same time, the production aid was increased by 16%. Since
the 1989 harvest exceeded the maximum guaranteed quantity by 0.3 oÄ, the additional
co-responsibility levy should have been applied but, in view of its marginal importance,
the Commission proposed that it should be waived. However, intervention prices for
l99ül9l will be reduced by 3%.
The Commission pursued a policy of limiting intervention so as to give traders an
incentive to look more actively for market outlets. The Council also decided, on a
proposal from the Commission, to reduce the intervention period by a further one
month for 1989/90. Currently, intervention is possible from 1 November to 31 May in
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Rice
37. World production for 1988 was an estimated 485.6 million tonnes. A rise of about
0.6% is expected for 1989, bringing the total to 488.6 million tonnes. Stock levels
remain stable at 46 million tonnes. Following the usual seasonal drop in October-
December, world market prices in 1988/89 were about TYohigher than the average for
1987/88. Community rice production in 1988/89 (excluding Portugal) amounted to 1.8
million tonnes of paddy, a 2Yo rise over the previous year. However, lower milling
yields meant that milled rice supplies suitable for human consumption remained
unchanged at around 1.105 million tonnes.
38. In the Community the weather during the sowing period was unsuitable for certain
crops (heavy rainfall) and some producers, especially in Italy, decided at the last
moment to grow rice; as a result, area sown increased by 40Ä to about 313 000 ha
(excluding Portugal). The policy of changing to Indica rice (production aids) has borne
fruit, since around 25 000 ha was sown to these varieties this year; production







More detailed statistics from some countries (e.g. Germany) enabled consumption in
1983/89 to be estimated at 1.2 million tonnes of milled equivalent (excluding brokens), a
6.5Yo increase over the previous year's estimate. Extra-Community trade was very
active. In 1988, exports totalled around 320 532 tonnes of milled equivalent, half of
which went on food aid, while imports rose to 536 412 tonnes of milled equivalent.
The 1989/90 harvest is likely to be charactpized by two conflicting features:
(i) an 8 000 ha (4Yo) increase in area sown in Italy, giving an estimated production of
around 1242000 tonnes of paddy, ll.5% up on the previous year;
(ä) a 40% drop in Spanish production due to poor weather. The drought, which was
particularly severe in Andalugia, so discouraged the switch to Indica rice that
production of this type fell by nearly 50%o.
Sugar
39. With world production and consumption remaining relatively steady in 1988/89 (at
105.8 and 107.7 million tonnes respectively), available world stocks fell by another 2.8
million tonnes. The main changes concern countries with a strategic role on either the
demand side (USSR, China, USA and Mexico) or the supply side (EEC, Braal,
Thailand). The contraction in the total volume of stocks, particularly those held by the
main exporters, strongly boosted prices on the open market:
Average spot price:
Paris Stock Exchan ge (white sugar) :
New York Stock Exchange (raw sugar):
18.431100 kg in 1987/88
2s.031100 kg in 1988/89 (+ s2%)
14.471100 ke in 1987/88





The increase in world consumption and production of sucrose substitutes - mainly
isoglucose (high fructose corn syrups), cyclamates and aspartame - continued. In thC
USA, consumption of isoglucose rose from 2.05 million short tons (t) in 1980 to 6.10
million short tons in 1989 - an increase of 200% in nine years - and it now accountt
for 36.60Ä of the sweetener market.
Another deficit is likely for 1989/90 with production estimated at 107.7 million tonnes
and consumption at 110 million tonnes. A further reduction in stocks already extremely
low or non-existent in some countries - is expected, with world prices probably set to
rise in the medium term or, failing that, stabilizing at their present levels (13-14
cents/pound).
(t) American unit of measurement corresponding to a little less than one tonne.
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40. As regards the Community market, manufacturers have, since the beginning of the
COM in 1968169, been allocated production quotas with a different level of guarantee
according to the type of sugar - A or B. The quotas are accompanied by a
self-financing surplus disposal system, the cost of which is borne entirely by producers
(growers and processors).
In 1988, the area under sugarbeet was I 840000 hectares, a figure that has remained
fairly stable in recent years and represents just l.4Vo of the utilized agricultural area.
After falling steadily since 1970, the number of beet farms has settled at around 370 000.
The generally favourable weather in 1988 resulted in a record Community yield of 7.37
t/ha, considerably more than the average for the previous five years (6.ss t/ha).
Production broke down as follows: beet sugar 13.572 million tonnes; cane sugar 0.343
million tonnes; molasses sugar 0.019 million tonnes. Total 13.934 million tonnes(+s .6%) .
41. Estimated overall consumption in 1988/89 was 10.8 million tonnes; human
consumption (as table sugar and in processed products) dropped slightly, while demand
from the chemical industry was slightly up. The Community's self-suffrciency rate was
Izg-zYo in 1988/89 compared to 121.8%o in 1987/88. Community stocks of 'free'sugar
in 1988/89 remained at around 1.05 million tonnes;'blocked'stocks of C sugar (the
excess over the A and B quotas) which were carried over to 1989190 fell by 165 000
tonnes as a result of the producers' own decision. In 1988/89 prices for sugar in ecus
were unchanged for the fourth consecutive marketing year, and for the sixth consecutive
year as regards sugarbeet. For 1989/90, however, prices in ecus were lowered by 2%.
Imports, including those of preferential sugar and sugar for Portuguese refineries,
remained within the usual limits (1.552 million tonnes). Exports amounted to around
4.7 million tonnes overall, of which 1.6 million tonnes was C sugar, most of it awarded
by tender for export under Community guarantee.
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Ol ive  o i l
42. World production stands at around I 700 000 tonnes, of which the EEC accounts
for 80% (approximately 1350000 tonnes); the other main producers are Turkey and
Tunisia (80 000 tonnes each), Syria (55 000 tonnes) and Morocco (35 000 tonnes).
Production can vary considerably from one year to another but fluctuations on the
world market generally reflect those on the Community market.
43. Estimated Community production for 1988/89 is 1 208 000 tonnes as against
I 876 306 tonnes in 1987/88, with little change in area. The available data suggest that
there are 5.3 million ha under olive trees (2.2 in ltaly,2.l in Spain, 0.5 in Greece and 0.5
in Portugal), or 66%o of the world total and 4.0oÄ of the Community UAA. Some
estimates put the total number of olive trees (whether cultivated or not) at 544 million
(188 million in Spain, 185 million in Italy, l17 million in Greece,49 million in Portugal
and 5 million in France). A total of 2 300 000 families are involved in olive-growing.
44. In 1987/88, Community consumption amounted to I 370 000 tonnes (75o/o of
world consumption). As at the end of September 1989, forecast consumption for
1988/89 is about the same. Since the consumption aid scheme was introduced in April
Ratio : Stocks as a Yo
of world consumption
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1979, the bulk of this (650 000 tonnes, excluding Spain and Portugal) has been put up in
small containers. The growers themselves, however, consume a good deal of the
product. At the beginning of 1988/89 intervention stocks amounted to 346 000 tonnes,
though they were estimated at 80 000 tonnes by the end of the marketing year.
45. A large proportion of the intervention stock was disposed of without undue
difliculty despite the fall in the seed oil price in recent months. On the basis of 1989/90
crop forecasts and consumer price trends for olive oil and competing oils, it should be
easier to dispose of production without having to adjust the consumption aid. In
addition, the Commission intends to intensify its campaign to promote olive oil
consumption. In the light of all these factors, the Council decided, at the Commission's
suggestion, to keep the representative market price, the consumption aid, and the
promotion levy at their present levels of ECU 190.61/100 kg, ECU 6l/100 kg and 4Yo
respectively for 1989/90.
Greece and Spain are the main suppliers, and Italy, although a producer and an
exporter, is still the main purchaser. Imports are more or less limited to the 46 000 tonne
quota from Tunisia. Exports, which had been rising steadily since 1981, fell from
200 000 tonnes in 1987/88 to 100 000 tonnes in 1988/89. Small quantities are supplied as
food aid upon request, to certain countries which are traditional olive oil consumers.
46. Developments in Community policy. From 1989/90 onwards, the limit for the
flat-rate payment of aid to small producers is raised from 300 kg a year to 400 kg. In
1987/88 a stabilizer was introduced, with a maximum guaranteed quantity of I 350 000
tonnes; when production exceeds this amount, the aid is reduced proportionally.
Although the co-responsibility mechanism came into operation in the first year,
resulting in a 31 o/o reduction in aid (t) for 1988/89, the maximum guaranteed quantity is
unlikely to be exceeded this year. The transitional period for Spain and Portugal will
come to an end or 3l December 1990; the consequences of this (total liberalization of
the oil market) will probably lead to changes in the COM for 199019I.
Oilseeds
47. Oilseeds are used to produce feed cake and vegetable oils. Consequently, the price
of seed, oils and cake all have an impact on the oilseed market. This section deals
mainly with vegetable oils including olive oil. Vegetable oils may be consumed as such
or in the form of prepared oils or fats such as margarine; they can also be used for
animal feed, for human consumption, for technical purposes, or as an ingredient in
other products.
(l) The production aid for small producers is about 150lo more and is not subject to the co-responsibility
arrangements,
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To a large extent, the basic products are interchangeable and their end use varies
considerably as between Member States. For example, while fats are mainly consumed
in the form of butter and margarine in northern countries, in France,ltaly, Greece,
Spain and Portugal it is vegetable oils which account for the bulk of consumption.
World production of rape, sunflower and soya
Source: DG VI.
(r) Forecasts.
48. On the world market, the marketing year was characterized by drought and the
low soya bean harvest in the United States. Although the shortage of rain affected this
crop less than others, production in the United States fell from 60.2 million tonnes in
1987/88 to 49.6 million tonnes. American soya beans, which were quoted in Rotterdam
in January 1988 at around USD 250 per tonne, reached USD 395 on 23 June (+ 58 %).
The 1988/89 price was, on average, 11% higher. Although the trend was similar for oil
cake, oil prices fell or remained the same, largely due to American export subsidies.
Production and prices, 19S7/SS and 198S/S9
(marketing year : October/September)
(t 000 t)
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49. On the Community market, negative margins constrained operators to limit their
seed purchases to a minimum. In practice, European imports are chiefly determined by
the relative prices of seeds, oil cakes and competing products (e.g. cereals, corn gluten
feed) for animal feed, and by the opportunities for exporting oils and oil cakes to third
countries to exploit the available crushing capacity. In 1988, these two factors
contributed to reducing imports by 15'Ä to 1700000 tonnes. The European seed
industry was unable to make up for lower imports by increasing production - output
actually fell in 1988/89 and 1989/90. The Community has always been a net importer of
oilseeds and oil cakes and is now a net importer of vegetable oil as well, particularly of
palm oil and, to a lesser extent, palm kernel oil, copra oil and fish oil (nearly 2.5 million
tonnes of net imports in 1988/89).
Oilseed production fell in 1988/89, a tendency confirmed in 1989/90. This was due not
only to agricultural stabilizers but also to weather conditions (e.g. drought); however,
the stabilization measures clearly had the effect of checking the rise in production that
had marked the period up to 1987/88. Production of the three main oilseeds in 1989/90
is expected to approach l0 million tonnes, compared to 71.7 million tonnes in
r987/88.
Rape
50. Improvements in rapeseed quality to provide better cake for the compound feed
industry have helped consolidate European demand for this seed. The Commission will
be maintaining the maximum glucosinolate content (1) at 35 micromoles per gram of
seed until the end of the l990l9l marketing year for the purposes of allocating the
bonus for 'double-zero' rapeseed. The Commission recognized the effort muae Uy
producers, researchers and seed rranufacturers to reduce thä glucosinolate content to a
minimum: 68Yo of the l98S/89 crop had a content of less than 35 micromoles and this
percentage should increase to 93oÄ in 1989/90.
The application of stabilizers resulted in a smaller reduction in Community aid for
1989/90 (the 1989 reduction was about ECU 2/100 kg lower than in the preceding year).
Furthermore, the European industry's large crushing capacity led to a rise in the-price
received by farmers to a level significantly above the buying-in price, after correcting for
the MGQ system. The existence of a large market, enabling rapeseed oil to be e*po.t"d
to China, kept seed crushing levels high at the beginning of the year and there were no
delays in disposing of the crop.




51. The application of stabilizers has also led to an adjustment in the reduction
applied to institutional prices and Community aids, which fell from ECU 11.55/100 kg
to ECU 3.6/100 kg. The crop was disposed of satisfactorily, though not as quickly as for
rapeseed. The European market is the usual outlet for sunflower oil and the industry
therefore processes the seeds at a steadier rate; prices in France and Italy (but not in
Spain) were around intervention price levels.
Soya
52. The main feature of the 1989/90 soya marketing year was the complete overhaul of
the measures for implementing Community legislation so as to bring it more in line with
that for rapeseed and sunflower seed (e.g. simplified procedures and improved controls).
Despite efforts by producers to limit their production, sowings in 1989/90 increased
substantially in France (a rise of 40 000 ha to 135 000 ha) and Italy (a rise of 18 000 ha
to 450 000 ha). Institutional prices and aids were therefore reduced in accordance with
the system of stabilizers.
Flax
53. The Community produces both fibre flax, which is grown mainly for fibre but
gives a high seed yield as well, and seed flax which is only grown for seed. The seeds are
used as such (for human or animal consumption), or crushed. The oil is used in industry
and the oilcake fed to animals. Flax accounts for less than 0.1 oÄ of the Community's
UAA and around 30Ä of world flax seed production. The crop makes only a modest
contribution to Community requirements and considerable quantities of seed (around
300 000 t in 1988i89) have to be imported, from Canada in particular. After several
years of decline, Community seed flax production started picking up in 1984. In 1988,
18740 ha (32900 t) were sown to this crop (14200 ha in the United Kingdom),
compared to 8000 ha in 1987. The area under fibre flax was 72625 ha in 1988. The
total area under flax was therefore 91 365 ha in 1988 (9S S00 t of seed) as against
86500 ha in 1987 (76674 t of seed). Community aid consists of a subsidy equal to the
difference between the guide price and the world market price. For 1939/90 the guide
price was kept at its previous level, i.e. ECU 55.411100 kg (ECU 49.68/100 kg in
Spain).
Hemp
54. To encourage Community production of hemp seed, which had slumped following
the steep drop in the world price, a community aid regime was set up in 1988. The aid
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was set at ECU 250lha for 1988/89 and ECU 251100 kg for 1989/90. In 1988, hemp seed
production (concentrated mainly in France) continued to fall, with area grown down to
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Dried fodder, peas and field beans, sweet lupins
55. The main outlet is the animal feed market. Since the price of competing products
has risen considerably, marketing Community production went ahead with no prob-
lems. The production of dehydrated fodder exceeded 2 million tonnes in 1988 and
approached 2.3 million tonnes in 1989/90. Sun-dried fodder, on the other hand,
stagnated at around 350000 tonnes. For peas, field beans and sweet lupins, l98S/89
production was 4.3 million tonnes, falling to around 4 million tonnes in 1989/90. The
application of stabilizers to high-protein products helped maintain institutional prices
for 1989/90.
Fresh fruit and vegetables
56. On the world market, most trading activity (in terms both of volume and




bananas which do not come under the market organization for fresh fruit and
vegetables. Trade in table grapes also increased and expanded. World apple production
continued to rise with the result that 1988 prices were lower overall than in previous
marketing years, although there was a slight improvement in 1989. World citrus fruit
production also showed strong growth and surpluses, especially of lemons, caused a
further fall in prices. The trend is similar, although less marked, in the more
geographically-concentrated clementine market.
57. On the Community market, the production of fresh vegetables harvested for sale
increased slightly everywhere in 1988/89 after falling for two years, reaching 41.5 mil-
lion tonnes (+0.4%); the only exceptions were Italy (-4.5%) and Luxembourg
(-10.2%). In Germany, production increased by 25.3%. No overall data are yet
available for 1989/90. In the medium term, total production is greatly influenced by
tomatoes (27 % of the total). If tomatoes are excluded, the 1985/88 average is 6.4Yo ap
on that for l98l/84. Production of tomatoes was 11.3 million tonnes in 1988 (+0.5%)
and 13.1 million tonnes in 1989 (+15.6%). Production of cauliflowers increased by
6.20Ä to 2.1 million tonnes. In 1988, there were fewer withdrawals of cauliflowers while
withdrawals of tomatoes remained at very low levels.
The production of fresh fruit harvested for sale, which is stable in the medium term at
around 30.5 million tonnes, reached 31.5 million tonnes (+6%) in 1988/89, the most
since 1982. (t) This was mainly due to the exceptional apple harvest which, at 8.7
million tonnes, was one of the largest in the last l0 years - German production, for
example, was up 1.3 million tonnes. (2) However, a cyclical fall is forecast for 1989/90
(7.6 million tonnes, -125%); withdrawals for 1988/89 were 650 000 tonnes. Citrus fruit
production rose by 5.9% (all products) compared to the very poor harvest of 1987/88.
Initial estimates for 1989/90, based on figures from Spain and Greece, point to a
substantial rise in orange and small citrus fruit production with lernon production stable
or falling. Large quantities are likely to be withdrawn or processed.
Peach production fell in 1988 (- 3.3 Yo),blt this was more than offset by a further large
increase in nectarine production (+13% in 1988), which was continued in 1989
(+23.6%). Peach production also picked up in 1989 (+6.5%). The pear harvest
remained stable (-0.5oÄ) at 2.6 million tonnes. Although the picture varies consider-
ably from one Member State to another the overall tendency is downwards, except in
Spain.
The prices of fresh fruit and vegetables fluctuate, sometimes considerably, during the
course of a marketing year and depending on the markets. Overall, average Community
prices for the pilot products in 1988/89 fell, in some cases substantially.
(t) EEC fruit production consisted mainly of apples (28%), citrus fruit Q6Yo), peaches (8.3%) and pears(8.2%).
(2) German statistics, unlike those for other Member States, include non-commercial production.
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Community imports of fresh fruit continued to gxow strongly in 1988, reaching
3.1 million tonnes (+11.6% and -135.20Ä over four years), for all the main products:
citrus fruit +3.4oÄ (mainly in the form of orange juice), apples +10.90Ä, and pears
+29.80Ä. This increase was mainly due to countries in the southern hemisphere. Total
exports fell by 16.9% with citrus fruit down by 13.6% and other fruit down by 20.3%.
Trade in vegetables involves a much smaller volume than trade in fruit. The external
trade balance deteriorated in 1988, with overall imports increasing by 5.5oÄ to
0.8 million tonnes and exports declining by 4.% to 0.6 million tonnes.
58. As regards Community measures for 1989/90, the Council maintained the basic
prices and buying-in prices for all products, with the exception of oranges and
mandarins (7.5% reduction). The aid for the processing of oranges was modified and
extended to all varieties of orange and to small citrus fruit. The method for calculating
the withdrawal price and the intervention threshold mechanism were adapted accord-
ingly. In the market management area, the level of citrus fruit withdrawals remains
disturbing because it affects a large proportion of production. With regard to other fruit
and vegetables, the intervention thresholds now cover cauliflowers and apples (for the
1989/90 and subsequent marketing years); they were exceeded in 1988/89 by Spanish
nectarine and lemon production. Large peach withdrawals are another subject for
concern.
Increased imports of apples from the southern hemisphere pose an additional problem,
although an assurance has been received that the annual import quotas allowed by the
Community (550 000 tonnes) will not be exceeded. Finally, a package of new measures
encouraging the promotion of nuts and the modernization and restructuring of the nut
sector was decided.
Processed fruit and vegetables
59. On the world market, processed fruit and vegetable products cover a vast and
increasingly important range. The EEC is a major producer and in 1977 introduced aids
for some of these products in order to develop the economy of Mediterranean areas.























Source: DG VI, communicated by Member Statss.
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The Community is the second largest producer of tomato products after the
United States. Production is on the increase (+8.2o/o in 1988/89). The Community is
also one of the main producers of peaches in syrup (Greece being the largest
community producer). community production of pears and pineapples in syrup, prunes
and dried grapes is, however, much less important. Consumption is rising, in line with
the general economic trend. The Community is more than self-suflicient in tomato
products and peaches in syrup but is a net importer - sometimes a major one - of the
other products covered by an aid system.
60. In recent years, Community trade has shown an upward trend, especially
intra-Community trade (+ 14% in two years for all products), with imports rising in
line (+2170 in two years). Imports of dried grapes other than currants again rose
considerably - due largely to imports from Turkey +7 o/o, and the United States. As a
result, stock levels on the Community market have fluctuated sharply Q4 687 tonnes for
sultanas and 598 tonnes for currants in 1989 compared to 789 tonnes for sultanas and
14682 tonnes for currants in 1988).
Although minimum producer prices remained at the same level as in prefious years,
there was a substantial reduction in the level of aid - the exceptions being tomato
products (slight drop), pineapples in syrup (slight rise), and dried grapes (up by about
9%\. The reductions were due to much higher import prices. The Council abolished the
production aid for cherries in syrup in 1988 as it was no longer achieving the objective.
It also introduced a minimum import price scheme for cherry products. Maximum
production levels for allocating processing aids were not exceeded in 1988/89.
New rules and amendments were introduced into Community legislation for 1989/90.
The aid system was extended to include new tomato products, a new variety of pear,
tinned peaches and pears in natural fruit juice, without any increase in guarantee
thresholds. As regards quotas, a minimum import price was fixed for cherry products; a
ceiling was put on the level of aid for peaches and pears in syrup and/or natural fruitjuice, corresponding to the difference between the minimum producer price and the
price of the raw material in the main producing third countries; and the possibility of
setting up a monetary adjustment system was introduced. The dried grape market,
despite a self-suffrciency rate of 35oÄ, still gives cause for concern and needs to be
properly investigated.
Floriculture
61, The Community is a substantial net exporter with a balance in its favour of
ECU 376 million - in value terms, this was 3.5oÄ rp in 1988 over the previous year. In
recent years, however, imports have increased on average by 10.9% compared with
7.60Ä for exports, suggesting activity in the former sector is more dynamic. Consump-
tion varies considerably from one Member State to another. There is, therefore,
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enonnous potential for growth; even markets with high per capita consumption (e.g.
Germany ind the Netherlands) do not appear to be stagnating and Community
producti,on continues to expand. Economic gfowth has benefited the sector since
improved standards of living result in increased sales of flowers and other plants.
However, the market is a fragile one and, given the perishable and non-stockable nature
of the product, there is a risk of serious imbalance if short-term supply increases too
quickly.
As regards external trade, new provisions relating to cut flowers entered into force at
the end of 1988 within the framework of the additional protocols to the Mediterranean
agreements. The provisions concern the tariff quotas for Israel, Morocco, Jordan and
Cypto., and provide for customs duties to be dismantled at the same pace as for Spain
and Portugat. for roses and carnations, the quota depends on respecting a price level
co.t"spooding to at least 85 % of the Community producer price. In addition, in the
üght ;f GAiT negotiations on tropical products and of its own trade policy, the
Cbmmunity reduced the customs duties for cut flowers ftom 24 to 20oÄ (1 June to
3l october) and from 17 to 15% (1 November to 3l May) from I July 1989.
Wine
d2. The wine market comprises two distinct sectors:'quality wine', which is inher-
ently separate, and'table wine', which is characterized by chronic surpluses- The
imbähnce is mainly due to the downward trend in consumption, particularly in the
main producer countries. Although there is international trade, there is no world market
as such since consumer countries are usually producers as well and more than 100%
self-suflicient. Community production accounted for 65 oÄ of world production in
1987/1988.
63. On the Community market, the provisions relating to table wines will not apply to
Portugal until 1991 although the wine legislation has been applied in Spain since
1 Marih 1986. The figures given here are thus for the Community of Eleven and are for
19S8/S9 (l Septembei 1988 to 31 August 1989). For 1988/89, production and normal
cottsrr-piiott were more or less in balance. The latest production data (t) suggests
output will be 156.2 million hl (-41.7 million hl). Due to the weather, the 1988/89
harvest was the lowest of tne last 10 years, especially in Spain and in Portugal, which
only produced 4 million n (n% of its normal production).
Total internal consumption, including distillation, should be 170 million hl. Direct
human consumption should be about the same as the previous yeat, 132 million hl
or thereabouts. Quantities processed should amount to around 36.7 million hl
(t) Corrected forward estimate as at 3 July 1989.
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(61 million hl in 1988). Quantities distilled under Community intervention measures were
relatively low (26 million hl compared to 57 million hl in 1987/88). Imports fell slightly
(4.1 million hl as against 5.5 million hl) and exports continued to slide (10.2 million hl
compared to 11.5 million hl).
At the beginning of the lgSS/89 marketing year, stocks with producers and the trade
amounted to 127 million hl, as against 128 million hl in 1987/88. Stocks at the end of
the wine year are expected to total 107 million hl.
64. Following the European Council meeting of February 1988, compulsory distilla-
tion and definitive voluntary abandonment were introduced to act as stabilizers and
bring production gradually into line with consumption. The rise in grubbing premiums
and the exemption from compulsory distillation for winegrowers grubbing up at least
20%o of their wine-growing area substantially increased the number of hectares
abandoned in France and Italy but not in Spain. Penalties for high yields were relatively
low during the year.
Guide prices for 1988/89 were kept at the same level for the Community of Ten and
Spain's were brought closer in line (as provided for in the Treaty of Accession). Average
table wine prices during the wine year continued their slow improvement. In the
Community of Ten, export refunds were adapted at the beginning of the year to take
account of changes in the prices of wine and concentrated grape must in the Comnunity
and in international trade.
During 1988/89, all forms of intervention were applied: 9 million hl of table wine were
withdrawn for compulsory distillation, 5.5 million hl of which came under the heading
of preventive distillation. The figures available suggest that withdrawals of table wine
for other forms of distillation are as follows:
(D distillation with the special price guarantee for long-term storage contract holders:
around 5 million hl;
(ii) support distillation: 3.5 million hl, a limit imposed because of the expected effects
of compulsory distillation;
(iii) distillation of wine made from dual-purpose grapes: less than 1 million hl;
(iv) distillation of the by-products of wine making: 1.35 million hl of alcohol at l00oÄ
vol (equivalent to about 13.5 million hl of wine).
65. As in previous wine years, aids were granted for long-term storage of wines and
grape must (14.5 million hl) and for the use of must for increasing the alcoholic content
of wine, for the production of grape juice and for the preparation of British and Irish
wines and home-made wines.
The overhaul of the regulation on quality wines, laying down the requirements for
designations of origin, was finalized in 1988. In 1989, the Council set up a Community
framework within which the Commission and national authorities can cooperate over
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controls in the wine sector as well as a Commission inspectorate with responsibility for
ensuring that the wine-growing regulations are implemented in a uniform way.
The latest available data indicate that the 1989/90 harvest will be about 10.8 oÄ highet
than that for 1988/89, assuming the figure of 180 million hl is conltrmed (Portugal
included). Italy and France expect the harvest to be slightly up - about 64 million hl
for Italy and 58 million hl for France; a bumper harvest is expected in Germany
(15 million hl); Spain expects a harvest of 30 million hl and Luxembourg one of
150000 hl; Greece expects the harvest to be stable at 4.7 million hl and the
United Kingdom estimates 15 000 hl; Portugal expects a harvest of 8.3 million hl (a rise
of more than 100% but average for the country).
Wine
1s\1e so\$ dL\S sle sb\ei1 ssFe .d-
P-d*ti"" r"d utilization figures for 1 988-89 are estimates.
* Spain included as from 1986.
1 Compulsory and optional dist i l lat ion.
Gotton
66. rü/orld market. The area
with production amounting
(t) One bale : approximately 217.V kg.
Figure I0
$own to cotton worldwiele is &round 40 million hectares,
to around 84 mittion bates (1) in 1988" This figure is
.--" r"# .st ."-" ."--
Production
D ist i l lat ion
EUR 11
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expected to drop by about 3 million in 1989; consumption, though, will increase. The
upward trend in prices which began at the end of 1988 continues, reaching 80 cents/bale
at the end of the 1988/89 marketing year. Unginned cotton is not traded internationally.
Since the EEC's spinning capacity is much greater than its fibre production, large
quantities are imported (966 500 t in 1988). The main suppliers were the USA (186 000 t),
the USSR (135000 t), Pakistan (120000 t), China (4000 r), Argentina (4000 t) and
the Ivory Coast (36 000 0. There was only limited intra-Community trade.
67. For the Community, cotton is a minor crop in terms of area (1% of the world
total) and the number of producers; however, it does play an important economic and
social role in the relatively less-favoured areas of Greece and Spain where it is
concentrated. In 1988, the Community had 391 600 ha under cotton (256 000 ha in
Greece and 135 000 ha in Spain), producing I 190 000 t ofunginned cotton, 381 000 t of
ginned cotton (fibre) and 643 000 t of seed. In 1989, plantings covered 348 000 ha,
280 000 ha of which were in Greece, 67 s00 ha in spain and 100 ha in ltaly, for an
estimated total production of I 009 100 t of unginned cotton (S10 000 t in Greece, and
199 000 t in Spain). The Community has a large shortfall in cotton and could only
produce 29oÄ of its cotton fibre requirements in 1988. In 1988, consumption amounted
to I 317 000 t.
68. The Community aid scheme involves an annual guide price and an aid which is
equal to the difference between this price and the world price; the aid is paid to
ginneries which pay a minimum price to the producer. If the production of unginned
cotton exceeds,the maximum guaranteed quantity (752000 t) the guide price and the
amount of the aid are reduced proportionately. For 1987/88, l9S8/S9 and 1989/90, this
reduction cannot exceed l5o/o, 2OoÄ and 25oÄ respectively of the guide price. There is
no such restriction for subsequent years. As a result of substantially increased
production, the maximum guaranteed quantity has been exceeded each year since
1986187, gving rise to a reduction in the guide price and the aid. This reduction was
ECU 57.6llt for 1987/88, ECU lg2ltfor 198s/s9 and ECU 172.841t for 1989/90, with
the corresponding percentage reductions in the aid being 8 oÄ for 1987/88, 260Ä for
1988/89 and29Yo for 1989190, between I May and I September 1989. These measures
have helped check the steady increase in area sown to cotton -- there has been a sharp
fall in Spain and only a slight rise in Greece.
Fibre flax and hemp
69. Around 1.2 million ha are sown to fibre flax worldwide with annual fibre
production amounting to some 500 to 550 000 tonnes. There is no trade in straw flax
between the EEC and third countries. Fibre imports, however, amounted to 25 000 t in
1987. The Community has a deficit of medium- and low-quality fibre and is obliged to
import from Eastern Europe, Egypt and china. on the other hand, it exports long
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fibres especially of the good and superior quality not produced elsewhere, to Eastern
Europe.
70. In the EEC cultivation of fibre flax is increasing slightly. Area sown in 1989 was
78 400 ha (72 625 ha in 1988, 66 885 ha in 1987), with France accounting for 59 000 ha,
Belgium for 11 300 ha, the Netherlands for 5 200 ha, Germany for 2140 ha, Denmark
for-265 ha and Ireland for 40 ha. The quality is better than that of fibre produced
elsewhere. Apart from the straw from 2 000 ha which goes to papermills, straw flax is
mostly processed into fibre by some 180 retting and scutching firms in north:we^st
Franä (:o;, n"tgir- (140), thl Netherlands (10) and Germany (2). Yields in 1989/90
are likely to be zubstantialiy below average, with production amounting to some 90 000
tonnes of fibre and more than 500 000 tonnes of straw.
71. The total area sown to hemp worldwide is around 400000 ha. In L987, the
Community imported 3200 t of hemp fibre, mainly from Eastern Europe and China,
while expoits amounted to 700 t. Hemp is an increasingly marginal crop within the
Community and is concentrated mainly in France and, to a very limited extent, in
Spain. In t-988, the area harvested was 2 850 ha. Although Community consumption of
gäod-quality fiax fibres remained steady during the last marketing year, the situation
ior low-quafty Ilax fibres has markedly deteriorated. In view of the decline in straw
yields, thä maiket for long frbres in lg89l90 should be firm, while that for short fibres,
iven that stocks are likely to shrink considerably, should be more buoyant as should
the whole hemp frbre market. Both crops receive aid on a per hectare basis.
Although the area under fibre flax and fibre hemp accounts for less than 0'1Vo of the
Commrinity's IJAA, these crops are of considerable economic importance in the areas
where they are centred. Moräover, flax fibre is processed into yarn and fabrics or
frnished pioducts in virtually every Member State. Aid for fibre flax increased from
ECU 35i.09/ha in 19s8/s9 t; ECU 375lha in 1989/90. The deduction (10% of the aid,
to promote the use of flax) was increased from ECU 35.5 to ECU 37 '5lha, enabling an
ECU 5 075 000 programme to be funded. Aid for hemp was fixed at ECU 340lha for
1989/90 u. oppor"d to ECU 322.48 the previous year (ECU 188.68/ha for spain and
Portugal).
Silkworms
72. Silkworms are reared in Greece, Italy and, to a limited extent, in France, for
research purposes. The activity accounts for only a tiny portion of the Community's
agricultural iroduction and, indeed, of world silk production In-some areas, though, it
does have a certain importance (e.g. Thrace, Veneto and Marches). Accordinq to t!9
FAO, world production of raw silk (including waste) amounted to 69 000 t in 1987
(72000 t in t0S6 and 68000 t in 1985). The main producers (accounting for 63000 t)
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are all in Asia: china (40 000 t), Japan (8 000 t), India (7 000 t) and Korea (4 000 0
being together responsible for more than 85 o% of world production.
Production in the Community has been declining for several years with prices rising
slower than costs. However, there was a slight upturn in 1988 with 4 960 boxes being
used (3600 in Italy, 1250 in Greece and 112 in France). Because of an epidemic,
however, cocoon production is likely to fall sharply in 1989/90 and the aid for 1989/90
was fixed at ECU ll2 per box (the same as for 1988/89). Spain and Portugal are eligible
for a transitional aid of ECU 63 76.
Tobacco
73. Raw tobacco is mainly grown in the least-favoured regions of Greece, Italy, Spain
and Portugal, with family farms accounting for around 90%o of production. The crop
often provides up to 80 % of the total income of the 200 000 holdings.
74. World production continues to climb, and is expected to reach 7.2 million tonnes
in 1989, with the main increases coming from India, the united States, Brazil,
Zimbabwe and Canada.
Tobacco production
World consumption of raw tobacco is also on the rise and now stands at around 6.5
million tonnes. World production of cigarettes is estimated at 5.25 billion units in 1988,
2 to 5 7o more than in 1987. Thanks to the increasing population and higher incomes,
tobacco consumption is likely to keep on growing, especially in developlng countries
and in Eastern Europe, although in the West anti-smoking campaigns attd ptice rises are
expected to have a dampening effect. World trade in 1988 was estimated at 1.35 million
tonnes, a slight increase. The upward trend should continue in 1989, particularly in the
united States, BraÄI, Zimbabwe and Malawi. The price of good quality flui-cured,
Burley and fire-cured tobaccos increased by 2 to 36/o in thtunited Stites in 1988.
( I 0 M t )



























Sources: DG VI and World Tobacco Situation, USA.
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Although medium-term price forecasts are encouraging, the price is expected to fall in
the long term on account of increased production.
75. In 1988, the Community produced 395 014 tonnes of leaf tobacco, 3 %o more than
in 1987 (383 433 tonnes) and in excess of the maxinum guaranteed quantity of 385 000
tonnes. ötr" reason for this is the popularity of the Badischer Geudertheimer variety in
Italy; because of the high premium it has enjoyed in recent years, production has
incrlased from 3 610 tonnes in 1986 to 18 317 in 1987 and 67 407 in 1988. Total
production in 1989 is likely to be similar to that in 1988' (t)
76. The Community's policy to try and direct production toward sought-after varieties
(e.g. flue-cured, Basmai, Katerini and Burley) has had some success. Production of
fluä-cured tobacco rose from 26 081 tonnes in 1981 to 66892 tonnes in 1988 while that
of less sought-after varieties continued to decline (from 133 204 tonnes in 1986 to
103 452 tonnes in 1988). However, varietal conversion still poses problems in, for
example, less-favoured areas of Greece.
77. Community stocks appear to be stable at 30000 tonnes of baled tobacco each
ysar, or 7$%;f production. In theory, the destocking pfograrnme should mean the
äümination of 1986 stocks by the end of 1989, and of 1987 stocks by the beginning of
1990. European industry consumed approximately 700 000 tonn€s of raw tobacco, and
produced an estimated OZ5 mittion cigarettes in 1988 (no change) while consumption in
ihe Community fell by nearly 2Vo to around 565 million units. In 1988, the Community
exported 171d10 ton-nes of raw tobacco (50% of production). Imports amounted to
423 000 tonnes, 50o/o of which were flue-cured.
Raw tobacco is one of the Community's deficit sectors (50 %). Although the EEC
imports 70oÄ of its requirements (700 (X)0 tonnes of baled tobacco, it also exports 507o
of its production because of the difference between the varieties and qualities it
producäs and those European industry demands. Over the next few years, the
Öommunity needs to continue to adapt itself to the requirements of industry, pronote
cultivation of less harmful varieties, and encourage the switch to other activities' The
tools to bring about these changes are prices, premiums and stabilizers. As regards the
latter, the Council, in order to improve production planning and facilitate the change to
new varieties, provided for the maximum guaranteed quantities to be fixed a year in
advance. Consäquently, the maximum guaranteed quantity for the more sought-after
varieties was increased for 1989 and 1990 (Group l: +l5oÄ and *22%o; Group II:
*2Vo and *4o/o), while for the other varieties it was gradually reduced (Group IV:
-l6vo and -24%; Group V: -9oÄ and -15%). These decisions were also
influenced by the Europe Against Cancer programme, one of whose aims - limiting the
tar content öf cigarettes to 12 mg- would involve changing over to new varieties' The
European cultivätion contract introduced throughout the Community in 1989 should
(t) The figures for production and area are given in Table 4.8.1.1. (statistical section).
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help promote quality and control production. Prices and premiums for 1989 were frozen
by the Council because of the impact stabilizers would have both on them and on the
production of certain varieties; in 1988, there were variations of between *ZYo and
-8%.
Hops
78. In 1988, the world area under hops totalled,90044 ha, of which some 29oÄ lay
within the Community. Germany accounts for 75Yo of the hop area but hops are also
grown in the united Kingdom, spain, France, Belgium, portugal and lreland. The total
harvest is estimated at 120350 tonnes (+1.7% compareä with l9g7). Although
Community production was down, there was a substantial increase in some non-EEC
countries. World production of alpha acid - the substance for which hops are
demanded by the brewery industry - is estimated at 7 382 tonnes, slightly less than
demand (7 500 tonnes). Although, after several years of surpluses, thiJrelätively low
harvest gave some relief to the market, large stocks preventid any significant rise in
prices. Since the 1989 harvest is unlikely to exceed the previous yeai's, this should have
a positive effect on spot prices and future contract prices.
79. On the Community market, the area under hops, which had been steadily declining
since 1982, increased by 215 ha (+0.8yo) to 26237 ha in l9gg. Even ro, u-t
37 700 tonnes, the total harvest was 5.8 o/o less than the record low of 1987. The poor
yields in terms of quantity were not offset by a high alpha acid content. With an uu"iug.
content of 60/o, production of alpha acid totalled only 2 224 tonnes, the lowest ut tonit
recorded for many years. Although considerably higher yields are expected in 1989, the
latest figures suggest that, despite the increase in area, improvement will not be as great
as originally expected (+ r% to 30Ä in Germany, Spain and the united Kingdom,-and
a fall in France). The total hop harvest is estimateä at 39 600 tonnes (+ 5"/r).
Within the framework of the common organization of the market, the Communitygrants aid to hop producers to enable them to attain a reasonable level of income. Foi
the 1988 harvest, the Council adopted the Commission proposal providing for an aid ofECU 330iha for aromatic varieties, and ECU 390lha foi bitter and otheivarieties. The
latesfor the 1989 aid have to be fixed by the Council by the end of June 1990. UnderRegulation (EEc) No2997187, a special aid is also paiable to encourage growers to
switch some production of bitter varieties to varieties more suited to -äfut require-
ments- Up to now, the Commission has approved conversion plans covering tZ6Zha.
In June 1989, the Council adopted a proposal amending the abovementionäd Regula-
tion,. postponing the deadline for converJion from 1990-to t992 and eliminating Jome
restrictions; this should allow more hop growers to benefit from the aid the Comäunityis offering for market adaptation.
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Seeds
80. The seed sector comprises a large number of species of which the most important
are forage legumes and grasses, rice and maiz.e. Different regions of the Community
tend to speaätize in different species: fodder grass seed is produced mainly in the
Centre-Nörth,maiz.e and fodder legume seed in the Centre-South, and rice seed in the
Mediterranean countries.
Bt. The world market is supplied by four main regions: North America (United States
and Canada), the EEC and Eastern Europe for fodder species and maize, and New
Zealand for fodder species. The drought which hit the production areas in the United
States and New Zealand in 1987/83 has temporarily improved the situation of
Community producers.











































Source: DG VI, communicated by Member States.
The area given over to rice seed production has increased continuously in recent years.
As a result, aid restrictions were imposed during the last marketing year.
83. On the trade front, hybrid maize seed imports for 1988/89 were 332 000 quintals,
down by l6Yo compared to 1987/88. Exports of fodder grass seed fell by 4.7oÄ and
imports rose by 4.4%. Exports of fodder legume seed slumped by 40% while imports
increased by 13.5 Yo.The Community's fodder seed deficit amounted to 307 679 quintals
overall. External trade (imports and exports) accounted for 18.57o of production.
84. The main measures taken in 1989 to stabilize the market and protect the seed
sector were: (i) the fixing of reference prices for hybrid maizp and sorghum from third
(t) 1989 data not yet available.
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gollntrigs (double hybrids. and top-cross hybrids, ECU 95/100 kg; three-cross hybrids,
P-qY ryt100 kg; single hybrids F;CU 22ö1100 lg; hybriä ,orgh,r- for sowing, eCü120/100 kg); (ii) the prolongation of aids ior proo*"Äg certifiEd seed (fodderipecier,
some cereals and oilseeds). The level of production aids decided by tie Council forl990l9l and l99ll92 remained the same except for rice (-7oÄ for Indica rice and
-29% for Japonica rice). The aid for vetch seed was reduced by 2% and that for
cocksfoot and smooth-stalk meadowgrass by l%.
Animal feedingstuffs
85' T arge quantities of agricultural produce are diverted to animal feed production,including much of the Community's output of cereals and oilseeds and virtually alipermanent grasslands^- nearly three quarters of the UAA is given over primariiy to
animal feed. since 1984, aggregate demand(l) has been stag"nant or declining: thedecline in the cattle sector (milk and meat) has not been offsel by increases in tie pig
and poultry sectors. Aggregate supply(2) is chiefly composed (5s%) of non-markeieäfeedingstuffs (grass, hay, silage). The renainder 1+s\"l consists of feedstufh which are
marketed (cereals' substitutes, oilcakes, etc.) wheie competition (price, fodder value) is
more intense; in recent years, the share of cereals compäred to irrut of substitutes and
oilcakes has been declining.



















(116 m t  FU) 100(r34 m t FU)
100
(r43 m t FU)
Animal consumption of the key marketable products (3) in the Community of Twelve
was estimated at 167 million tonnes in lggg/g-9, much tile same as in l9s7/g-s (+0.4%)t.Home-produced products accounted for around 113 million tonnes (+2.5 million
(t) This includes all marketable and non-marketable animal feed in the Community of Twelve in feed units{J FU l"l"_r-qv supplied by I kg or,t 
"a"ia l";l"y), (dGh.;rh";ö:*Source: DG VI estimate.(') 
*: !:1 th3 EUR t0 feed balance-sheet, Table 4.r3.7.r., part 2.öource: Eurostat-(3) The animal consumption balance for the key marketable products includes most of tle feedingstuffs used by
iT"Xä-.XtJ:f industrv and bv farmiis 1,J"Tu'ä*".,it"ptioo 
""a 
Äpt;;*d purchaseinun rz, #
Source: DG VI estimate.
( % )
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tonnes - mainly cereals and high-protein products), with imports estimated at
55.8 million tonnes (-2.5 million tonnes).
86. As regards substitutes (products referred to in Annex D to Regulation (EEC)
No272717{'l subject to imporf quotas, the quota utilization rates for manioc and sweet
potato were once again not fai off 100% in 1988. The agreements concerning these
products expire at tf,e end of 1990 for Thailand and at the end of 1989 for Indonesia,
ät1er GA1T member countries, China and other non-member countries of GATT. As
regards bran from Argentina and other third countries' no reduced-levy import
apilication (within the liinits of the annual quota of 550 000 tonnes) was lodged in 1988
unäer nepütion (EEC) No 1053/88. The three products rylje9t to a quota accounted-
for arounä 4loÄ of all imported substitutes in 1987 and 1988. Industrial production of
compound feedstuffs (1) in the Community in 1988 reached 99.3 million tonnes, an
incräase of more than i million tonnes. This extra output was made up of 2 million
tonnes of pig and poultry feed and I million tonnes of cattle feed (milk and meat). The
highest grä*tn ratis were recorded in France and Italy (more than 4 %).
87. Price strongly influences the choice of raw materials. From May 1988, the steep
rise in the world-irice of soya, (2) due to the drought in the USA, caused the price of
other proteins to rise too. Raw material price differences tended to benefit home-grown
cereali and discourage oilseed imports, a trend soon checked by the favourable
long-term outlook for soya. In 1988/89, there was a moderate rise in cereal consumption
and a fall in the consumption of oilcakes and other proteins. The 1987/88 marketing
year was the first time in iw" years that animal feed prices O did not drop in real terms;
ihis led to increased production costs and higher livestock product prices. Year-on-year
percentage changes between 1984 and 1988 were: -0.1% (1984), -9.2% (1985),
--5.2% (tggO), 
--6.0% (1987) and 0.0% (1938). In 1989/90, animal consumption of
cereals in the bEC should decline following the recovery of oilcake imports in the wake
of the relative fall in world prices and the moderate rise forecast in imports of cereal
substitutes (Annex D to Regulation (EEC) No2727175) not subject to quotas.
Milk and milk products
dd. World market. After peaking in 1986, OECD deliveries fell by 7.6 million t9119t
over the next two years, mainly owing to reduced Community deliveries; in 1989,
however, the OECD countries inöreased their deliveries by about 1.3 million tonnes, and
(r) Not including Greece and Luxembourg, Table 4.13.7.3,Part2. Source.'Buropean Feed Manufacturers'
Association - Fefac.(2) See Table 4.13.7.12. Part 2.
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a further rise of 2 million tonnes
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Eastern European deliveries have been growing at between l.5oÄ and 20Ä per year, a
trend which should continue in 1990 - however, demand is growing so fast that the
area is likely to remain a major world market outlet. Moreover, demand still far exceeds
supply in the rest of the world, although production is generally on the increase. Lower
Community stocks in 1987 and 1988, combined with the policy of curbing supply, had a
positive effect on the world market. Trade reached record levels (in milk equivalent,
28 million tonnes in 1987 and, 29.5 million tonnes in 1988) with the Community again
playing a dominant role.
World market in milk equivalent (t)
() Plfp! for cpqrl^gn{_{qsh products on the basis of Community coefficients.
O EUR l0 unti l 1986; EUR 12 from 1987.
The improvement in the world market did not continue in 1989. Trade dropped by 15%
to a level somewhere between those of 1983 and 1984. Prices remained high, however,
and the EEC, without a stock disposal prograrnme, consolidated its dominant position
wfih 54oÄ of trade.
89. Since production is not limited by international agreement, high world market
prices could, in the short term, encourage OECD output to expand faster than its
present rate of 0.5Yo per annum. Given the stagnation in the consumption of fats
Main exporters
r983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989























































































































International prices and GATT minimum prices (usDlt)
Butter I GATT Butteroil I GATT Cheese I GATT sMP I cnrr
1983 I 800-1 850 1 200
I 500-1 700
1 900-2 100 r M0
1 800-1 950




1984 1 300-1 400 1 200
1 200-1 400
1 400-1 700 | M0
1 500-1 700




1985 9s0-1 050 I 000
1 000-1 0s0
1 200-1 400 1 200
1 200-1 400




1986 I 050-1 1s0 I 000
800-1 100
1250-1 350 1 200
800-1 300




1987 750-1 00 1 000
900-1 50
950-1 250 I 200
I 100-1 300






1988 1 150-1 350 1 100









r 150-1 550 900
1 750-2 050 1 050
1989 1 800-2 000 r 250





1 900-2 100 I 350
r 900-2 200 1 500
1 800-2 100 I 050
1 350-1 650 I 200
The minimum prices frxed by the GATT tend to follow market prices with a certain time-lag.
(especially milk fats), the market will remain very fragile and more surpluses are likely,
inä tfro"gft tne dAft minimum prices have been raised considerably. O" ,h..
Communit! market, the drop in deliveries, the elimination or virtual elimination of
public stocis, the rise in market prices and the redirection of production are having a
profound effect on a s@tor whictris in constant flux. Dairy cattle numbers continued to
iall in 1989 and by the end of the year the population is likely to consist of only 23
million head, as against 23.4 million at the end of 1988 (- 1.6%). Milk production f91
1989 is estimated at 108.7 million tonnes, compared to 109.8 million tonnes in 1988
(-l.l%\, a slightly lower fall in percentage terms.
Average yield per cow was about 4 700 kg/year, an increase of 2-2oÄ. Deliveries to
dairies are estimated at 98.1 million tonnes for 1989 compared to 99.2 million tonnes in
lgSS (- l.IVo\, mirroring the drop in production; the collection rate remained at
90.2%.
g0. More fresh products were manufactured, despite the milk productisn quo-tas'
Increases of l.2oÄ in 1988 and l.0oÄ in 1989 show output is expanCing steadily. It is
reckoned that more than 30oÄ of the milk collected is now marketed in this form. This
recent development clearly reflects the underlying trend in consumption, and illustrates
the need for the processing industry to adapt to market changes'
Butter production reached 2.2 million tonnes in 1986, before falling back to l.g-million
tonnes in 1987 (- l4.5yo), 1.7 million in 1988 (-11%) and 1.675 million in 1989
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(- 1.5%). This has had a direct influence on market prices, which were stable or almost
stable in 1987, but have since risen throughout tle EEC with rises of 10-15% in some of
the main markets. In those conditions, total butter consumption is likely to fall even
further (- l.l% in 1988, - 4.7 % in 1989) and the market therefore remains in surplus
and highly dependent on traditional disposal measures.
Production of skimmed-milk powder was more than 2.2 million tonnes in 1986 but fell
by nearly 25%o in 1987 to 1.65 million tonn€s, and by more than 20%o in 1988 to 1.3
million tonnes, runaining at this level in 1989. This contraction was accompanied by the
running down of public stocks and has had a considerable effect on the market. Prices
stabilized in 1989 at 100-115% of the intervention price, having first caught up with it
and then exceeded it (sometimes by as much as 30%). The aid for utilization in
feedingstuffs has been adapted to these new market conditions; however, since annual
demand at the market price (human consumption) is running at less than 300 0@
tonnes, here again the market remains in surplus and heavily influenced by exports and
aid schemes.
Community cheese production has been progressing in the long term by 2.4oÄ a year, in
keeping with underlying consumption trends. It increased by 3.9% in 1987 and 3.2Yo in
1988; however, it rose by only loÄ in 1989 to 4.8 million tonnes (to which should be
added imports of 100 000 tonnes). Consumption, being sensitive to price changes;
increased by similar arnounts: +3.5oÄ in 1987, +L.7yo in 1988 and +l.LoÄ in
1989.
The production of whole-milk powder is directly linked to dwelopments on the
international market. After a spectacular recovery in 1987 (+260/0), which continued
into 1988 (+9Vo), it fell back very slightly in 1989 (-1.7%), confirming that the
market, although unstable, is still healthy. Condensed milk production also tends to be
guided by the international market, which itself depends on a few large fragile markets.
Community production has been dropping since 1985, despite a slight recovery in 1988
(1.36 million tonnes, + 3.8 %) and production for 1989 is unlikely to exceed I .32 million
tonnes (-1.11%). Casein production is only possible thanks to aid. Encouraged by
world prices, it progressed steadily between 1984 and 1988 from 130 to 1740A0 tonnes.
Howwer, following a drop in the amount of aid and greater end-use control, it fell back
by 4% in 1989 to 167 000 tonnes.
9l,. The long-term trend is for overall Community consumption of dairy products to
grow by 0.5o/o per year. However, the short-term trend is much less regular and recently
milk consumption has stabjlized. Moreover, butter consumption is falling by something
approaching loÄ a year, which would probably increase to 2.5% if special disposal
measures were not taken. Over the long term the consumption trend for other milk
products is + I .8 % a year, representing approximately another 800 000 tonnes of milk a
year. Since the'natural'drop in butter consumption corresponds to around 750000
tonnes of milk a yeur, the importance of supporting butter consumption to balance the
market can be seen. Public stocks have been virtually eliminated, showing how the
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situation has changed and pointing to the role private stocks can now play in market
stabilization.
The substantial rise in prices which followed the market improvements introduced in
1988 continued in 1989, with the north-west of the Community showing the most
marked increases.
92. As regards Community measures, the Council took a decision in April 1988 to
extend the quota scheme until 1992 and to confirm the objective of bringing about a
9.5 % reduction in deliveries over two years (argely by means of a 5.5Yo suspension of
reference quantities). The amount of milk collected fell from 105.3 million tonnes to
99.5 million tonnes in 1987/88 (-5.5 Yo) and to 98 million tonnes in 1988/89 (-1.6%).
This still leaves production 2.2 million tonnes above the objective targeted by the 5.5 %
suspension of reference quantities. Since this is a major factor in the malfunctioning of
the system, the Commission proposed to the Council, in the conclusion to its report
COM(89) 352 final, that the suspension scheme be changed.
Mi lk
."a" -"tp ."Ct .d* .""" ."d .6t" ."S ."dt ."tF .""" ^"te
C"".".pti"" *"s calculated on tho basis of an overall milk balance in milk equivalent (fat content)'
1978-85 EUR 10; hereafter EUR 12.
Consumption for 1988 includes 3245 million tonnes for animal feed.
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Although the original objective was only partially achieved, the improvement was large
enough for the Commission to propose to the Council a solution for certain categories
of producers whose situation had not been satisfactorily dealt with by all Member
States. For example, producers who had temporarily given up milk production received
a special reference quantity on the basis of an increase of 600 000 tonnes in the
Community reserve. (t) The Council has approved also a Commission proposal for
additional quotas for special cases, increasing the Community reserve by a suffrcient
amount to allocate to each State I % of its overall guaranteed quantity. To keep within
the overall guaranteed quantity, l%o of the suspended 5.5% will be converted into a
definitive reduction.
Beef and veal
93. After several years during which world production gradually increased, largely
owing to the reduction in dairy cattle numbers in certain countries, production dropped
back in 1989 and prices firmed on most domestic markets, encouraging livestock
capitalization in Oceania particularly.
Beef and veal production
(I 000 t)






































Markets remain buoyant because of the strong demand from some countries (Japan,
United States, South Korea,Brazil, North Africa and the Middle East). World market
prices are likely to remain firm in the medium term. This situation is also due to
improved economic growth, despite rising inflation and the economic and monetary
problems experienced by Eastern European and developing countries.
In addition, the price of feedingstuffs is a constant brake on the development of
competing meats (pigmeat and poultrymeat). This situation is now leading to the
(t) sLoM, see Regulations (EEC) Nos 764189 and 766189; OJ L84, 29.3.1989; COM(88) 466 final and
COM(89) 53 final.
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build-up of beef cattle herds and thus to an eventual increase in production. According
to the latest global forecasts, availabilities for exports in 1989 will be down by 200 000
tonnes and import requirements up by 100 000 tonnes.
94. The Community market is gradually reaching a balance between supply and
demand. In the past, supply was abnormally high, mainly because of large-scale
slaughterings of dairy cows and demand for other meats whose production had been
encouraged by the fall in feed prices between 1983 and 1988. How much the market has
now improved can be gauged by the level of intervention stocks - down from
750-800 000 tonnes to around 125 000 tonnes. In 1988, beef production amounted to
7680000 tonnes,5.5% less than in 1987. A further 2-3Yo drop is expected for 1989.
Consumption in 1988 was around 7620000 tonnes, an increase of l.3Yo over 1987; a
further increase of approximately 0.7oÄ is likely in 1989. As a result, the downward
trend in prices was reversed in 1988/89 (see Figure 12).
95. A major event in 1989 was the reform of the market organization for beef and
veal. In future, public intervention purchases will have to be by tender if the average
price in the Community and the Member State concerned is, for two consecutive weeks,
lower than 88% (previously 91%o) and 84% (previously 87%) respectively of the
intervention price. This price was fixed for the reference quality (carcases of adult male
bovine animals of grade R3 on the Community scale) at ECU 34//100 kg carcase
weight.
Public intervention purchases cannot normally exceed 220 000 tonnes a year. However,
in exceptional circumstances additional quantities may be purchased. Aid for private
storage continues. The premiums retained in the new legislation were increased: the
suckler cow premium and the special producer premium for male animals were both
increased from ECU 25 to ECU 40/head and are applicable throughout the EEC.
Future developments will depend more on market forces and on two key factors in
particular: the 20Ä annual growth in the number of suckler cows, encouraged by the
iuckler cow premium; and the cyclical rise in prices over the last year. In the medium
term, therefore, a cyclical rise in production is likely. Given the expected improvement
in the economy, the employment situation, and disposable household income, consump-
tion is likely to rise slightly in the medium term, as it has done before.
Sheepmeat and goatmeat
96. The Community is the largest producer and importer on the world market,
accounting for around 95 million head of sheep in 1988; although this is just 8 % of the
world's total sheep population, the Community accounts for l6Yo of world meat
production (around I million tonnes), the other main producers being the USSR
(gOO OOO tonnes), China (S00 000 tonnes), Australia (600 000 tonnes) and New 7*aland
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(600 000 tonnes). Australia possesses the world's largest sheep flock (165 million head)
followed by the USSR (140 million), but wool production is of considerable importance
in these countries, as it is in China and New Tx;aland.
97. World trade accounts for about 1670 of production, a figure substantially higher
than for other meats, with the Community and the Middle East being the principal
outlets and New 7-ealand the main exporter (500 000 tonnes). Australia is the leading
exporter of live animals (up to 7 million head a year)..Community imports are governed
by a series of voluntary restraint agreements with 13 suppliers, allowing annual imports
of some 320 000 tonnes of meat. The pattern in 1989 should be similar to previous
years, with approximately 250 000 tonnes of sheepmeat and goatmeat imported into the
Community under the various agreements, New Zealand accounting for 200 000 tonnes,
Australia for 17 000 tonnes and Eastern Europe for 25000 tonnes. Exports from the
Community are expected to reach 6 000 tonnes.
98. On the Community market, production is forecast to rise by 3.8% in 1989 to
1 065 000 tonnes, due mainly to increases in Irish and UK production of l6Yo and.80Ä
respectively. Sheep numbers are set to rise to 98.5 million head (+3%), the major
increases coming in Ireland (l0o/o), Spain (8Yo) and the United Kingdom (3%). Slight
decreases are forecast in France and Greece. Consumption is expected to increase to
1270000 tonnes (nearly 2%)with Italian and French consumption rising by 40Ä and
l.2Yo respeotively. Against this background of production and consumption increases,
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82.1
Source.' Eurostat.
(t) Since 1984, the figures are based on EUR 12.
Intra-Community trade amounted to only 80 000 tonnes in 1981 when the cornmon
organization of the market for sheepmeat and goaheat was first introduced. In 1989,
trade is expected to gxow to 180 000 tonnes, with further growth in the French market.
The United Kingdom and Ireland remain the major exporters. Despite a considerable
drop in prices in spring 1989, a trend already noticeable in 1988, the average market













is now ECU 3421100 kg, 0.4oÄ above the 1988 price. Greek and Italian prices should
again be substantially higher than those of other Member States.
99. The main support measures are the ewe premium, which is payable on a regional
basis, and the slaughter premium (United Kingdom only) which varies each week.
Public intervention purchases were not necessary. Both premiums have been subject to a
stabilization mechanism since 23 May 1988. The total paid under the variable premium
scheme was ECU 245 million in 1988 which, at a rate of ECU 90.36/100 kg of lamb,
represents 33.3% of the average market price in the United Kingdom in 1988. Ewe
premium levels were fixed for all regions of the Community for 1988. The total cost of
the scheme is estimated at ECU I 205 million for 1988, taking account of the clawback
on United Kingdom exports - an increase of ECU 100 million over 1987.
No public intervention purchasing or private storage was necessary in 1989. An advance
on the ewe premium, at the rate of 30olo, was decided in August 1989. In October, the
level was increased to 50oÄ due to the market situation.
Changes made to the rules for fixing the maximum weight of animals for which the
premium is payable were decided in April 1989 and entered into force in October, the
aim being to align production more closely with demand for lamb.
100. Following formal proposals from the Commission, based on COM(87) 452 final,
volume II(c), the Council agreed a reform package for the internal regime in July 1989.
The aim of this reform is the unification of the regime by the end of 1992, following a
transition stage, in preparation for the single market. The present regionally-based ewe
premium will be replaced by a Community premium representing the difference between
the basic price fixed by the Council, the average price for heavy lamb and the
production of heavy lamb per ewe. This premium will be paid at the lower rate of 70Yo
where milk production is the major purpose for which ewes are raised. At the beginning
of 1990, public intervention will be replaced by strengthened aid to private storage when
f,ecessary, and during the transition period the variable slaughter prernium, together
with the clawback on certain exports from the United Kingdom, will be gradually
eliminated.
The Community also reached agreement with New Zealand, its main supplier, on the
temporary adaptation, for a four-year period beginning in January 1989, of the
voluntary restraint agreement on sheepmeat. The essential elements of this agreement
are a reduction in the annual quantity imported to 205 000 tonnes, a limitation on the
quantity of chilled meat to be imported, and the introduction of a price surveillance
mechanism. The duty on imports, currently 10 %o, is reduced to zero and quantities to be
imported into the sensitive marketing zones are to be increased progressively. Negotia-




101. China is still the biggest producer of pigmeat on the world market, followed by
the EEC. There is 
".rtreoily 
a crisis in the United States caused by large increases in
production, while precisely the opposite has occurred in the Community with pro-
äuction falling in 1989. Increased demand from Japan is thought likely to boost exports
from Taiwan, the EEC (especially Denmark) and the United States, one of the main
reasons being the 2.5oÄ increase in the minimum Japanese import price.
( I W t )
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Source: OECD.
102. On the Community market, gross production of pigs fell by 3.2% in 1989
compared with 1988. As aresult of the crisis in the first half of 1988, numbers had to be,
reduced, particularly breeding sow numbers ( - 4.1 7o), producing a fall in the number of
animals fär shughter and, consequently, in supply. The price of pig carcases therefore
continued to rise on the Community market from the second quarter of 1989, reaching
levels unseen since 1984.
These trends are expected to continue into 1990, being more pronounced in the first half
ofthe year but lessitrong than in 1989. The recovery in the price ofpig carcases and the
low price of feed will encburage production; an increase in numbers and in slaughtering
can iherefore be expected in 1990, followed by lower prices during the second half of
1990. As a result öf tne fall in production there was a small drop in consumption
(39.1 kg/head in 1989 compared with 39.5 kg/head in 1988). A slight increase in
consumption is expected in 1990. Internal trade continued to be fairly extensive during
1989, with trade between Member States exceeding22oÄ of total production.
The absence of production surpluses rendered the granting of private storage aid
superfluous in 1989; it was only given for small quantities to a few producers in Italy in
June during an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease. The legislation on the objective
classification of carcases was applied in all Member States. The measures covering trade
with non-member countries were modified several times in line with the changing supply
position on the internal market. Export refunds were lowered to discourage the export
of products needed on the internal market. Levies and sluice-gate prices did not hamper
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the Community's (limited) trade with third countries, and there was no need to levy
additional amounts on imports.
Poultrymeat
103. During the last five years, world production of poultrymeat has increased steadily
by an average of 4.3oÄ each year. In the United States QSoÄ of world production), the
rate has been even higher (5.S %). Poultrymeat is the meat Americans now prefer and in
the last two years per capita consumption has exceeded that of beef and veal. In the
other main producer regions, production is increasing more slowly.
Poultrymeat production
(t 004 t)





































Sources; OECD; DG VI.
104. Since 1987, the world market has been expanding again. The USA regained its
place as the largest exporter in 1988 and maintained its position in 1989, followed by the
Community. Before 1988, this was due to the introduction of the Export Enhancement
Programme, while in 1988 and 1989 Japanese imports from the USA increased at an
annual rate af 50Yo. On the other hand, demand from Middle Eastern countries, which
are traditional customers of the Community, was stagnant or even declined.
105. On the Community market, production in 1989 fell slightly (-l%) for the first
time since 1983, mainly in the United Kingdom and Ireland where consumers were put
off chicken by a number of cases of salmonella poisoning in the first half of 1989. By
the end of the summer, however, the market situation had improved thanks to the drop
in feed prices. In 1990, a more balanced market is likely with demand growing by 2-3%
on average.
There is no internal market support for poultrymeat. The regulations governing trade
with third countries have been adapted to the world market situation and export
refunds have diminished although destinations are still differentiated. The quarterly
calculation of sluice-gate prices and levies was brought forward one month to ioincide
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with calendar quarters. The Commission started work on a new comparative study into
improving control of the extraneous water content in frozen chickens as a contribution
to the achievement of the single market.
Eggs
106. World production increased steadily between 1985 and 1988 at an annual rate of
l.5oÄ; the rate of growth for 1989 however, was only 0.5%. In some of the large
producer countries/regions, especially the United States and the Community, pro-
duction has slowed down or even declined.
EgS prodrction
World trade has been falling for several years following the setting up of production
units in North Africa and the Middle East. The main importers are currently Japan and
Hong Kong, and the Community has stepped up its deliveries this year as a result of
reduced availabilities in the USA.
107. On the Community market, after the 1988 crisis, production fell by around 3oÄ in
1989. Despite this effort to adapt, the market was very unsteady during the first half of
the year because of a sudden sharp drop in United Kingdom demand following cases of
salmonella poisoning. However, the market has been more stable since the summer but
the increase in layer chick placings sinc,e March 1989 should boost supply in 1990, and
the state of demand is still uncertain.
Market organization is the same as for poultrymeat and the same types of measure are
in force. As regards trade, the internal and wodd market situation allowed export
refunds to be reduced on several occasions, both for eggs for consumption and for egg
products. The Council examined the Commission's proposals for modifying the egg
marketing standards in line with current consumer and market requirements and an
agreement may well be possible before the end of the year.
(billion miß)































Sources; USDA; DG VI.
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Alcohol
108. Ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is still not subject to Community rules.
Substantial su4rluses, especially of wine alcohol, are a continuing feature of the
situation. These large stocks tend to weigh down the market. In July and September
1989, the Commission offered 5.7 million hl for sale by tender. It tries to ensure that
such sales do not upset the balance of the Community and external markets and
reserves the right not to make an award. In order to prevent fraud and unauthorized use
of the alcohol awarded, substantial security is required.
In the current year, vinous alcohol continues to be the main Community agricultural
alcohol, accounting for approximately 5 million hl out of a total production of 12
million hl; molasses alcohol is second with 3.5 million hl. Other alcohols (beet, potatoes,
etc.) together account for 3.5 million hl. Consumption is stationary.
Intra-Commrrnity trade is increasing but the quantities involved, with the exception of
consignments to the Federal Republic of Germany, are only marginal. Exports picked
up considerably with the development of fuel alcohols.
Potatoes
109. Potatoes are grown in all Member States but the main producers are the
Netherlands, Fran@, Germany and the United Kingdom. In 1988 (r), the world harvest
was 269.7 million tonnes from 18 million ha; at 42.6 million tonnes, Comnunity
production represented 15.8% of the total. World trade accounts for only a very small
proportion of total production: 2.25Yo in 1987 according to FAO statistics.
The Community ware potato harvest in 1988 (t) was down 40Ä (39.7 million tonnes)
compared to 1987: area sown was also down by 3% (l436 000 ha). The drop was most
marked in the south (Portugal, -35%; Spain, -20yo; France, -5%) due to the
exceptionally wet weather which interfered with planting and encouraged mildew.
Production also dropped sharply in the Netherlands (-lDyo), but there were substan-
tial rises in Germany (+9yo), the United Kingdom (+2.5%) and Denmark
( + 3 2 % ) .
Honey
110. The Community market for honey, for which there is no common organization,
remains characteiz.ed by a low rate of self-sufficiency (around 4O%). According to the
(t) 1989 data not yet available.
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latest estimates, production in 1988 was 90 000 tonnes and consumption was
220000 tonnes (0.7 kg per head).
Imports (130 000 tonnes) come mainly from Latin America, China, Eastern Europe and
Australia. The only general import charge is a customs duty of 27oÄ,which is reduced
to 25oÄ for most developing countries and to 0oÄ for the ACP countries. The least
developed countries are exempt from the duty.
The 1986 and 1987 budgets each set aside ECU 500 000 to eradicate varroasis which is a
cause of increasing mortality among bees in almost all regions. The sums are to help
bee-keepers' organizations intensify their diagnostic and information activities. A
Community group of experts is responsible for ensuring the exchange of information
between professional bodies and research institutes on control methods. The campaign
financed in 1987 will finish at the end of 1989 when a decision will be made on whether
to continue support measures in this area.
* * *
The out look for some agricul tural  markets
111. Apart from the weather, which it is not yet possible to forecast several seasons in
advance, the development of agriculture is influenced by many factors, not the least of
which are the dissemination of technical progress and the reactions of farmers to new
political or economic situations arising out of specific policies or the general economic
climate.
Nevertheless, a medium-term forecast is possible, based on current trends, analyses of
agricultural markets, and the situation of Community agriculture within the present
economic context (both internal and external). However, it is best to adopt a cautious
approach and interpret results in the light of what we now know, experience having
shown often enough that forecasts may be overtaken by events. With this in mind, and
taking into account what has already been said about individual markets, Community
production of the main agricultural products is likely to develop along the following
lines.
112. (i) Cereals: assuming an average yield increase of around 20Ä, which is slightly
less than in previous years, and a reduction in area sown of 1.5 to 2.5 million hectares,
the 1995196 harvest could amount to 170-175 million tonnes, i.e. more than the present
maximum guaranteed quantity.
In estimating the reduction in crop area, various factors have to be taken into account
such as the cumulative effects of stabilizers, the set-aside scheme, and early retirement,
not to mention the current tendency toward the abandonment of marginal land and
toward substitution (e.g. as between cereals and oilseeds). As in the past, internal
utilization is likely to be dominated by animal feed, which already represents around
60Yo of the market compared to 30Yo for human consumption and for seed, and less
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than l0% for industrial use. Apart from a slight increase in consumption by the latter
s@tor, the outlook for cereal consumption is not especially encouraging. This may be
due to the consolidation of overall food and feed requirements, the availability of
oilseeds and high-protein products, the growth of high-energy fodder production, the
reduction in the dairy herd, and advances in the field of animal nutrition.
II3. (ii) Oilseeds: assuming yields continue to increase at close to their present rate
and taking into account a possible variation in crop area in view of the role of these
crops in rotation patterns, their interchangeability with cerealsn their continuing greater
relative profitability vis-ä-vis the latter and the effect of the stabilizers, the total harvest
in 1995196 could comprise 4.8 million tonnes of rapeseed, 3.8 to 4.2 million tonnes of
sunflower seed and 1.6 to 2.0 million tonnes of soya beans. These levels, although higher
than the maximum guaranteed quantities, are still some way below those forecast prior
to the introduction of stabilizers.
114. (iii) Sugar beet: subject to the vagaries of the weather, and assuming no changes
are made to regulations and that world market conditions stay the same, production
should remain fairly stable. Two conflicting trends are apparent which need to be
considered: on the one hand, a significant rise in sugar yields per hectare (IYo ayear)
due to technical improvements and the introduction of high-performance varieties; on
the other hand, a reduction in area sown due to beet producers not wishing to diverge
too much from production levels fixed for the A and B quotas. Consumption, too,
should remain fairly stable. The likely fall in human consumption could well be offset
by increased industrial use.
115. (iv) Wine: this poses a different and rather more awkward problem. Not only is it
more affected than others by the weather, but it is subject to measures which apply both
to the product and to the means of production, i.e. the vineyard. The gradual
implementation of stabilizers and the strengthening of grubbing-up measures should, in
the end, help squeeze production. However, increasing yields and large reserves of
production and productivity in various Mediterranean regions, particularly Spain, will
tend to counteract this. In addition, average consumption is dropping, with European
consumers turning more to quality wines. As a result, relatively more quality wines than
table wines will be produced, further complicating forecasts for the sector. All in all, and
taking into account measures now in force and their likely effect up until 1995,
production is likely to exceed Community consumption by 15 to 25 million hecto-
litres.
116. (v) Tobacco production: production of this and other industrial plants, which
was reviewed in this chapter, is unlikely to vary much. Varietal adaptation will lead to
an improvement in market conditions but should not have much effect on the amount
harvested.
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117. (vi) Milk: the Commission's forecasts are based on three assumptions. These
are:
(a) the stabilization of deliveries at the present reference level, or slightly above it;
(b) a stable delivery rate (9050Ä of production);
(c) an increase in average yield per cow of 1.4% (i.e.5 200 kg/cow in 1996).
On this basis, the dairy herd should fall to 21.1 million head, with production totalling
110 million tonnes and collections amounting to 99.5 million tonnes in 1996. As regards
consumption, the drop in butter consumption and the somewhat erratic rise in that of
other products should settle somewhere around the present level, providing measures to
promote butter consumption remain in force.
118. (vi) Beef/veal: adopting the same dairy herd scenario, and assuming a l.8oÄ per
annum increase in the number of suckler cows and in yields per head, production
should increase slightly. The same goes for other meats (pigmeat, poultrymeat and
sheepmeat) with a gradual rise being expected. Pig and poultry production is highly
Total meat production and consumption trends and forecasts
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responsive to consumer demand because of the relatively short production lead time,
proximity to the market-place, and appropriate Community regulations. Here again, a
slight increase is likely, although the rate is likely to be much slower than it was l0 years
ago. Estimates for 1996 are: beef/veal, 8.1 million tonnes; sheepmeat and goatmeat,
1.2 million tonnes; pigmeat, 13.8 million tonnes; and poultrymeat, 6.6 mil-
lion tonnes.











V - Rural development
119. On numerous occasions, and in particular in its recent communication on the
future of rural society, the Commission stressed the fundamental changes which
agriculture in the Community had been undergoing for some years. It also nigilighted
the difliculties of operating a coherent policy taking account oi the need at one and the
same time to promote a modern and competitive farming industry, ensure a fair level of
income for farmers and maintain the demographic, economic and ecological balance,
particularly in the predominantly rural areas.
The current trends in farming, farm structures and population movements are well
known:
(i) steady decline in the size of the agricultural work-force and the number of
farms;
(ü) concentration of productive agriculture in the more favoured areas, leading to
increased risks for the environment;
(üi) large nunbers of people still leaving the land - even if there are currently some
signs of the trend slowing down - grving rise to the fear of abandonment änd an
economic void in certain particularly disadvantaged areas;
(iv) urban sprawl and the building up of various coastal areas with populations making
ever increasing demands on the countryside.
These trends can be seen to varying degrees in all the industrialized Member States and
seem in the majority of cases to be inevitable. The objective of a structures and rural
development policy has to be to contain and mould these trends and/or to come up with
alternative solutions to the problems they present, such as lack of infrastructure iri rural
areas, under-employment in agriculture, the maintenance of a minimum level of
economic activity and nature conservation. A policy of rural development therefore
needs today to have four aims:
(i) to promote development and the provision of facilities in the worst-off areas;
(ü) to maintain and develop regional economies by utilizing their endogenous resoluces
and potential;
(üi) to promote the structural adjustments necessary to make agriculture more compe-
titive and eflicient without, however, encouraging increased production, which
would not be in line with current and foreseeable market requirements;
(iv) to enable farmers to convert or diversify their agricultural activities towards more
profi table enterprises.
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120. The entry into force of the reform of the structural Funds, involving, among
other things, a substantial increase (19.7% in 1989) in the resources of the EAGGF
Guidance Section and the adoption of the Community support arrangements is a first
key element in dealing with the regional development issue. Defining new measur€s to
imirove agricultural itructures oi continuing earlier measures adapted appropriately
constituteJa second key element geared to adding value to farming and thus boosting
the regional economy. in the coming years, as a result of the reform of the structural
Funds, Community agriculture wiil benefit from additional funds to ensure its
adaptation and develolment. The growing preoccupation with ecological issues in
recent years has also compelled the authorities to lay down guidelines ,on nature
"oose*ätioo 
and protection of the environment. Any rural development scheme must
take due account öf tne impact on the environment. Furthermore, the demands of city
dwellers on the natural environment need to be integrated, alongside other demands,
with the activities and services provided by the rural regions.
Of course, it is not only a matter of being concerned with nature conservation and
protection of the environment but also of helping to safeguard the economy of some
nrral areas by encouraging farmers in those areas to switch from less competitive
enterprises to other typäs of service or production. To that end, the introduction of
provisions on the defrnition of high-quality products meeting quality standards and lhus
qualifying for approved marks would enable value to be added to production in these
areas.
Parallel to the reorientation of agriculture as such, fresh emphasis must be put on the
economic diversification of rural areas. In this connection, to help finance the
development of industrial activities to promote economic diversification and stabilize
the rural population level, the Commission put a proposal to the Council for the
establishmänf of a permanent 'rural new Community instrument' (NCI) for financing
all potential investment both in agriculture-related non-agricultural projects and in
priority acc€ss being given to small and medium-sized undertakings, this NCI could
än"o*ug" an inflow of capital which would reinforce the moves towards endogenous
growth;-the funds likely to be injected in this way into the economy of rural areas_' on
äost favourable terms as regards interest rates and duration of loans, could be of the
order of ECU 500 million to I 000 million, varying from year to year'
Forestry
l2L In the same context, to enable forestry potential to be soundly managed,
optimum use to be made of existing resources and trees to be planted on land which has
hitherto been farmed, in 1989 the Community obtained the means and structures needed
for the implernentation of a real forestry policy, which should generate additiorral
income foi the holdings concerned and help to restore balance to production. The
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schemes proposed by the Commission in 1988 (t) and adopted by the Council on 29
May 1989 (seven regulations and a decision) created the framework for the implemen-
tation of the Community forestry policy. (2) Under these schemes the Commission will
assist in three main areas:
(i) directly linked with the CAP and with the aim of reducing surplus production, the
creation or adjustment of instruments encouraging the afforestation of agricultural
land. (3) These measures are in addition to those already adopted on set-aside and
can be combined with them. Incorporated into Regulation @EC) No 797/85, they
basically introduce an annual premium of Fgg 150/ha to offset the loss of income
incurred, extend the aid to all landowners and improve farm afforestation aids;
(ii) in the context of aid for the development of rural areas whose development is
lagging behind, the development and optimum utilization of woodlands. (a) A set
of measures, ranging from the creation of nurseries to the formation of associations
to make appropriate use of forestry resources, is aimed at developing the three
essential functions of forests: ecological/conservation, economic and recrea-
tional/social;
(üi) in the context of continuing efforts in the environmental field, two measures are
aimed a1 improving the protection of forests by enlarging the scope of the relevant
regulations and increasing the Community's financial contribution. The new
regulations concern the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution (amend-
ing Regulation (EEC) No 3528/86) (5) and against fire (amending Regulation
(EEC) No 3529/86). (6) The amendments will reinforce these forest protection
instruments, make them more systematic and improve the planning of their
application.
122. Lastly, these schemes are coordinated and backed up by two accompanying
measures: firstly, the setting-up of the Standing Forestry Committee, (7) playing a
consultative role in the implernentation of the action prograrnme and having a
management function as regards the protection measures, and, secondly, the establish-
ment of a European Forestry Information and Communication System (8) to collect
information on the structure and operation of the forestry sector and provide an
appropriate management tool.
As regards protection of forests, 1989 saw the first Commission report on the state of
health of forests in the Community and two reports on the implementation of Council
(t) COM(88) 255 final.
e) oJ L 16s, 15.6.1989.(3) Regulation (EEC) No
(o) Regulation (EEC) No
(5) Regulation (EEC) No
(6) Regulation (EEC) No
(?) Decision 891367 IF,EC;(8) Regulation (EEC) No
1608/89; OJ L 165, 15.6.1989, p. 1.
1610/89;  OJ L 165,  15.6.1989,  p.  3.
1613/89; OJ L 165, 15.6.1989, p. 8.
1614189; OJ L 165, 15.6.1989, p. 10.
OJ L 165, 15.6.1989, p. 14.
1615/89; OJ L 165, 15.6.1989, p. 12.
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Regulations (EEC) Nos 3528/86 and 3529186 of 17 November 1986. (t) The forest
health report was drawn up on the basis of the results for 1987 and 1988, the
Community inventory of forest damage and national information sheets sent in by the
Member States. It contains information on the vitality of the principal species and on
the geographical distribution of damage caused by atmospheric pollution.
Under Regulations (EEC) Nos 3528/86 and 3529186, the Commission financed 28 proj-
ects for the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution (a total of
ECU I 392662) and 45 fire protection projects (ECU 6 806 635) in 1989. The Commis-
sion's coordinating activities continued, with the work of the groups of experts on the
assessment of forest damage and remote sensing applications. As a result of this work,
the common method for compiling the forest damage survey was changed slightly in
1989, having regard, in particular, to the special features of certain types of Mediterra-
nean forests.
* * *
123. In view of the new schemes outlined and the progress made on the introduction
of measures which should materialize in the coming months, 1989 can thus be regarded
as a turning point in Community action on agricultural production structures. Parallel
to this progressive redeployment, the schemes already started in previous years
continued of course during this transition year. Below is a list of the principal schemes,
the practical details of which were set out in previous reports.
Set-aside
124. The set-aside scheme for taking arable land out of production was introduced for
the first time during 19SS/89 (2) to help curb production of surplus crops in 1989 and
reinforce the effects of the stabilizers, but the majority of the Member States did not
start applying the new measure until autumn 1988 or spring 1989.
For the Community as a whole, the results are therefore modest: 38 164 farmers,
ß43rc ha, 0.92To of the arable land and l.3oÄ of land under cereals. However, in
Germany, the United Kingdom and ltaly, where the scheme was introduced earlier,
farmers showed more interest.
The Commission therefore stressed the need to apply the set-aside scheme more
effectively in 1989/90. To that end, it proposed to the Council at its 24-26 July 1989
meeting that the basic rules be adjusted by increasing the rates of EAGGF reimburse-
ment of expenditure incurred by the Member States and providing for appropriate
oJ L 326,2r.11.1986.
Council Regulation (EEC) No
L 106, 27.4"1988). Commission
797155; OJ L93, 30.3.19S5). Council Regulation (EEC) No 1094/88; OJ




publicity for the advantages offered and a sufficient incentive.(t) The three aid brackets
were reduced to two as follows:
(i) + Ecu 0 to 300 per hectare, with a community contribution of 600Ä;
(ii) + ECU 300 to 600 per hectare, with a community contribution of 25oÄ.
The European Parliament should deliver its opinion on these guidelines, which were
approved by the Council, by the end of 1989. There is every reason to think that this
measure will help to restore balance to the agricultural markets.
The following table shows the aids granted by the Member States for the application of
this measure.
Set-aside of arable land: amount of aids
N8: Portugal is not covered by thc masre in question and Dmmark failed to adopt the requisite provisions within the dedlirc set.
Other ho rizontal measures
125. The provisions laid down in Regulation (EEC) No 797/85 concerning agricultural
holdings and farmers in the Member States have in some cases been subject to delays in
( ECUlha)
Germany average level to maximum level 450 to 600








Fl ance four categories 130to 350
Ireland all areas 220


















Luxembourg all areas 220
(t) COM(89) 353; OJ C 268, 20.10.1989.
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notification and approval; the first figures available therefore reflect only an initial
situation. From the start of the scheme, in principle in 1985, up to the end of 1988,
EAGGF aid related to 23 500 approved investment plans; 30 000 installation grants for
young farmers; 5000 aids for keeping accounts; training or further training courses or
itt-."fu"" training schemes for t10 000 fat-".s, family farm workers or paid farm
labour and supplementary courses followed by 4 500 young people to obtain the
qualification making them eligible for the installation aids.
The new Community early retirement scheme - adopted in April 1988 (1) - has so far
been implemented in Germany, Greece and the Basque country in Spain. G.ermanl
applies the two possible formulas: ear$ retirement with cessation of production and
*iih erpansioo öf neighbouring farms; Greece and the Basque country only use the
second one. It is too early to assess the results of this scheme'
In March 1989 the Council ruled on the amendment to the scheme for the extensifica-
tion of production, permitting the Member States to restrict the scheme, in cases of
particular adminisirätive diffrculties, to an experimental 
-application based on pilot
progru--., up to 31 December 1990, or 3l Deiember 1989 in the case of the beef/veal
ätta'*i"e sectois. (2) These schemes constitute a limited and temporary alternative to the
permanent application of the scheme, the details of which were adopted by the
Commission in December 1988. (3) By 1 July 1989 only Germany and Greece had
presented national provisions for the application of the scheme'
Under Regulation (EEC) No 355/77, (4) 148 specific programmes on the processing and
marketingfof agricultur;l producis u.i-"nrt"tttly in force, six having been rejecte9. Tl'
new Member States continued their efforts and presented specific programmes for the
majority of their agricultural products. The scope of the Regulation is, moreover,
t träittg to expand to include oit p.o""tsing operations and programmes covering a
greater variety of Products.
Producer groults
126. With some amendments and extensions (regarding minimum thresholds, turnover,
area covered, size, flreld of intervention), Community aid for producer groups continued in
1989, with particular emphasis on the cottcn industry in Greece, for which a new
programme was approvedln December 1988 for the period 1988-92. The Council decided
in 1987 to extend the Regulation for five years, broadening its scope to include Spain and
,ui.iog the Community contribution to 
- 
50%. A programme to encourage producers'
assocütions and unions thereof has been approved and has entered into force'





itegulation (EEC) No 591189; OJ L-65,9-3.1989.
Re[uhtion (nnc) No 4115/88; oJ L 361 ,29.12.1988.
oJ L 51, 23.2.1977.




127. In 1987, I 050 168 holdings received the compensatory allowance, i.e. 19 %o of the
holdings located in less-favoured areas. The average amount of the allowance was
ECU 826. The Commission approved additions to the list of eligible areas in Italy (t)
and the Netherlands (2) in 1988 and in the united Kingdom, Germany and France in
1989. The less-favoured areas now represent, having regard to a new estimate of the
UAA, 53.5% of the Community UAA.
Specific regional mea$rres
128. Prior to the reform of the structural Funds, and with the same objective of
integration, specific measures were launched to assist the less prosperous areas of the
Community. Implementation of these schemes, which extends over a period of several
years, continued in 1989. They include first and foremost regional agricultural develop-
ment programmes, for the west of Ireland, (3) with amended basic rules; (a) Northern
Ireland, with a programme relaunched in 1988 in an amended form; (5) the Scottish
islands; (6) (7) the French overseas departments (7) (s) and certain less-favoured areas of
southern Italy. New provisions were adopted (e) to facilitate the application of a Greek
agricultural development programme (10) for which two agricultural prograrnmes,
concerning the grubbing and conversion of apricot orchards in the Peloponnese and the
control of phylloxera in Crete, (rl) have been adopted. These constitute transitional
provisions (t2) in connection with the reform of the structural Funds.
The specific measure for agricultural development in certain less-favoured regions of
Spain (t:) was launched in 1988 and continued in 1989. As regards the specific
prograrnme for the development of Portuguese agriculture, (ra) between the first six
specific programmes being approved at the end of 1986 and 3l December 1988, 9 236
projects were approved. In 1988, four new programmes were approved concerning
( t )  oJ L 15,  19.1.1989.
(i) 9{ I- 105, r7.4.1989 (Decision 891251/EEC, 13.12.1988, p. 1).(:) 9f I. 1?5, 23.7.1989 (Decision 88/403/EEC, 18.7.1988, i.tz>.(o) OJ L 180, 14.7.1980, p. l.
(t) OJ L 301, 24.10.1987, p. 1.(6) oJ L 105, 26.4.1988.
(?) oJ L t28, 14.5.1986.
(8)  oJ L 76,22.3.1988.
e) oJ L 329, 20.n.1987.(to) oJ L 124, 1.8.1981.
(tt)  oJ c 188, 25.7.1989.
(tr) oJ L 374,31.t2.1998.
(t3) oJ L t07, 28.4.1988.
(to) Regulation (EEC) No 3823/85; OJ L372,31.t2.1985.
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irrigation, drainage and development studies. The total number of programmes
approved since 1986 now stands at 21.
The integrated development programme adopted for LozÖre (l) came to an end, having
had a positive impact on agriculture in this department of France. The agriculture
section-of the IDP for south-east Belgium was the basis for various projects relating to
the diversification of production and improvement of farming techniques'
The integrated development operations (IDOs) in various less-favoured areas, particularly
in France, are continuing sätisfactorily. Generally speaking, they are complemented
by pilot schemes of limited flrnancial importance but significant impact for agriculture.
129. Launched in 1986, the integrated Mediterranean programmes (IMPs) (r) were
also described in earlier reports. They concern 27 rcgsonal prograrnmes (Greece 6,
France 7, ltaly 14) and two sectoral prograflrmes, one national (Greece), the other
interregionat fltaty). Except in the case of Italy - where the start of work was delayed
becausä amendments needed to be made to regional legislation - the first phase of the
IMPs is well under way if not complete. It is now a question of transition to the second
phase which, in most cases, involves extension of schemes in progress and relates_to-a
ieries of operations to be implemented between 1988 and 1992.ln the course of 1989 the
second IMPs were adopted for France (Corsica) and Greece (Crete, North, West
Peloponnese, Centre-East and Aegean Islands)'
Emergency measures: in Greece specific measures continue to apply following the bad
*euth"t during the winter of 1986/87; programmes for the restoration of citrus and
olive plantations were approved in March 1989. In France, the emergencY prograrnme
approved in 1985 was eitended to cover additional work on olive plantations. On-this
Uälis a second part was approled on 20 June 1989. In ltaly, the application of the
Regulation ot the restructuring and conversion of citrus orchards damaged by bad
weäther was extended until 30 June 1991 for Sicily, Calabria and Apulia. (z) In 1989 the
Commission approved a prograrnme for the restoration of infrastructures damaged by
the floods in November tggZin the regions of Valencia and Murcia in Spain, (3) under
the emergency cornmon measure. (4) A total of 186 849 holdings - covering 676I75 ha
- are benefiting from this programme.
Protection of the environment
130. The general public and governments have heen becoming more and more aware
in recent yeärs of the threats to the environment. The agricultural sector is particularly
(t)  oJ L 197, 20.7.1981.
(2) oJ L 119, 29.4.1989.
(t) Commission Decision Sg[34pEC of 7.2.1989; OJ L49,27.2.1989.
(4) OJ L 288, 28.10.1988.
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concerned, suffering the consequences of pollution and also contributing to theproblem. The community laid down broad guidelines in 19g7/gg for a fotcy onprotection of the environment in arable and livestock farming, featuring aid foi faänng
practices compatible with the requirements of the protection of the environment and of
natural resouroes. This scheme, the legal basis of which is Title V of Council Regulation(EEc) No 797185, amended by Regulation @EC) No 1760/g7, (r) aims to comlensate
loss of income. It is, however, confined to particularly sensitive *"ur; the Community's
financial contribution is 25Yo.
Since the entry into force of the scheme in June 1987, 29 prograrnmes have been
approved by the Commission (21 in the United Kingdom, severin Germany and one in
the Netherlands). The measures notified by the Member States and approved relate in
the majority of cases to permanent grassland, often characterizndby the special biotopes
of water meadows, rough gtazing, etc. The farmers concerned unäertaki, for instance,
to abandon the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers, postpone mowing, reduce the
stocking rate, forego the right to switch to arable farming, install drainage and grub
unwanted young trees. New progr{unmes are being prepared in Denmadq Ggrmany
Spain, France and ltaly.
The Commission also tackled other pressing problems relating to the impact of
agriculture on the environment and natural resources, presentä u ptoporui for' a
Directive on the protection of fresh water, coastal and marine waters ug"i"rt pollution
caused by nitrates from diffuse sources. (') The purpose of this DirectivJ is to liay down
rules on,the spreading of livestock eflluents andchemical fertilizers. It also presented aprolosal on the placing of EEC-accepted plant protection products on the market (3)
and is planning another on organic farming.
Concern for the protection and conservation of the environment is also apparent in the
various measures taken in relation to the adaptation of the CAP. This is particularly
evident in the case of the set-aside scheme, the measures taken in resp,ect of thä
extensification of production and the different activities undertaken in the colntext of the




I3L The five-year agricultural research prograrnme 198+88, costing ECU 30 million,
enabled research to be carried out in the following fields: ,r* urd conservation oi
agricultural resour@s (energy in agriculture, use attd management of land and water);
structural questions (Mediterranean agriculture, other less-iavoured regions, agri-food
(t) oJ L t67, 26.6.1987 .(') COM(8S) 70S final, 22.t2.1988.(3) COM(89) 34 final, 16.2.1989.
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industry); improvement of productivity in livestock and crop production (stock
farming, crop-productivity); dissemination of results of agricultural research'
The 1984-88 prograrnme continued in 1989, some shared-cost research contracts ending
beyond 1989änd meetings of the scientific committees having proved necessary' Under
thi, prog.u--", 136 shared-cost research contracts were concluded, 400 seminars and
meetingJheld, I 551 researcher exchanges arranged and 126 publications circulated'
In view of the trend in agricultural policy, new guidelines for research were needed. To
that end, the CommissiJn put forward-a propbsal in Septem-ber 1988 for a Council
decision adopting a specific research and technological development proglamme on
competitivenäss o1agriculture and management of agricultural resources (1989 to 1993).
The new prograrnme is an integral part of the framework programme for community
research and technological development (1987 to 1991) adopted by the Council on
28 September 1987.
Involving expenditure of ECU 55 million, it is subdivided into four subject areas:
(t) conversion, diversification, including extensification of production, reduction of
costs and protection of the rural environment;
(ii) product quality, new
health aspects;
uses for traditional agricultural products, plant and animal
(üi) socio-economic aspects and specific schemes aimed at all regions which have been
slow to develop;
(iv) ways and means of disseminating information resulting from agricultural research,
particularly the specific research prograrnme (1989-94)'
Aimed at improving the efficiency of human and financial resources devoted to
agriculture, this programme sets out to take up the economig, social, regional arrd
environmental challenges arising from the trend in farming in the socio-economic
framework of the *ruf ur"ur. One of the major difficulties will be to contain the rising
costs of intermediate consumption, particularly by new production, processing and
preservation methods. A call for propösals for shared-cost research projects is scheduled
for the end of 1989.
Vl - Financing of the CAp in 1g8g
132. At the beginning of the 1980s, the financing of the cAp was hit by the
community's grave budgetary problems caused by the growing gap between EA-GGF
Guarantee Section appropriations and rising agricultural expenditure. In 1984 theprocess of reforming the CAP was begun. It then developed over the next few years,
culminating in the decisions of the European Council of 
-February 
19gg. The ,"ior-,
adopted at that meeting, as defined 6y the Decision of 24 June lggg and the
Interinstitutional Agreement of 29 Jane 1988 between Parliament, the Council and the
Commission, established a strong budgetary discipline capable of effectively controlling
expenditure and imposed, in particular, a number of ceilings for the period 1988-92.
Several measures were taken to place agricultural expendituie on a sorind footing:
(a) limitation of the annual increase in EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure to
74Yo of the rate of increase in Community gross national product, the European
council's figure of ECU 27 500 million being taken as u r"fet"tt"" value;
(b) systematic depreciation of the book value of stocks, both at the time of purchase
and at the end of the financial year. The cost is charged to the financiai year in
which depreciation takes place;
(c) inclusion in the annual budget (Chapter 102) of a 'monetary reserve' of ECU I 000
million to cover significant and unforeseen shifts in the dollar/ecu market rate
compared to the rate used when the budget was drafted. This provisional
appropriation is not retained in the reference framework;
(d) establishment of an 'early warning system' whereby the Commission monitors,
Chapter by Chapter, the trends in agricultural expenditure, sending a monthly
report to the Council and to Parliament, and then acts accordingly tb ensure thä
maintenance of budgetary discipline;
(e) generalization of the system of stabilizers to limit financial intervention when a
production ceiling is exceeded.
133. The reform of the cAP has led the community to grant aid which is not
sector-based and not solely linked to production. One such meäsure is partly financed
by the EAGGF Guarantee Section: the set-aside scheme; others are finanöed by the
EAGGF Guidance Section: aid for the extensification of production, aid to 
"o"o,r.ug"conversion towards non-surplus products, aid to encourage the cessation of farming(early retirement); another is financed, not by the EAGGF, but unde. a special budgel
heading: transitional income aid to the least-favoured farmers.
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The 1989 budget
Initial budget for 1989
EAGGF Guarantee Section (Titles I and 2)
Set-aside of arable land (Item 3900)
Common organization of the market in fishery products (Chapter 40)
Depreciation of stocks and disposal of butter (chapter 8l)
Total for the Guarantee Section
26 74r 000 000 (t)
20 000 000
37 300 000
l 449 000 000
28 247 300 000
Supplementary and amending budget No 1/89 did not affect agriculture. During the
exercise, as a result of various transfers amounting to ECU I 099.8 million, the total of
the EAGGF Guarantee budget amounted to ECU 27 147.5 million.
Expenditure and revenue
134. The table below shows changes in EAGGF expenditure and net expenditure
under the CAP (after deduction of levies).
Agricultural expenditure
(million ECU)
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NBr 1985: EUR 10. From 1986: EUR 12.
(]) lqqt^u{ing ECU 1240 million for the depr*iation of srsks (Chapter 8l).(') !l!! b1t{set-anpr._opriations and supplementary and amendidg büdget tio l/89, including the sr-tride of arable land (50% of ltem3900: ECU 20 million). ommon organization öf tbe markets in the fishries detor (ChaptEr 40 : ECU 37.3 miltion), the d;pruiation of
.-. 
qt-o-cts aqd the disposal of butter (Chaprq 8l: ECU I ,149 million).(r) !_990. preliminary diqlt qqdgJt algg inclüding the set-aside of famlind (50 % of Article 390 : ECU 70 million), the Fisheries cuannreeFund_(Chapter ulO: ECU 32 million) and the repayment to the MmGr States of expflditure for the depräciation of stocks and for
... 
gpqiig measures for the disposal of butter (Chäpiu 8l: ECU I 470 million).(a) lncluding adjustments resulting from the cleäranöe of aeouts.(5) Variou asfrccts ofcommercial policy, not dirmtly linked to the CAP, also have financial consquenm which ue trot shom sparat€ly
from those dirmtlv linked to the CAP.(6) Including gCU ZtiO million in Chapter 100 for rural development shemes linked to market omration.() Including fisheries and set-aside chergeable to EAGGF Guiäane Srction.
Gross EAGGF expenditure as a percentage of total expenditure, before the deduction
of the revenue from levies, fell from 72.5o/o in 1985 (of which 70Vo for the Guarantee
Section) to 70.2% (67.3 %) in 1988 and 66.20Ä (63%) in 1989, based on the budget and
supplementary budget No 1/89. In 1990 the figures should be 64.20Ä and 60.5 % (55.1%
after deduction of the receipts from import levies and sugar levies (see table above)).
4)
( ECU)
(t) This figure may be increased by up to ECU I 000 million from the monetary reserve in Chapter 102.
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The EAGGF Guarantee Section
135. Essentially the EAGGF Guarantee Section finances expenditure on the common
organization of the agricultural markets, refunds on exports to third countries and the
cost of measures to stabilize markets. Depending on the product, such measures may
take the form of production aid or premiums, price compensatory measures, compen-
sation for the withdrawal of products from the market or storage aid. Until 1986 the
financial year coincided with the calendar year. Under the arrangements introduced in
1987, however, a new date was set for the closure of the EAGGF Guarantee Section
accounts for the 1987, (1) 1938 e) and subsequent financial years, (3) producing a lag
between the financial year and the calendar year and making it difficult to compare
1987 and 1988 with other financial vears.
Changes to the rules governing the EAGGF Guarantee Section
136. In 1989 amendments were made to EAGGF Guarantee Section rules as regards
the method used for calculating the interest rates applicable to intervention measures
comprising buying-in, storage and disposal, (4) the ftnancing of intervention, certain
measures taken by the intervention agencies, (5) intervention intended to stabilize the
markets, (6) the rate of interest reimbursed to the least prosperous Member States
(Greece, Spain, Ireland and Portugal), (7) the financing of the storage of agricultural
products (standard amounts for storage operations), (8) the costs of financing interven-
tion (8) and the costs of disposing of alcohol (e).
Public stocks
137. As shown in Table 3.4.5 (statistical annex), the book value of public stocks
decreased considerably during the 1988 financial year, falling from ECU 9 368 million
on 31 December 1987 to ECU 3 303 million on 31 December 1988 - a fall of
ECU 6 065 million (65%). This positive development resulted from a more dynamic
disposal policy and from the depreciation measures taken during the financial year,
(r) l9S7 financial year: expenditure is for a lO-month period from I January to the end of October/beginning
of November.
(2) 1987 financial year: expenditure is for an llfmonth period from the beginning of November 1987 to
l5 October 1988.
e) 1987 and subsequent financial years: expenditure is for a l2-month period from 16 October to 15 October
of the following year.
(4) oJ L st,23.2.1989.
() oJ L 85, 30.3.1989.
(6) oJ L 102, 14.4.1989.
(} oJ L 109, 20.4.1989.
o oJ L 162, 13.6.1989.(e) oJ L218, 28.7.1989.
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ECU 2 598 million of the appropriations provided being spent in the cereals, butter,
beef. tobacco and alcohol sectors.
Between 1987 and 1988 stocks of cereals (taken as a whole) and beef declined, as did
stocks of butter and skimmed-milk powder but there were increases in stocks of
vegetable oils and fats, tobacco and, particularly, alcohol from compulsory distillations.
The period from 31 December 1988 to 31 August 1989 saw a fall in the stocks of cereals,
vegetable oils and fats and beef, and the almost total disappearance of milk stocks but
there were increases in alcohol and tobacco stocks.
From the beginning of the 1989 financial year the depreciation of stocks on purchase
has been financed under Titles 1 and 2 of the budget, which provided ECU I 878
million for the purpose, ancl under Item 810 (depreciation of stocks of agricultural
products), which provided ECU 649 million. The value of stocks at 30 September 1989
was estimated at ECU 1 612 million. or less than half that at the end of December
1988.
Clearance of accounts
138. The Commission made good the delay in clearing the EAGGF Guarantee Section
accounts, i.e. the definitive recognition of expenditure incurred by Member States under
the Community rules, after verification of the annual claims and after on-the-spot
checks on details of the operations. In November 1988 the Commission cleared the 1986
accounts covering ECU 22 000 million. The 1987 accounts, covering ECU 22 500
million, were cleared during the last quarter of 1989.
Enquiries and irregularities
139. By 1 December 1989 the Commission had received 188 communications from
Member States concerning irregularities detected during the first three quarters of
1989. (1) The cases reported involved ECU 57 million and the schemes principally
concerned were the following: the suckler cow premium (94 cases), and refunds on
beef/veal (36 cases). Of the ECU 57 million however, ECU 37 million concerned
production aid for processed tomato products (ECU 13 million) and refunds on
beef/veal (ECU 24 million).
(t) Excluding communications concerning the third quarter of 1989 from France and those of Portugal and
Greece, for 1989.
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Expenditure on agricultural markets in 1989
140. In accordance with the conclusions of the February 1988 European Council, the
Commission sends a monthly report to the budgetary authority on EAGG\Guarantee
Section expenditure (the early warning system). Report No 12 of 27 November-tr9Q9
revealed that overall Guarantee Section expenditure was running below the forecast
based on expenditure during the three previous years. On the basis of advances and
expenditure forecasts for the year 1989 aggregate expenditure amounted to ECU 24409
million as against estimated expenditure of ECU 25 651million.
This was partly due to the appreciation of the US dollar against the ecu. The exchange
rate for the dollar was higher than that used to draw up the budget, resulting in savings
on expenditure directly linked to the value of the dollar, particularly in the cereals and
the oils and fats sectors. On the basis of the exchange rate prevailing in 1989 total
savings will exceed the ECU 400 million threshold and the excess, provisionally
estimated at ECU 819 million, will be transferred to the monetary reserve (Chapter 102
of the budget) in accordance with the budgetary rules.
A detailed sector-by-sector study shows that appropriations for some products were used
up at a slower rate than was estimated and others were used up more rapidly, such as
tobacco, milk and milk products, pigmeat, eggs and poultry, textile plants and protein
products. To avoid a shortage of appropriations in certain sectors, despite restrictive
measures and economies, the budgetary authority made several transfers from one
Guarantee Section chapter to another during the financial year to increase the appropria-
tions for those chapters where the financial requirements exceeded the levels forecast.
Overall EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure for the 1989 financial year will not
exhaust the appropriations available.
The EAGGF Guidance Sect ion
141. Traditionally, the Guidance Section acts on the basis of specific legal instruments
(Council regulations, directives and decisions) in respect of each of the operations
financed. However, from the point of view of management, two types of scheme may be
distinguished:
(i) 'direct measures', for which the Commission grants Guidance Section aid directly
to the applicant in respect of specific investment projects. The decision granting the
assistance thus forges a direct link between the Community and the beneficiary, the
aid being paid to the beneficiary and not the Member State;
(ii) 'indirect measures ', for which the Section reimburses to the Member States part of
the eligible expenditure effected in accordance with Community rules, and, where
appropriate, with national implementing provisions.
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With the reform of the structural Funds, direct measures are replaced by operational
programmes subject to the cornmon detailed rules laid down in Regulation (EEC)
No 4253/88. (t) Such prograrnmes are also the preferred instrument for regional schemes
of the type commonly implemented as indirect measures in the past. These changes
should contribute towards some administrative decentralization and greater flexibility of
application. The necessary adjustments to the rules (including amendments to Regula-
tion (EEC) No 797/85 (2) and the replacement of Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 (3) have
been spelt out in a proposal which should ensure that the measures covered by
Objective5a (see point 17'Rural development') are brought into effect as from 1990.
For the indirect measures provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 797/85 the financing
procedures will remain broadly the same.
Financing
142. Guidance Section expenditure for 1984-88 breaks down as shown in the following
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NB: 1983-85 :  EUR 10.
1986-88 :  EUR 12.
(t) Including ECU 24.3 million allocated to the
(2) The new structural measure for fisheries will
recommitment of old projects introduced under Regulation (EEC) No 17/64.
not be financed bv the EAGGF.
(t)  OJ L374, 31.12.1988, p. 1.
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The appropriations for the Guidance Section in the 1989 and 1990 budgets already
show the beneficial effect of the reinforcement of the structural Funds. In 1989, they
totalled ECU 1413 million for commitment, equivalent to 15.20Ä of the structural
Funds, and ECU I 269 million for payment. Under the 1990 budget, the provision is
also l5.2Yo of the total, making ECU I 700 million in absolute value. However, the
amounts must be reviewed in the light of the Community support frameworks to be
approved (see point 18'Rural development'). In its general guidelines for the
multiannual budget forecasts the Commission proposed a breakdown of appropriations
by objective, but the breakdown by Fund will be established in consultation with the
Member States on the basis of their regional (Objective l) and rural (Objective 5b)
development plans and specified in detail in the corresponding Community support
frameworks. Objective 5a is the exclusive concern of the Guidance Section.
Vll - External relat ions
143. In the external relations field 1989 saw important developments in the GATT.
The agreement reached in April in Geneva, showed determination on the part of the
different parties to address the fundamental causes of instability on agricultural
markets. It helped avert the ever-present danger of an escalation in protectionism and
trade wars.
While the improved world market situation has helped reduce the agricultural market
support budgets of the developed countries, it is presenting serious problems for
food-importing developing countries, although in the medium term it could act as an
impetus towards greater self-sufficiency. Various aspects of Community agricultural
policy were examined by GATT panels in 1989, including the decision taken in 1988,
due to an adverse market situation, to restrict imports of apples into the Community,
and the Community oilseeds arrangements.
The economic and political reform now under way in Eastern Europe placed the
European Commission at centre stage when the Western Economic Summit (G7)
entrusted it, in 1989, with the task of coordinating the industrialized countries'
assistance to Poland and Hungary. While the first coordination meeting took place in
early August the Agricultural Council had adopted framework arrangements for the
granting of food aid to Poland worth ECU 125 million (including transport) by 24 July,
and some of the food was actually shipped in August (see paragraph 151).
Activities within GATT
144. Prior to the agreement of 8 April, the meeting of ministers in Montreal (5 to
9 Decernber 1988), called to take stock mid-way through the Uruguay Round
negotiations, had produced no concrete results. On account especially of the United
States stance in demanding the abolition of subsidies which distort trade, ministers were
merely able to refer the matter to the Committee on Trade Negotiations, which
produced an agreement, with the Negotiating Group accepting a framework for
agriculture comprising both the objectives to be pursued and short- and long-term
components.
On the objectives side it was agreed to establish, by gradual substantial reductions in
support and protection for agriculture, an equitable, market-based system of trade in
agricultural products. In the short term, agreement was reached on maintaining support
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and protection at their existing levels, and on notifying plans to reduce those levels for
1990 by October 1989. In the long term it was decided that participants should notify by
December 1989 their detailed proposals, in particular on the use of the global support
measure, the tightening up of GATT rules and regulations - including those covering
health and plant health - the rebalancing of support and protection and tariffs,
non-income based support, and the specific provisions for the developing countries. The
Community expressed satisfaction with the considerable progress achieved in Geneva.
This will help correct and prevent the restrictions and distortions affecting agricultural
markets worldwide. It takes account also of the efforts made by the Community since
1986 to introduce reform. Throughout the negotiations, the Community has presented
proposals, including, in particular a document on its globäl approach, as well as other
working papers on rules and disciplines, sanitary measures and short-term commit-
ments.
145. Several special groups were set up in 1988 to settle differences between GATT
members:
(i) The group formed at the request of Chile and the United States to examine the
Community restrictions on imports of apples held that the measures were contrary
to the GATT in the absence of an actual cut in apple production in the
Community. These findings were approved by the GATT Council in June.
(ii) Another group set up at the request of the United States examined the Community
oilseed arrangements, which, in the view of the Americans, cancelled out or eroded
the tariffconcession fixed in 1962 atUoÄ for some of those products. The request to
establish this panel followed the lodging in the United States by the soya producers'
association of a complaint (known as a Section 301 complaint). The gxoup met
several times, notably on 26 June and 2l and 22 September, with both sides
present. Its findings were published on 15 December. They recommend that the
Community bring its oilseeds measures into line with the General Agreement, while
also giving it a reasonable time in which to do so. On 5 July, however, the United
States announced that under US law (Section 301 mentioned above) it had declared
the Community arrangements as being in violation of United States rights under
the GATT, but that pending the findings of the special group the American
unilateral measures would be suspended until 31 January 1990. The Community
sought consultations in the United States in July, the measures in question being
unilateral ones that were contrary to the General Agreement. Preliminary discus-
sions were held on 10 August.
(iii) At the request of the Community the Council of GATT agreed on 22 J:une 1988 to
the setting up of a special group to consider the American restrictions on sugar
imports. The formation of this group had been blocked by the United States for
eight months. Its findings will be known in early January 1990.
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Relat ions with industr ial ized countr ies
146. The swearing-in of a new US Administration coincided with a new term for the
Commission. Initial consultations between the Commissioners responsible for External
Relations and Agriculture and their US counterparts began in Washington as early as
February. At this first meeting each side stressed the importance of maintaining contact
as a means of exploring issues before problems arose, thus avoiding contention. This
meeting provided an opportunity for each side to explain the reasons behind policy
changes and to set the background for changes in the future. Though there remain
important differences in general approach on agricultural and trade policy, the relatively
frequent consultations contributed towards resolving a dispute regarding EC production
aid for canned fruit. A mutually satisfactory settlement was reached in July.
A longer running dispute remains unresolved. The US had strongly criticized the
introduction of Council Directive 85l649lEEC of 31 December 1985 (subsequently
repealed but readopted on 8 March 1988) banning the use of hormones for fattening
purposes in the production of meat. When the Directive was applied to imports from
non-member countries with effect from I January 1989, the US took immediate
countervailing restrictive measures in the form of duties on some USD 100 million
worth of Community exports. The Comnunity challenged the legality of this unilateral
action. Following the ministerial-level discussions in Washington in February a special
task force was appointed and shipments of US hormone-free meat to the Community
were able to begin again while US countervailing restrictions were correspondingly
scaled down.
147. Bilateral relations between the Community and Canada on agriculture remain
uneasy, Canada having failed to accept the findings of a GATT panel in September
1987 which condemned its imposition of a countervailing duty on imports of Commun-
ity beef and its refusal to resolve the matter bilaterally. The subject was addressed at
ministerial level on a number of occasions with no vislbte progress to date.
A separate GATT panel was requested by the Community to look into whether, among
other things, the discriminatory pricing practices of Canada's Provincial Liquor Boards
were in accordance with the provisions of the General Agreement. The panel report was
adopted in March 1988. Subsequent negotiations led to an agreement hat took effect in
March 1989 eliminating discrimination between spirits and wine, with monitoring and
consultation on the management of Canada's undertakings.
148. Bilateral relations between the Community and New Zealand were dominated by
two issues: sheepmeat and New Zealand access to the UK butter market. Council
agreement in principle on the Community's sheepmeat regime paved the way for final
adoption of a draft agreement negotiated by designated representatives at the end of
1988. A draft agreement making provision for a further four years'privileged access for
New Zealand butter to the UK market was also finally adopted.
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149. Lines of communication with Australia were kept open with visit by Australian
ministers to the Commission and meetings between highJevel offrcials. Views and
perspectives on the Uruguay Round were considered on such occasions.
150. In 1989 the Community continued to press the Government of Japan to resolve
the bilateral agricultural dispute. Discussions were held in Brussels and the Community
renewed its requests that Japan apply fully the findings of the GATT panel on the
elimination of quantitative restrictions affecting two products (starch and preserved
cream) of interest to the Community, implernent its undertakings of November 1987,
following the accession of Spain and Portugal (Article XX[V.6 of the GATT), reduce its
import duties on a number of processed agricultural products and adopt plant health
laws in line with international practices.
Relations with East European countries
151. Following the normalization of relations between the Community and the CMEA
- (Council for Mutual Economic Assistance) in 1989, the Community continued to
maintain contact with East European countries with which it does not have trade
agreements. On 20 February and 12 June the Council adopted the mandates for
negotiating trade and cooperation agreements with Bulgaria, the German Democratic
Republic and the USSR. In all cases provision is made, among other things, for the
possibility of agreements that would also cover agriculture.
On 18 September 1989 the Community signed a trade and cooperation agreement with
Poland lasting five years. On the agricultural side this provides for reciprocal conces-
sions for a number of products. These non-discriminatory concessions (erga omnes),
which are to be regarded as non-preferential, had to apply from I January 1990.
In order to improve the food supply situation of the Polish people the Council decided
on 17 July 1989 to grant food aid to Poland. This consists ofthe supply free ofcharge
of the following: 500 000 tonnes of breadmaking wheat, 300 000 tonnes of feed grain,
l0 000 tonnes of beef, 5 000 tonnes of olive oil and 20 000 tonnes of citrus fruit. The
products are to be taken from Community intervention stocks, apart from the citrus
fruit, which is to be withdrawn from the market. The cost, estimated at ECU 120
million plus ECU 15 to 20 million for transport, is to be borne by the EAGGF Guarantee
Section for 1989 and 1990. The framework Regulation for the measure was adopted by
the Council on 24 July 1989 (Regulation (EEC) No2247189) (t) and the implementing
regulations later. The products do not qualify for export refunds and are not subject to
monetary compensatory amounts.
(t)  oJ L 2t6, 27.7.1989.
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Following the agreement signed with Hungary in 1988 discussions were held several
times to give effect to the undertakings on reciprocal agricultural concessions. The two
sides also undertook to improve cooperation on veterinary matters.
Relat ions with developing countr ies
Mediterranean
152. The entry of Spain and Portugal into the Community has had consequences for
the traditional agricultural trade between EUR l0 and the Mediterranean countries with
which trade and cooperation agreements have been concluded. Since Spain, in particu-
lar, is a substantial and expanding producer of many agricultural products exported
also by other Mediterranean countries, these nations are concerned that their exports to
the Community might be reduced.
Modified agreements have been concluded with 12 Mediterranean countries (Algeria,
Cyprus, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey,
Yugoslavia) with the particular aim of maintaining their traditional trade with the
Community while encouraging diversification of their agricultural production and
greater self-suffrciency. These new agreements contain provisions allowing for improved
access to the Community for certain agricultural products, in particular wines, fruit and
vegetables which are important to those countries' export trade should their traditional
trade patterns not be substantially maintained.
ACP States
153. The negotiations on the Convention to follow the Third Lom6 Convention got
under way in October 1988 and concluded with the signature of the new Convention in
December 1989, which will come into force after the expiry of the present Convention
on 28 February 1990. The ACP States already benefit from free tariff access to the EEC
for most of their agricultural products, though some of these are still subject to tatiff
quotas. The exceptions are products particularly sensitive for the Community market.
Overseas countries and territories
154. The overseas countries and territories are covered by the s,une general provisions




155. The 15th Ministerial Session of the World Food Council (WFC), held in Cairo
from 22 to 25 May 1989, showed that problems of hunger and malnutrition linked with
underdevelopment persist. In an effort to resolve them the WFC decided to put into
effect an initiative proposed by Cyprus and adopted at Nicosia in 1988. This plan of
action provides for an evaluation of policies and programmes being applied already in
the world to combat hunger and malnutrition with a view to putting forward a
collective action prograrnme at world level.
Security of world food supplies continued to dominate the FAO agenda in 1989, with
deficit countries expressing serious concern at the relatively low level of cereal stocks
and the high cost of imports. The relationship between third world debt, economic
stagnation and world hunger was a theme common to many of the discussions. The
decision-making body of the FAO, the biannual conference held in November 1989,
adopted a measure which will help protect consumers and the environment in
pesticide-importing countries, and also adopted a plan of action to include women in
the development process. Major discussions between the Commission and the FAO
Secretariat were held in 1989 with a view to enhancing the legal status of the
Commission within the FAO.
Simultaneously with its involvement in these various bodies the Community continued
to implement its own food aid progralnme. On 1 March 1989 the Commission approved
a Decision (t) fixing the overall quantities of food aid and establishing a list of products
to be supplied as food aid for 1989. This list was subsequently modifred slightly to
include cheese and pigmeät. e) It comprises I 360 000 tonnes of cereals (which includes
the Community's contribution under the 1986 Food Aid Convention), a maximum of
94 100 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder, a maximum of 25 000 tonnes of butteroil, a
maximum of 14 200 tonnes of sugar, a maximum of 40 000 tonnes of vegetable oil, and
other products (e.g. beans, pulses, dried fish, etc.) representing not more than 200 000
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Codification of the tables
The choices made for the revision of the tables are reflected in a new codification, established
on the basis of the same principle for all the tables. Each of them has been given a code with
four digits, the first of which designates the subject to which the table refers (see table of




4. Tables on agricultural markets.
The second and third digits refer to specific aspects of the field concerned and their
significance varies from one field to another.
For the tables concerning the agricultural markets (Tables 4) a standard codification for all
the products has been used for these two digits:
(i) the second digit of the code designates the agricultural product concerned,
(ii) the third digit refers to the nature of the statistic presented:
-.-.0.- livestock numbers,





-.-.5.- prices (producer's prices, market prices, consumer prices),
-.-.6.* market managemento
-.-.9.- various.
For certain sectors, all the possibilities are used (e.g. cereals). For other products only some
are used (e.g. potatoes), either because the data needed are not available or because the
features of these sectors in the Community do not justify such an exhaustive presentation in




Up to December 1987 this report used the SITC Rev. 2, which was worked out using the
6-digit Nimexe, while from January 1988 it uses the SITC Rev. 3, which has been drawn up
using the 8-digit subheadings of the Combined Nomenclature.
In particular, it should be noted that considerable divergences have arisen at subheading
level between the Combined Nomenclature and the formerly used Nimexe, leading to a break
in the goods-related time series between 1987 and 1988.
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4.3.2.1 World production of sugar and production of the main producing and/or exporting countries
4.3.3.1 World supply balance and international trade in sugar
4.3.4.1 Sugar supply balance
4.3.5.1 Average world sugar prices
4.3.5.2 N Consumer prices for sugar
4.3.6.1 Sugar and isoglucose production, by quota
4.4 Oibe€ds, oils rnd fats









4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seed, oil, cake)
4.4.4.2 Supplies of sunflower (seed, oil, cake)
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed, oil, cake)
4.4.4.4 N Supplies of olive oil
4.4.5.1 Prices fixed and market prices on the Bari market for:
- olive oil serni-fine
- Iampante grade olive oil 3'
4.4.5.2 Wholesale prices - on the Bari market for refined olive oil
- on the Milan market for - refined olive oil
4.4.9.1 Apparent human consumption of fats, **tu#lt" 
seed oils
- base materials (pure fat)
- processed products consumed (pure fat)
Fruit and Yegetables








4.5.3.1 Intra-EC trade and external trade in fresh fruit and vegetables
4.5.4.1 Supply balance - fresh fruit
Market balance - fresh apples
4.5.4.2 Market balance - fresh pears
4.s.4.3 Marker barance - [ät: !ff3:'
Supply balance - fresh vegetables
4.5.4.4 Market balance - cauliflowers
- fresh tomatoes
4.5.4.5 Supply balance - citrus fruit
Market balance - oranges
4.5.4.6 Market balance - processed tomatoes
4.s.s.l producer prices ; 






4.7 .l.l Area, yield and production of potatoes
4.7.1.2 Area, yield and production of early potatoes
4.7.4.1 Supply balance - potatoes
4.8 Tobacco
4.8.1.1 Area, yield and production of leaf tobacco, by groups of varieties
4.8.2.1 World production of raw tobacco and production in principal exporting countries
4.8.3.1 EC share of world trade in raw tobacco
4.8.3.2 Italy's and Greece's exports of raw tobacco
4.8.3.3 N Imports and exports of raw tobacco
4.8.6.1 Quantities of tobacco bought in
4.6
4 .6 .1 .1
4 .6 .3 .1
4.6.4.1





4.10.1.1 Area, yield and production of hops
4.10.4.1 Market balance - hops
4.10.5.1 Market price for hops
4 . l l
Wine
Area under vines, yield and production of wine and must
Trade in wine and share in world trade
Supply balance - wine
Producer prices for table wines
Potatoes
Seeds

































Fibre flax, cotton and silkworms
4.1 1.1.1 Area, production and yield of cotton (unginned and ginned)
4.11.1.2 Area, yield and production of fibre flax
4.11.1.3 Output of silkwonn cocoons and number of boxes of silkworrn eggs used
4.11.3.1 Imports of flax straw into Belgium
4.11.3.2 Intra-EC trade and external trade in cotton fibre
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed
4.1I.5.2 Flax tow prices





4.13.7.3 Industrial production of compound feedingsnr{fs, by species and by Member State 239
4.11.7.5 Use of cereals by the compound feedingstuffs industry 2&
4.13.7.7 Production ofdehydrated fodder (excluding potatoes) 241
4.13.7.8 Community supplies of dehydrated and dried fodder 241
4.13.7.9 Area, yield and production of dry pulses, feed peas and field beans 42
4.13.7.10 Use of cake by the compound feedingstuffs industry 244
4.13.7.12 Cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cake 245
4. t4 Meat in general
Table No
4 .13
4.14.1.1 Gross internal production and consumption of meat
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external trade in meat and self-sufficiency
4.14.9.2 Animal disease: number of animals slaughtered
4.15 Beef/veal
4.15.0.1 Cattle numbers
4.15.1.1 Slaughterings of adult bovine animals and calves
4.15.1.2 Net production of beef/veal
4.15.2.1 World production and production of principal beef/veal producing/exporting countries
4.15.3.1 Beeflveal - EC trade by species
4.15.3.2 Beef/veal - trade with non-member countries
4.15.4.1 Supply balance - beef/veal
4.15.5.1 Market prices for beef/veal
4.16 Pigmeat
4.16.0.1 Pig numbers
4.16.1.1 Number of pigs slaughtered
4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat production
4.16.2.1 World production and gross domestic
countries
4.16.4.1 Supply balance - pigmeat
4.16.5.1 Market prices for pigmeat
4.r7 Sheepmeat and goatmeat
4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers
4.17.1.1 Sheep and goats slaughtered
4.17.1.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goatmeat production
4.17.3.1 Sheepmeat and goatmeat - EC trade, by species
4.17.3.2 Sheepmeat and goatmeat - trade with non-member countries
4.17.3.3 Imports of sheepmeat
4.17.4.1 Supply balance - sheepmeat and goatmeat
4.17.5.1 Market prices for sheepmeat
4 .18 Poultrymeat
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
4. 18. I . 1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
4.18.3.1 Trade in poultrymeat with non-member countries
4.18.4.1 Supply balance - poultrymeat
4.18.5.1 Market prices for chickens
4.19 Eggs
4.19.0.1 Laying hens, numbers
4.19.0.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
4.19.I.1 Usable production of eggs in shell (total eggs)
4.19.3.1 Trade in eggs with non-member countries
4.19.4.1 Supply balance - eggs (total eggs)









































Mitk and milk products
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
4.20.1.1 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairies, as a proportion of production
4.20.1.3 Sales of fresh dairy products
4.20.1.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
4.20.1.5 Production in dairies of whole-milk and skimmed-milk powder
4.20.1.6 Production in dairies of concentrated milk and casein
4.20.2.1 World exports and producti butter
- cheese
- casein
4.20.2.2 World exports and production - whole-milk powder and skimmed-milk powder
- concentrated milk
4.20.3.1 World trade in certain milk products - EC share
4.20.4.2 Detailed supply balance - skimmed-milk powder
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance - butter
4.20.6.1 Intervention measures for butter and skimmed-milk powder
4.20.6.2 N Application of the quota system
4.20.6.3 Community butter and skimmed-milk powder stocks
4.20.6.4 Quantities of skimmed milk and skimmed-milk powder intended for animal feed and
milk processed into casein and caseinates, for which aids have been granted
4.21 Honey
4.21.4.1 Supply bala honey
4.22 Wood
4.22.3.1 Internal and external trade in wood and wood products
Table No
4.20
N _ New table
Remark: The following tables of The Agricultural Situation
3.3 .10 ,  3 .5 .3 .1 ,  3 .5 .3 .2 ,  3 .5 .4 .2 ,  4 .1 .5 .2 ,  4 .1 .6 .1 ,
4.20.4.1
in the Community - 1988 Report have not been repeated:




















TII2 KEY To SYMBoLS AND ABBREVIATIoNS
Key to symbols and abbreviations
Statistical symbols
Nit












@ (1979, 1980, 1981)
a 0984, 1985, 1986)
Marketing year, starting in 1980 and ending in l98l
Percentage
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European unit of account























KEY TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS TII3
ha Hectare
UAA Utilized agricultural area
LU Livestock unit
ESU European size unit
FU Fodder unit
AWIJ Annual work unit
TF Type of farrning
Geographical abbreviations
EC European Communities
EUR 9 Total of the Member States of the EC (1980)
EUR 10 Total of the Member States of the EC (1981)
EUR 12 All EC Member States (1986)
BLEU/UEBL Belgo-LuxernbourgEconomicUnion
DOM French overseas deparünents
ACP African, Caribbean and Pacific countries party to the Lom6 Convention
PTOM Countries and overseas territories of Memb€r States of the EC
Sources
Euostat Statistical OIIice of the European Communities
SITC Standardinternationaltradeclassifrcation(Eurostat)
Nimexe Nomenclature of produce for the Community's external trade statistics and trade between its
Member States (Eurostat)
ESA European system of integrated economic accounts (Ewostat)
FADN Farm accountancy data network (Commission of the European Conununities, Directorate-General
for Agriculture)
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
UNRWA United Narions Relief and Works Agency
IMF International Monetary Fund
GATT General Agreernent on Tariffs and Trade
Fefac European Federation of Manufacturers of Compound Feedingstuffs
Fediol Federation of Seed Crushers and Oil Processors in the EEC
AIMA Intervention Agancy for the Agricultural Markets (Italy)
USDA United States Department of Agriculture
TII4 CURRENCY UNITS USED
Currency units used this reportrn
1. European Monetary System @MS) - ecu
The EMS came into force on 13 March 1979 (Regulations (EEC) No 3180/78 and No 3l8l/78 of 18 December
1978). With this system, the ecu was introduced as the sole unit of ac€ount for the Community. The defrnition of the
ecu is identical to that of the EUA (European unit of acrount, defrned by Regulation (EEC) No 250175 of 2l Apnl
1975) except for a review clause allowing ofchanges in its composition. The ecu is a currency unit ofthe'basket'
type made up of specified amounts of the currencies of the Member States determined mainly on the basis of the
size of the economy of each State. Neither the drachma, the peseta nor the escudo are included in the calculation of
the value of the ecu and sterling has only a national central rate. The central rates used in the system are rates fixed
by the central banks around which the market rates of the EMS currencies may fluctuate within margins not
exceeding 2,25% (6% for the Italian lira) at any given time.
2. The ecu in the conmon agricultural policy
- Before 9 Äpril 1979, the unit of account used in the agricultural s€ctor was the unit of account (u.a.) as deftned
by Regulation (EEC) No 129162 and the rqrresentative rates (green rates) were fxed by the Council.
- On 9 April, the ecu was also introduced into the CAP (Regulation (EEC) No 652/79) and its use was
subsequently renewed by Regulations (EEC) No l2el79, No 1011/80, No 1523/80 and No 876/81. The
agricultural prices and the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative rates) of
the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative rates) of the common prices
into national currencies are, as before, frxed by the Council.
- At the time of changeover from the u.a. to the ecu, on 9 April 19'19, the common agricultural prices and
amounts expressed in u.a. and converted into ecus were adjusted by a coeflicient of 1,208953. Conversely, the
green rates were adjusted by a reciprocal coeffrcient of 111,208953, leaving actual price levels unchanged. For
example, 100 u.a. x 3,40 : DM 340 becomes ECU l2l x 2,81 : DM 340.
- For the recording of world market prices, offer prices are converted at the market rates.
According to context, different currency units have been used in this publication. The statistical series in terms of value
are also calculated:
- at constant exchange rates, i.e. at the exchange rates obtaining during a specihc period (e.g. 1980). These rates are
used to eliminate the influences ofexchange-rate changes on a time series;
- at current exchange rates (notably for external trade).
To assist the user of this publication wishing to convert units of account into national currencies and conversely, Tables
1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 give the rates to be used. Fuller information is given in specialized publications of the Commission
of the European Communities.
OBSERVATIoNS ou sTITISTICAL METHoD T/15
A TObservations on statistical method
A - Statistics on external hade - explanatory note
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1736/75, ofZ June 1975, on the external trade statistics ofthe Community and statistics
of trade between Member States, includes provisions to ensure that data are not recorded twice:
(i) when goods from a non-member country are first brought into a Member State, that Mernber State must record the
import according to the origin of the goods;
(ü) if the goods are then subject to a legal operation (for example clearance for consumption) and subsequently
imported into another Member State, the latter must record the goods according to the Member State frorwhich
they were received.
However, to satisfy national requirements, tle Member States may, if they wish, operate in parallel with the above
slllem the arrangements they applied previously; this means that a Member State's national data may be substantially
different from the data supplied by Community sources.
For the calculation of the intra-Community trade of the Community as a whole in the supply balances, there were two
possibilities : the sum of the Member States' iatra-Community exports (calculation on the lasis of goods leaving) or the
sum of the Member States' intra-Community imports (calculation on the basis of entries). Eurostat has chösen the
second alternative. Also, exports to non-member countries in the supply balances of the Community as a whole are
calculated by deducting intra-Community trade from Member States, total exports.
As a result, there may be discrepancies between the external trade data given in the supply balances and those given in
the specific external trade tables.
Users must also allow for a break in the series of Community external trade statistics n 1977, the date on which
Regulation (EEC) No 1736115 entercd, into force.
A last point is that, while the data relating to the extemal trade of the Community of Twelve from reference year 1985
use the same source for all the Member States (Community statistics), those which refer to a previous period may have
been obtained from the Community statistics for the Comrnunity of Ten and from other sources for the new Member
Stat€s.
B Annual rate of change ("Ä TAV)
The_annual rate ofchange (symbol: % TAV) is used throughout this report for the calculation over periods oftime
of changes in a given aggregate. It measures the compound annual average increase or reduction, as t p€rcentage, of
the variable concemed from a base year (f in the following equations).
The annual rate of change is calculated as follows:
1 .
100 x Anti-log 
[t", (
\ ' l
f  + N l - 1 0 0 _ 0 Ä T A Y
IT
statistic for year T + N
statistic for year T
Where the annual rate of change is calculated over only two successive years, N : I and the formula becomes:
roox 
I
statistic for year T + I
'l
f  - 1 0 0 : %  T A V
Jstatistic for year T
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CLASSTFICATTON OF EUROSTAT PUBLTCATTONS TllT
Most of the statistics in the tablcs have been providcd by the Statietical Oflicc of the Europcan Comnunitics(Eurostat). For longer and more dctailed series, the urer should rcfer to the following Eurostat publications:
Classification of Eurostat publications
Theme
l. General statistics (midnight blue)
2. Economy and finance (violet)
3. Population and social conditions (yellow)
4. Energy and industry (blue)
5. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green)
6. Foreign trade (red)





C Accountso surveys and statistics




1.0.1 Indicative curency parities (t)
1988
Central rates
ECU I :  . . .NC
1987





















































































USD X X 1,21937 1,41240 I I
(l) Simple arithmetic means (rounded). NC : national currency.
(2) Offer prices on the world market are calculated by means of market rates approximately corresponding to these figures.
(3) Figures calculated from ecu values.
1.0.2 Conversion rates (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Annual average of daily rates.



















B F R I 0 0 0  : E C U
DKR 1000 : ECU
DM 1000 : ECU
D R l 0 0 0  : E C U
PTA l000  :ECU
F F l 0 0 0  : E C U
IRL 1000 : ECU
L I T l 0 0 0  : E C U
LFR 1000 : ECU
HFL 1000 : ECU
E S C l 0 0 0  : E C U
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2.0.1 Basic data - key figures for agricultme in the E(-
futsce: Ekrffiet ü!d BC Cd@ftnion' Dircctoratc-Gcoeral for furioüture.
(!) GW pri;cc ddlütor
(1 BLEUIUEBt. i
CI res5.(1 t97e,(r) t9ET"
Fcaturpc Yerr EUR 12 Ddshw/B4ie Danmart
I z I 4 5
Total area (kmz)
Fopulation (1 Offi inhabitants)
GDPlinhabitants (purchasing pow€r standard - PPS)
Inflation (1)
Unemployrnent ratn (Vo of civilian working population)

























Utilized agricultural area (I 000 he)
I
E^mployment in the agricult;, forestry, hunting and fishiug sector I
- number (l m0 pcrsons) I
* share in employed civilian working prilation (%) ]
Number of holdings (1 00O holdings)
UAA pr holding (ha)
Final production of agriculture (Mio EC["f)
$hare of agrizulture in the GDP (GVA/GDP) (%)
$hare of agriculture in total gross fix€d cepttal formation (%> 
.
$hare ot'imports of food and agricutrtural products iu ilttpcrt of
all products (%)
Sfirare of cxports of fod and agrkuttur,al prodttcts iu exports of
all products (7o)
Extemal tredü batranee in food and agricultural producto (Mio ECU)
$ture of househcld consumption cxpcnditurE devoted to fd,
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Tl22 THE AGRTcULTURAL EcoNoMY
3.1.1 Shares of individual product in fmal agricultural production (19E8)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural amounts and EC Commission, Diretorate-General for Agriculturc.
(r) These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation @EC) No 1035/72.
O Drid pulses, citrus fruit.
(3) 1986.
(.) 1988.
EUR 12 (3) Belgieue/Belgiö Danmark BRDeutschland
l 2 3 4 5




















































































































































THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY Tl23
(%)
Ellada Espafia (3) France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal Unitod Kingdon
































































































































































































































































Tl24 THE AGRTCULTURAL ECONOMY
3.L.2 ldividual Member States' Sares in linnl agricultrual production (f98E)
Sowce: Eurostat - Agricultural rpcounts and EC C;ommission, Dircctorate-Gmeral fior Agriculture.
(r) Thesc are producte listed in Anncx II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72
(2) Dried pulsee, citrur fnrit.
o 1e86.
({) EUR 12.
BelgiqueiBelgiö Danmark BR Deutrchhnd Ellada
I 2 3 4 5

























Other fruit and vegetables (a)

















































































































3r7 414 13,6 5,4
3,0 3,4 14,5 3,9
THE AGRTCULTURAL ECONOMY Tl25
EUR 11 : 100
( % )
Espafra Franm Irehnd Italia Luxernbourg Nederland Portugel United Kingdom



















































































































































































































12,9 (3) 15,2 1,2 22,3 0,0 18,9 1.5 8,6
12,6 (3) 22,8 2,2 18,4 0nl 7,7 1,7 9r7
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T/30 THE AGRTcULTURAL EcoNoMy
3.1.5 Final agricultural production, crop production and livestock production (3)
1988 % TAV (r)
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3.1.5 (  cont . )
1988 % TAV (r)
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l98E % TAV (t)
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3. 1 .5 ( cont. )
Sor@-' Euod.t - ASricultul @tr md EC Co6ni!d.'& Itirrcton$€ml f6 ASd€rltw,
(t) Tfc cüorg6 e crloht d ü thc t rir of Fb. .t mdet l9E5 Fio6 fd ti. l9t0 ro l9tt p6bd. Fa rh. Maü6 StrtE, lic .ü.s!6 e eloüitrd d tL b.rir
of figw h ütiosl onrtrcy .rd fq EUn 12 d tb b.dr of figtß @Etcd ilto @&
e) Ir thowld nilim lirc.
(r) Atcwtpri4
(1) EUR ll.
c) 1966 - rs5/le0o.
( 1985 = 100)
r983 1984 r9t6 1981 1988
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THE AGRTCULTURAL ECONOMY Tl33
3.1.6 Finrt agrictltual prorilucdoq comption of tnputs anrü gmdd value-rdrüed (at marka prices): chrqps ty
vohme
Sotnce: Euroctat.
Tl34 THE AGRTCULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.7 I'inrl podrction index prices:
- value/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, delleted by GDP dellator (real) 
(rss:, _ rN)
1983 l9M 1986 l9E7 1988






















































































































































THE AGRTCULTURAL ECONOMY Tl35
3.1.8 Consumption of index inpuß:
- value/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, dellated by GDP dellator (real)
(1985 = lN)
1983 1984 1986 r9E7 I9EE






















































































































































T136 THE AGRTcULTURAL EcoNoMy
3.1.9 The 6costlrice squseze'(t): fhe ratio of produer prices to input prices
5o.@-- Ewtst üd EC CmiEioq Dirld@io€ddl fq Agrilltrc
(t) Th€ '6.f-p!ior !q|@' b €tcuLt d bv dividilg a.qgF i! thc d!0!fcd ilda prip6 of th! ntr oe fU rffiorfnf prcauctm by chülu ia thc ddhbil iDdd
prk! of th, EIE of iryu!,
(1985: I f f i )
r983 1984 1986 t9E7 l98E











































































THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY TI37
3.1.10 Gross fixed capital formntion and gross velue-added in agricultnre at factor cost(t)
Sosrce: Eurostat - Agricultural amountr and EC Commission, Directoratc4ensral for Agriculture.
(l) At cun€nt prices: the series is bomd on figrrres exclusive of VAT.
(I9tl5: iln)
1983 1984 1986 1987 l9t8
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THE AGRTCULTURAL ECONOMY rß9
3.1.12 Net vdue-rdded rt frctor cost per mrnpower cmployment udt, h rcrt tems: itrdex numbers(l)
(r l%51= ln)
S@.'Ew.trt.
(r) ThG nct vduFsddd .t feto. 6t i! €torLEd rt ffit Fic6 i! ütidd cmicr, drtLt d hV ttc irdd Fls of th. cDP of c.ch Mdbo Ststc, TbG
@ployMt uit ir th. rMb6 of uits @plotrd ir thc igricaltw, fosty, hutirg sd fuhilg Et@ i! a.,h Mdbq St t .
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3.2.1 The farm reomtemy dstr reffiork - Explnnetory mte
The farm ecoooütarcy dsta networt (FADN) colhqs a€ouoaoEy data froo a canpk of agri€ultural hoHing in thc
Commudty. The FADN fi€H of survey rclat€s to 'commercial' farms, i.a farms rvhict martet ths büIL of thch produc'tion ald
whict ercsed.a minimum hvel of momfo rctivity &fi[3d in tcmr of ccononic ciD{$E lhe ddidtiotr of tb€ Europcatr size unit
bebw).
In rÄc mo*t lroo.üt N€oüüring ycarg thcre nvttehost 55ffi holdingt (Oorormity of Twclvc) fterclataivc o'f conmaeial
famc ir tlle FADN sampk.
Tbc t€rmr rrrcd fu the trblca relete to thc folloriry dclidtioas.
BASIC FADN TERMS
Accanting yeo
?lre accouting year fu a l2-dooth pcriod starting bctrrocn I lanuary rd Luly, l&c c[8ct dst rcryi4g fton- m. Meober Stats
to anotbcr.
Econonic sizc ond Ewopean sbe rrrit (ESA)
Thc tsuropoan dzc ünit @SU, it t uoit of mcamrcmclt oJtheco@o'üic da of thc agricultufal hoHing d farmhar an cooromb
sizc of I ESU if itr totol st od6rd grore oarSin ir I f00 EC[, €f l9E2 86M. Thc Canderd grods mrrgia for cach cnterpisc
contspordr to tk cverage value, over a tilec-ycsr pcriod aod in a givcü rqiü[, of production minuc ocrtrfu variabb 6dts. ID
ttc CüMmity typolo$r for agriodtural üollingr (Defuim $ft??Fßq thcrc ar rbc disla of conomic sizc, tb limits of
whicü arc: 2, 4 6,8, 12, 16, ü ad 100 ESU.
Type of farning (TF)
Thc qypc of farming (fR of a hohiEg ir dcramioorl ty tbc rclative ch*rq in ttc holdiüCs totsl stan<lrrd grocc nargin of each of
thc cntcrprfuco of thc hcHiag. Ä dcicription ir given il Tablc 32.2, Tbü fcrult' giwitr in thc folhring tatrk3 rclstG to niß gronp$
aggrryrled fron thc l7 priüipsl typ.B of ferning in tüc Comnudty farn tl'pologt @c*ton 85li77pEq.
FADN övision
Ttrc FADN rerults may bc Gstauirhod at tb tcvcl of tLß Connudtt, tbc M.mb6 Stst s 8!d t$c FADN divbio[s. The divirioos
rrc groürspüic8l unitr correrpooding eitlcr to tb cnrirc country (4 DK, fRf" L, NL), to tk r€gioür of Lsrcl I or tr of tk
noacnclatue df l€ßritorid utrilr {NtITS (D, 4 R D.or to rpoeific tcgioßl brsldowrs (Gn, P, UK}.
Weighting üd norrber af lrcldings represented
The bldings in thc FADN eanplc cr selectoil in cuch e B6y ss to bc r€fcsertrtiw, for cach divigion, of thc hotdin$ bct@girg
to cact ocn forrurt by thc combiration of TF ffid eorrmec, dnr el*e. lae popolations to bc rsprc*ntod ars dsrived fsom tb
CmffiüDity farm stnrEtur€ rurwyi.
Th€ reroltr pcsoilcd s'' ucitht6d rvcrlgFs. E8cü holdiog b tbc FADN raopb ir atlriüotnt a wlieht proportional to ttc
atmbcr of hcHi4r bchprg to tlc rerc tylc of farrliry ard tk rsüc eoaooic rizr cltrs in tbc divicios.
Tbc uumücr of ho&rängr is tk rotn of thc wc{ghts of tk holdingr in tüc xqplc. Somc oElb (divirim - TF -
coononic sizc clare) may havc no loldingr ir thc larplc, rith bccauro vcry higlt lcloction rstes would üc acccreory or bc.ousa
thcrc arc töchnic4l di|rrcültice in sclcctirg hoHiogs
STRUCTURAL DATA
UAA: utiliad agri@lüü6t area (ia hcctarcr)
T146 FADN
3.2.t ( continued)
Annual work unit (AVU)
This represents thc agricultural work done by one full-time worker in one year. Part-time and soaeonal work are fractions of an
AWt .
AVERAGE RESULTS PER HOLDING
Total output
This is the value of total production during the sccouaring year. Iocluded are off-farm sales, home-grown feed and seed,
farmhouse consumption and benefits in kind, as wcll ds changes in the value of livestock and stocrks of crop products.
Inte rmc diat e c onsump tion
This corrcsponds to all the fixed and variable costs tlat arc necessary for agricultural activity and includes home-grown fccd and
seed but excludes financial chargps, labour costs, rent and deprcciation.
Deprcciation
This is the annual provision designed to replace the fixed compotrents of working capital at the end of their life (buildingp,
machinery, equipment, etc.). It is calculated on the basis of rqilaccment value.
Farm net vahrc-added (FNVA)
Total output less intermediate consumption and depreciation, adjusted to take account of taxes, grstrts and subsidies linked to
productioa.
Farnily farm income
This corresponds to farttr net value-addcd, less other real costs in tle accounting year: int€rest and frnancial charges, wagFs and
social security costs paid and rent.
FARM INCOME
Farm net value-added per agricultural work unit (FNVAIAWU)
This is an indicator of the economic performance of the holding. It rcnumerates family and hired labour, own and borrowed
capital and the management of the holding.
Fanily farm income per anit of unpaid labour
This indicator rspres€nts the return on the labour of farmer and family, and on owncd capital.
FADN Tl47
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EUR 12 lr5 145 138 346 2782 2869 3,2 312 2,55 2,55
5679 5 710
I 898 I 9lE
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10927 11443
lE 095 41 296
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Family farm income per
unit unpaid labour
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Number of holdings o Size of holdings
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EUR 12 583 l,m 580 537 8 889 8872 2.8,3 29,1 1,66 1,66
12878 12875
t7 325 t7 574
129387 128 893
4 i l 5  3 0 6 6
46572 44557
146 I 16 142998
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EUR 12 494558 485666
a
6444 6456 38,2 38,6 1,54 1,54
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Average rezults per holding in I 000 ECU (current)
Tptal output Intermediate
consumption




Family farm income per
unit unpaid labour
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Number of holdings Size of holdingr







86187 | r7l88 86187 | 87/88 86187 I 87/88 86187 | 87i88














EUR 12 60 582 6t 669 9t4 998 l0, l 9,8 1,64 1,57
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Fanrily fann income per
unit unpaid labour
86187 87/88 86187 87/88 86187 87/88 86187 87/E8 86187 87/88 86187 87/t8
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3.3.2 Producer prices for agricultursl products in the Community (excluding VAT) EUR 10
Nominal index
l9E0 : 100 % TAV
Real in@,x
1980:  100 % TAV
1986 19881987
1987 | 1988
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3.3.6 Agricuttural wages, input prices (t) and producer prices (excl. VAf) (1980: IM)
s@e j Eürqtat CPurch4 Fioc of iDputr' md 'ProdrE pri6 fü sgricldtu:iEl prodwß' e hm@izcd indiF, whcrw .Fsm w.g6' rlmh hetEogrlt@
!.tional irdi@).
(r) The Ec itrdq of fam itrput lri6 ir . la{EyB irdq, wt @ thc d€flstrd prfoc si6 (& Tatlc 3.1.8) is a Prarc,hc iada. Thc dislDorcid bctm thc fuwin the two bbl6 arc milly . mtt r of tüc dilfding hdq fonular.
F) IndiG of the pri6 of good! aüd @ic of cill@t sgricuttursl omptio,
f) Aanual iadio includc fruit ed reg.table..
(') Portugsl trot iuclud.d.
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- Arable land (5)
France
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(r) Converted at constant exchange rates (1984).
(2) Biannual surveys in 1975, 1977,1979,1981, 1983, 1985 and 1987. Eurostat estimate for the intermediate yeaß.(t) 1964 survey, updating using a national accounts indicator (Insee).
(a) Prices for all kinds of land.
(s) Most of this land is irrigated.





















Wine must, beverages, services
All products
Products used for animal fd, crcluding wine:
- Not procesed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
Wine
All products not ueed for human or animal consumption:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on tlre holding
All plant products exoept wine
Wine
All livestock products
Products sold through a produccrs'group:
- fruit, vegetables and wine
- piS, eggs and Poultry
Live cattle, sheep, Pigs
Other livestock including poultry and fish, caluasscs, raw wool, horechair, bristlec, feathers, hides and skins,
non+dible horticultural produce
Other agricultural products excluding live animals
Cereals (except seeds and paddy rice)
paddy rice, fresh and dried vegetables, potatoes, fresh and dried fruit, oilreds for dible oil, olive oil, butter,













I AU other agricultural products
I
I eroao"t" generally used for humsn and animal consumption (including soeds, seedlings and animals)


















































3.3.11 Value-8dded t8x (vAT) ret€s3 producer prices (t)
at I January 1989
Sord.'Prrcstrt.
(r) ThG fi$s e for Egtlsltre h th. rtict Be, dudiag f6try. jlc mort importsrt !rcdÜü e gi@-oDly ü mplo'




re U aallcrt to ifirt -," goä"f oUl.f.t O brtit-thc VAT p'id on punü6 of rgricultunl ilputr'
(r) wirh ctrctfm l.z.tcsa, 
"tFi"rrtt"rd;;* ".bjä 
o-tf..tUi-.yvff d"16. tr.* t-*tiU"a, ty mv of irmLurcmponntio' todcdurt 5% fm
" vÄi p"i.Lt <i" 
"aaititi ti tu aea*titt" 
vlq
(.) wircgrcww 6sd by thc flrt-nt ichdc rdd t.r st thc ntc of 14% to tücir irwics but ctain oaly s7o, thc ordinry tbt-Et ' to off$t thc tü thar'hsrc 
prid
d thcir irput!. Ar s 6utt of thc di@tl€mcqt of thc norctsty mpqntort' urot! thry hsrc ü6 atid€d' riE-l'7'1944' 
b a 596 rcductid ü tlc |te
bosi! d ptodt|6 sbixt to thc tlat-ntc tyst@ Ttu!' tu r'r'rcsa' tha' #* h"d; pai the tax authqitiaüb l% @Epotld vith 6% psioutly'
C) Rst spplid to the VAT-itrcluiw pri6'
(5)VATol lowwrcldbyauct ioir iavJcc<trt l9%.Grcw@rcrcdbytücf l r t -Et ich@@irc@tythcloüt l0rt4t !of6%'thcl@hirg13%bci!8
peylbb to th! @tr81 tsr authodty by tbc puEhef.















(2) Reimburse,ment at a subsquent stage.




Purchase and tenancy of land
Animal fbdingstuffs, soeds, fertilizers, agricultural selices, coal (eolid fuel)
Construction and maintenance of fann buildings
Electricity, farm equipment, pesticides
Road diesel fuel, petrol, liquefied petroleum gas for non-agricultural purposes
Diesel fuel for agricultural purposes, light fuel oil, natural gas, liquefied petroleum ges
Purchase of land and buildings
All products
Purchase and üenancy offarrrland
Inputs of agricultural origin (animal feedingstuffs, seeds and propagating maierial, breeding stock)
Inputs of industrial origin (fertilizers, pesticides, fuel and lx)wer, buildings and machinery, building materials and
accessories), non-agricultural seffices
Purchase and tenancy of land
Seed animal fi:edingstuffs, breeding stock, fertilizers, pesticides.
Most farm equipment, maintenance and repair of machinery, installations and buildings, electricity, lubricants and liquid




Purchase and tenancy of agricultural land
Non-processed agricultural products (including breeding stock), work under contract
Fertilizers, animal feedingstuffs, pesticides
Motor fuel (50 % deductiblQ, certain building work and scrvices provided by persons eligible for the special deduction,
purchase and maintenance of fann equipment, construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers (put up in quantities of l0 kg or more), cer€als, kt, hay, cake, etc., seeds and propagating
material of products used for food, veterinary products for oral administration, electricity
Most services, machinery repairs
Fertilizers (quantitic less than l0 kg), pesticidcs, disinfectants and dctergents, veterinary products for injection and veterinary
equipment, fann equipment including tractors, building materials, second-hand g@&, petrol and lubricants, motor vehicle
and motorcycles, other services (transport, storage, hiring of equipment)
Solid fuels, diesel fuel for heating, diesel fuel for tnactors, gas for heating and ligbting
Agricultural loans, rural leases, veterin&ry services
Animal feedingstufß of vegetable origin, fertilizers
Animal feedingstuffs of animal origin, agricultural work under contract, seeds, breeding stock, pesticides
Fuels and lubricants, pharmaoeuticals
Equipment and machinery, gss and electricity, building materials, most servies
Animal Mingstuffs, fertilizers, seeds, breeding stock, electricity, water, some scffices (cultivation and harvesting, veterinary
services)
Agricultural quipment" pcsticides, construction and mainüenane of farm buildings, some services (transport), power and
other fuels
Veüerinary servioes telocommunications, indemnity insurance, purchase, rcnting and üenancy of immovable property (except
sale by builder)
Seeds, fertilizers, fuel for hothouses, animal fbedingstuffs, breeding stock, some sewices, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, work
under contract, equipment
Motor fuels and other fuels (except petrol and electricity), structural work, maintenance and repair of farm buildings,
machinery, tractors and equipment, small items of equipm.e,nt and accessories, transport services, petrol
Fertilizers and clop protection products, animal fbedingstuffs and seeds, live animals, machinery, equipment and tractors,
veterinary services
Electricity, fuels and gas
Other goods and services
Intcrest relief grants on purchase and renting of lrnd, insurance, financial costs
Most products generally used for hrrman consumption and animal consumption, including ds, propagating material and
animals reared for the purpose. Constnrction of farm buildings and most civil engineering work (excluding repair and
maintenane). Power fuels and other fuels (except road diesel fuel and petrol), electricity and water
Road diesel fuel, lubricants, petrol, fertilizers, chemicals, purchase and maintenance of agriorltural machinery, other goods
and servies not specified
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T 184 FTNANCTAL ASPECTS
3.4.1 EAGGF expenditure
Unit 1986 t987 1988 r9t9 (3) 1990 (.)




- Titles I and 2 (5)
- Set aside of arable land
(Item 3 900)



































































Community GDP Mrd ECU 3 535,7 3721,2 4 018,3 4361,7 4 689,1
Gross EAGGF guarantee
expenditure




























Source : EC Commission, Directorate-Creneral for Agriculture.
(t) Reports of the Court of Auditors.
(2) Financiat Report of the European Communities.
f; t989 budget & supplcmentary and amending budgct No l/89.
(4) 1990 preliminary draft budget.
(5) Including the common organization of the market in fishcry products (Chapter 40).
(6) Including the EAGGF Guidance Section's share of expcnditure on fishcriec and rct-sside.
() Expenditure charged againrt the 1987 budgct (l January 1987/end of Octobcr/bcginning of Nove,srber 1987).
(E) Expenditure chargcd against the 1988 budgct (bcginning of November l987ll5 Octobcr l9t8).
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3.4.4 Breakdown of appropriatiom by sector according to lüe economic nafure oftüe metsutes -
linancial year 1988 (t) - timrcid yeer 198!l (2)
1988 - Mio ECU (t) (7)
Appropriations Export
refunds
















Oils and fats, of which:
- rape seed, sunflower
Protein products, of which:
- p€äs, broad beans and field beans
- dried fodder
Textile plants, of which:









Milk and milk products, (n) (5)


































































































25745,3 I786,3 4 579,9 902,0 9 840,0 637,1
B - Accession compensatclry
amounts in trade 64,3 &r3
C - Monetary cornpensatory
amounfs
- in intra-Community trade




D - Depreciation of intervention stocks | zN,O | 2ß,0
T o t a l A + B + C + D 27 554,8 9929,0 5 819,9 902,0 10266,8 637,1
% 100 36,0 2l,l 3,3 t7,3 213
E - Other (3) 132,5
T o t a l A + B + C + D + E 27 687,3
S@rr BC Comi$ion, DiE'toEtr4@l fd Agrioilte.
(I) Thc dpcnditw itdr e tat@ ftom Mdb.r $sf6' rctum nab ud6 thc advre psyMti .yrtd rod rc chrged to r gi@ fimiaf fan uada
Aftiqlc 9? of the Fi@ial Rcgul4tio.
(,) Budget.doptcd on 15.12.19t6 (O, L26,30.1.1989).
f) Clcanc of E6mts + iltect folowitrg rcfm of fiming magmt3 + fE dittributi@ of i!&t@ti@ prcd@t! + !.idlc of .6blc land (5ttof It€m 3900)
(.) Itrclüding th. fimid @&ibutiotr fm 
€ßal od nitl prodw.
(r) Ircludirg food oid rcfundr.
(6) Not includiag d.pEiÄtion orcrcd by Articlc 810.
(?) ErFndituc oh.rgEd sgrir.t tbc 1988 büdgct (b€ginniq of Novdber 198715 Octobcr l9t8),
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4 +  5 + 6 + 7
9 -
l 0 +  t 5 l0 l l t2 l 3 t4
1 5 -
l l + 1 2 + 1 3 + 1 4
I 339,8





































































































































l5 959,0 26175,3 9291 3 914 I t27 l0 945,3 898 l6 884,3
G4,3 45 45 45
362,5 307
63 63 Y Y
| 240 r4/,9 t4,/]9 r4/,9
t7 625,8 28 039,3 9354 5 363 I t27 t l297 ,3 898 l8 685,3
u 100 33,4 l9, l 4 403 3,2 66,6
208,0
28247,3
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3.4.6 Pryments mrde in respec-t of socloctrucürrl schem of r gencrral nrtne, sc.bemes for less.frvoored arers
and cchemes relrtd to EEC market orgrnizrtioc
l0m Ecu 1000 Ecu 1000 Ecu I 0(X) u.a./EUA/ECU







I 2 3 4 5 6
Gener al socio-s tructural
Investment plans (holdings)
(Dir. 7zlrsglEBC, Reg. (EEC) 79718s)
Cessation of farming (Dir. 72ll60lEEC)
Training and information (Dir. 72ll6llEEC,
Reg. (EEC) 797l8s)
(Arts 9-12,21)
Reg. (EEC) 797185 (Art. 22, pilot projects)
Reg. (EEC) 797185 (Art. 19, environment)
Total I
II. I*ss-favoured areas
Compensatory allowances (less-favoured regions)
(Dir. 7sl268lEEC) (Reg. (EEc) 7e7l&s)
Drainage in lreland (Dir. 78l628lEEC) (Reg. (EEC) 2l95l8l)
Drainage in lreland/Northern Ireland (Dir. 791197IEEC)
Programme, west of lreland (Reg. (EEC) 1820/80)
Advisory services in ltaly (Reg. (EEC) 270179)
Stockfarming, Ireland/Northern Ireland (Reg. (EEC) 1054/81)
Programme, French ov€rseas departments (Dir. 811527 IF,F;C)
Programme, Western Isles of Scotland (Reg. (EEC) 1939/81)
Integrated programme, Lozöre (Reg. (EEC) 1940/81)
Programme, Northern Ireland (Reg. (EEC) 1942182)
Programme, Greece (less-favoured regions)
(Ree. (EEc) re7sl82)
Stockfarming, Italy (Reg. (EEC) l94l8l)
Programme, France (inundation of Herault valley)
(Dir. TelrT4lEEC)
Programme, Portugal (development of agriculture)
(Ree. (EEc) 3828/85)
IMP (Reg. (EEc) 2088/85)
Cattle farming in less-favoured areas of France
(Ree. (EEc) 1400/86)































































5  4 1 8
38 667























9240r.|. 3i37 008 466 575 2333 250 r00
T 192 FTNANcTAL ASPECTS
3.4.6 ( cont. )




(2) Including ECU 12,8@ Mio under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
(3) Including ECU 3,297 Mio under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
(a) Including ECU 195,832 Mio under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
r 000 Ecu 1000 Ecu 1000 Ecu I Ofl) u.a./EUA/ECU





31.12 .1988 ( ' )
%
I 2 3 4 5 6
lII. Related to EEC market organizations
Citrus fruit plan (Reg. (EEC) 2511169)
Producers'groups, fruit and vegetables (Reg. (EEC) 1035172)
Producers' groups, fisheries (Reg. (EEC) 3796/81)
Vineyard abandonment (Reg. (EEC) 456/80) (Reg. (EEC) 777185)
Vineyard restructuring (Reg. (EEC) 458180)
Producers" groups, cotton (Reg. (EEC) 389/82)
Vineyards south of France (Dir.781627IEEC)
Producers' group$ and their associations (Reg. (EEC) 1360178)
Wine-growing structures in Portugal (Reg. (EEC) 2239!86)
Wine-growing structures in Greece (Reg. (EEC) 895/85)
Olive groves damaged by frost in 1985 (Reg. (EEC) 1654/86)
Total III














































13 t37 97 054 tzt 471 48026s 100
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3.5.1.1 Employment in agriculture
Statistical sources and applications
There are several sources of Community statistics enabling employment in agriculturr to be measured from
various viewpoints, including employment statistics proper (sample survey of the labour force, annual
employment estimates) and agricultural statistics (structural surveys of agricultural holdings). Methods and
concepts vary from one source to another, and the purpose of this introduction is to help the user to choose,
among the statistics given in the subsequent tables, tlose which will provide him with the information he
seeks.
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE AND IN THE OT}IER SECTORS
One approach to the problem of employment ia agriculture consists in considering it as part of overall
employment and comparing it with employment in tle otlcr economic sectors. The relevant information comes
from employment statistics; in tiese figures, tle persons employed are assigned to that economic sector in
which they mainly work, and the characteristics of employment are measured according to identical concepts
from one sector to another.
Changes over time in n'mbers employed in tle various sectors, and, in particular, in agriculture, are measured
on the basis of annual employment estimates (Iables 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3). For detailed information on the
structure of employment in agriculture compared witi \et of other sectors (breakdown by sex, by occupational
status, by working time, or by age), reference must be made to the sample survey of manpower, which provides
a 'photograph' of employment in any given year (fable 3.5.1.4.).
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS
Only the statistics which have just been presented allow a proper comparison of enployment in agriculture with
employment in the other sectors. However, they do not cover all persons employed in agriculture: an important
feature of farming is that so many farmers and farm workers work only part-time and oftcn also have other
jobs. In the employment statistics, such persons are not olassilied as working in agriculture.
A full measure of employment in agriculture is provided by the surveys on thp structure of agricultural
holdings; it should be noted that the information from this source enables employment in agriculture to be
analysed as such but that, as it is established according to specific definitions, it cannot be compared with
employment data for other sectors.
These surveys cover all p€rsons employed on holdings, whether farming is their main activity or not; they also
record working hours and any other remunerated work outside farming. They thus enable employment on
agricuhural holdings to be measured fully, and part-time and combined other employment to be analysed. By
conversion of the numbers of persons employed into full-time equivalent workers (annual work units' -
AWL), the data on working hours give information on thc actual volume of labour devoted to farming, the
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3.5.1.3 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land Ellada Espafra Frane














































l l  353
t2 433
l l  495
l0 567
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Source: Eurostat and OECD.
srRucruREs Tl97
Ireland Italia Luxern-bourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom USA Japan
























































































































































































































































































3.5.1.4 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors: structures compared (1937)
Unit EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land




















































































































































































































































Source: Sample survey of manpower.
sinucruREs T lgg
Ellada Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxem-bourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom

































































































































































































































































































































































3.5.1.5 Employment in agriculture: percons working on agriculturat holdings (t)
Source: Eurostat - Surveys of the structure of agricultural holdings * national data.
(r) Without irregularly employed non-family members.
(2) Including spous€s.
(r) Not including Portugal.
Unit EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
Deutsch-
land
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total number of persons working on
agricultural holdings (t)
Total number of AWU (equivalent full time workers)
















































- other family members




- other family members (2)
- regularly employed non-family members





























































































































































































Ellada Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxem-bourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom
8 I l0 l t t2 13 t 4 t 5 t6































































































































































































































































































































































Unit EUR 12 Bclgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Dcutsch-
land
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment

























































Working hours : 100% (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment






















































Workhg hours ftom 50 to 100% (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment





















































Working hours of < 50% (2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment






















































3.5.1.6 Employment in agricultore: worling hoorr rnd combined otüer cmployment of frrmen (t)
Soüce j Euutat - Suryq6 of thc ffi of dgriilltursl holditrp.
(r)  Fammwhoe.t tbcr@timf.mhads.Thcf.Mirth.Fmnfq*h@uddc/h@bchrf thcholdiqir f8ocd;thcfsmhadit th!DGmrElpouibbfor
thc c|,mt, dry-to{.y I|lmg@t of th. holdirg. Itr EUR 10, 9?% of .Stlrlturl holditrg! @ fsturcd by f.ffi who e at tic !|e tinc f.m hcad!.




Ellada Espaffa France lreland Italia Luxern-bourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom



























































































































































































































































































































































































EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land Ellada






























l 3 8 8  o
Utilized agricultural arca (UAA):
- area





2  815 ( ' )
65,4 (r)






*_ share of total UAA
Permanent meadows and grasslands:
- area
_- share of total UAA
Permanent crops:
__ area
- share of total UAA
Gardens:
- area
- share of total UAA
67 780 (t)
52,5 (3)


































(areas in I 000 ha)
Espaffa France Ireland Italia Luxernbourg Nederland Portugal UnitedKingdom
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T/106 STRUCTURES




































I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 u t2 l 3
Cereals (total, excl. rice)






























Flowers and ornamental plants
Green fodder



































































































































































































































































t 4 l 5 t 6 t 7 l 8 l 9 20 2 l 22 23 24 25 26 27
9 24t 29,5
4 597 14,7


























































































































l l  9 ,7
177 8,8







































































3.5.2.3 Utili?fd agricultural area, woods and forests
Source: Eurostat.
(t) 1987 or 198711979.
(2) 1986 or 1986/1979.
Arable land Pernranent meadow and pasture
1Ofr)ha % of the UAA
of the country I 000 
ha % of the UAA
of the coußtry
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Permanent crops Total UAA Woods and forests
I  0@ha % of the IJAA
of the country I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of EUR 12 (2) I 000 ha
% of the UAA
of the country
8 9 l0 l l t2 l 3
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2  ( ' )
-  1 ,5  1 t ;
3,0 (r)
3 353 ( ' )
0,3 (r)
- 0,2 (t)
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- 0'21t7











-  0 '1 1t ;
5 701 (t)



















































































3.5.2.4 Area used for the principal agricultural products
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Harvested area.
1z; t987 or 198711979.
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3.5.6.1 Agricultural products sold through cooperatives (1987)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r)  1988.
(2) 1984.
(3) Cows', ewes'and goats' milk.
(a) Finished animals; young cattle not included 680Ä; store animals not included42Yo.
(5) Processed into sugar.
(6) Excl. potatoes (seed potatoes, 65o/o; early potatoes and ware potatoes, 25o/o).
(7) 15 o/o maiz* not included in the percentage.


































































































3.5.6.2 Products sold under contracts concluded in advance (1987)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(') 1979.
(2) Including producers' group.
(3) Cows', ewes'and goats' milk.
(4) 1981.






















































































% breakdown of development plans
Number of MWU Volume of investmentsper MWU























15 093 t2 659 2745 7 l t 7 t2 2A 26 54
2 4t2 2 037 | 879
603 236 :
t784 23t2 :












4 3 2 6 4
: : :
6 5 1 4 3
Souree : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) A development plan may cover several types of investment.
(2) EUR 10.
3.5.6.4 Results of Directive 7zllfilU$C conccrning mGr$res to emoünge tlre cessrtion of farning rnd the
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reallocation of utilized agricultural area for the purposes of structural improvement, 1yl$86
Breakdown of beneficiaries by size category
of holdings transferred (%)
Average area of land transferred to holders with a
development plan and to othcrs fta)
<  l 0 h a l0 -<  20ha > 20ha Holders with plan Other holders
r986 1986 1986 1986 1986
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M 2 9 2 t
42 32 26
4t 32 27
7 4 2 t 5
7 4 2 3 3
6 8 2 3 9
61 22 t7
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
srRucruREs Tll3l
acquisition of occupational skills by persons engaged in agricultrue
Title II: Attendance of training courses
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3.5.6.6 Results of Directive T2l2ntElnf,C on mountrin and hr'll firmiry and farming in striD
'qs-frvoured areas
Compensatory allowanccs granted in respcct of less-favoured areas
Number of holdings Amounts of allowancespaid in 1987
Amounts of allowances
per LU
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9 208 I 928 8 641
t21760 216006 220018
2r3 3s0 202979 203979
52 850 109 054
133 608 130970 t30322
91 605 97 r95 94 859
64 150 93 790 ßA 275
3 242
53 996
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Source : EC Commissionn Directorate€eneral for Agriculture,
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3.5.6jE Prollcts nnrnced by fre EAGTGF Guidrnce Secdon classifi€d by EC reglon ßeg. 355/Z) (19lt{t)


















































































































































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
STRUCTURES T/135
(in I W0 ECU)
























































































































































































































































Source : EC Commission, I)irectorate-General for Agriculture.
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1980 t982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 p
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
World exports (2):
- All products
of which: agricultural products
other products
External EC trade (2):
Exports:
- all products
of which: agricultural products
Imports:
- all products
of which: agricultural products
































































































































































S@.rr GATT rtrtirricr üd Ewtst.
.ltrri Wh6 c@psrirg strtirtfuEl si.! fd trrdr qprsccd i! v.lu. tcmr, it ir inportdt to rlMbd thrt, b@w of qch.ngp Btc mo@t!, th! w of orc
@rmcy uit nthE thu moth6 mi dtd the rppa@t tud. For e@pb, b.twa 1985 sld 1986 thc ntio of thc USD to thc BCU cnsged tV 2\4V., std,
bctm l9E6 md 1987, by s furthcr l4,E %.
(f ) SfTC 0, l, 21, 22" 232 (231 fM 1988), 24, 261 to 26s + 2&, E, 1.
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3.6.8 Community imports, by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) tncl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of Frarice.
(u) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(t) In terme of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
EUR 12














- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Sugar (2)
























- cones and powders
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234 458 979
624 537 553
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3.6.9 Community exports, by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(4) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(6) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
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- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Sugar (2)
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- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Sugar (2)
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3.6.15 Intra-Community trade, by product, incoming merchandise
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(a) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh car@ss weight (incl. preserves).
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3.6.16 Intra-Community trade, by product, outgoing merchandise
source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(a) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
(5) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
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coNsuMPTroN AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY T/155
3.7.1 Share of cotr$rmer expenditure on food, beverrgeo and tobrcco in tre find conmption
of houseboldo
Source: Eurostat - SEC.
(t) Within the rconomic territory, and based on current prices.
(2) 1986 - 198611979.
(3) Calculated from data in national currencies converted into ecus at current rates.
({) 1985.
% of total expenditure on final consumption
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4.1.2.1 World production of cereals ad production in principal exporting countries
% Mio t % TAV

































































































































Source: FAO - Production Directory * Monthly Bulletin: Economics and $tatisticr. Eurostat for Community figures.
(l) Common and durum wheat.
() Excl. rice.
4.L.3.1 The Community's share in world oereals trade
n,2 100,0 83,9 100,0 96,5 100,0
5,4 6,0 2,7 3,2 2,3 2A
4,6 5,1 2,1 2,5 1,8 1,9
90,3 100,0 80,7 100,0 M,6 100,0
14,2 15,7 3,9 4,8 4,0 4,7
l0,g 12,0 1,4 1,7 2,8 3,3
190,5 100,0 lu,6 100,0 181,1 100,0
19,6 10,9 6,6 4,0 6,3 3,5










91,7 100,0 81,7 100,0 97 2 loo,o
lzp l3,l 12,6 15,4 15,7 16,2
11,8 12,9 12,5 | 5,3 15,6 16,0
103,1 100,0 83,6 100,0 86,3 100,0
6,1 59 9,3 I l,l 9,0 10,4
6,1 5,9 8,3 9,9 8,8 lo,2
194,8 100,0 165,3 100,0 183,5 100,0
l8,l 9,3 219 13,2 24,7 13,5




















Sources: FAO but Euroetat for Comnunity figures.
(t) Excl. intra-EC trade.
(2) Excl. rice * malt in barley equivalent.
% TAV
1,2 15,0
- 10,9 - l4,E


























4.1.4.1 Suppty balances - durum wheat
(1 July-30 June) -- cornmon wheat EUR 12
1000t % TAV
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t269 I  510
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Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis"
f) Marketing year 1980/81 (l August-3l July).
T 1166 CEREALS
4.1.4.2 Supply balances - barley(l July-30 June) - rye EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t Vo TAV
le80/81e) le86/87 1987/88 19861871980/81
1987/88
1986187













- human consumption (grain)
Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kg/head)
Self-suffrciency (%)




5 139 6 148 3602
43 2W 40 198 38 671
34 656 31 693 30 U6
2014 1960 1972
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Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
(2) Marketing year 1980/81 (l August-3l July).
1 0 0 0 t Vo TAV
le80/81 e) 1986187 1987/88 re86l871980/81
le87l88
1986187
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4.1.4.3 Supply bdances - maize
(l July-30 June) - oab and mixed srmmer cereals EUR 12
source: Eurostat and EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Calculated on intra-import basis.
(2) Marketing year 1980/81 (l August-3l July).
1 0 0 0 r o/o TAY
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-- human consumption (grain)
Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kg/head)
Self-sufficiency (%)
154 501 153 553
- 5322 8 378
7 050 7 466




s & 3  5 3 2 8
l0 355 l0 553
2019 | 534
36692 35 593
































4.1.4.4 Supply balances - other cereals
(l July-30 June) - totrl cereels (excl. rice) ELJR f2
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture"
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
(2) Marketing year 1980/81 (1 August-3l July).
(3) Including'triticale' since 1984/85.
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4.I.5.4 Consumer price indices - bread and cereals
(in nominal and real terms)

























































































































































Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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4.1.6.2 Market prices for cereals as a percentage of the intenention price (t)
1988
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Sowce : EC Commission, Directorate-Creneral for Agriorlture.
(l) Average prices at cerüain representative marketing centres adjustd to the standard quality.
(2) Figurcs based on iatervention price for common wheat of breadmaking quality redued by 5%.
e) Feed grains.
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4.1.6.3 Intervention stocks in üe EC at th end of the merketing yeü
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) EUR 10.
( r000t)
Products 1983/84 (r) 1984/85 (r) 1985/t6 l9E6/87 1987/88 r988/t9
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Common wheat
- common wheat of
breadmaking quality
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4.2.4.1 Supply balance - rice (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Broken rie included.
(2) Calculated on intra-import basis.
EUR 12
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4.3.3.1 World supply balance and international trade in sugar
SMs.'(I) FO Licht - Errcpan $gü JouD.l (for thc opfly bolrc). (II) Intdati@l Sug[ Oqaniation (for intcfrtioDl tndc),








I 2 3 4 5 . 6
(I) Supply balance








of which : as oÄof consumption
(lI) International trade
Imports/world
of which: EUR 12
%
Exports/world
of which: EUR 12
%
25 898 36094 33321
88726 r04 84r 104925




143 606 168 431 167 3t0 213 0,7
28216 27 939 29 060
89 805 107 t7t t07 693











26746 27 s36 2676/.















4.3.4.1 Sugar supply balance
(October/September)
EI.JR 12








I 2 3 4 5 6
Total production
of which: C sugar production fgr export
14096 13212 13 915
t3t2 819 I 586












Human consumption (kg/head) (3)
Self-sufliciency (%) (4)
t2784 12393 12329
+89  -458  -268
1769  1866  1802
3 557 3 870 3 566
(r s62) (2 78t) (2 7trJ.)
l0 907 l0 847 l0 833
l l  1 2  1 2
t70 l8l 189














Swce : EC Commission, Dircctorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Excl. C sugar.
(2) Excl. sugar traded for processing.
(3) Ratio of human consumption to resident population at I January.
(.) Ratio of total production to domestic use.
4.3.5.1 Average world sugar pribes (t)
Source : EC Commi$ion, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Arithmetic mean of spot prices (Junepuly).
(2) White sugar, loaded fob designated European Porb, in new bags.
(3) Raw sugar, 96", cif - United Kingdom, ex. hold.
(n) Raw sugar,96", loadd fob Caribbean - Contract No ll.
(5) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.






I 2 3 4 5 6
Paris Exchange (2)
London Exchange (3)








4.3.5.2 Consumer prices for sugar (r)
Nc/
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oTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS Tll87
4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12















- from Community seed
- from imported seed















































































Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( ' )  EUR 10.
l
T/188 OILSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS
4.4.4.2 Supplies of sunflower (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June) (t)
EUR 12


















- from Community seed
















































































sources : Eurostat, EC commission, Directorate-Geneial for Agriculture.
(t) The marketing year runs from Augrut to July.
(2) EUR 10.
OTLSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/189
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV












- from Community seed

































I 888 2 r58
1 894 2 3r8
2 3 2
327 797



































I 1 , 8
1,7
Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( t)  EUR 10.

OTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS Tll9l
4.4.4.4 Supplies of olive-oil EUR 12










































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Ratio of human consumption to resident population at I January.
(2) Ratio of total production to domestic use.
Tll92 OTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS
4.4.5.1 Prices lixed (t) rnd market prices on the Beri nerket for: 
_ ifliljlJ#U*Or..O ,.
Sources: EC Commission, Directoraüe-General for Agriculture, and Bari Chamber of Commerce.
(t) Calculaüed prices allow for monthly increments.
(2) For 5' of acidity
XI XII I u






























































































4.4.5.2 Wholesale prices on the Bari market for refined olive-oil
- on the Milan market for refined olive-oil, edible seed oils
iVt.' The ratio olive-oil/seed oils is based on wholesale prices and excludes the consumption aid effective from I April 1979.
Sources: Bari and Milan Chambers of Commerce.
XI XII I II
I ", 3 4 5 6
Bari - ref,rned olive-oil
Milan -- relined olive-oil





























































OTLSEEDS, OrLS AND FATS T lI93
(ECU|Iw ks)
UI ry v VI vII vuI IX x o
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T I2OO FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.3.1 Intua-EC harle and external trade in ft€sh fruit and vegetable EUR 12
( IUnr t
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Based on goods entering.
(2) Citrus fruit not included.
(3) Greece not included.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES TI2OI
4.5.4.1 Supply balance - fresh fruit (t)
Market balance - fresh apples
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Including fruit preserves and juices.
(2) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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T 1202 FRUrr AND VEGETABLES





(t) According to the market balance. \
EUR 12
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Fresh pears































































































































FRUrT AND VEGETABLES T 1203
4.5.4.3 Market balance - table grapes
Supply balance - fresh vegetables (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Including vegetable preserves and juices.
EUR 12










































































































































T 1204 FRUrr AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.4 Market balance - cauliflowers
' fresh tomatoes
Source: Eurostat.
(t) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t o/o TAY
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Cauliflowers















































































































FRUrr AND VEGETABLES T1205
4.5.4.5 Supply balance - citrus fruit (t)
Market balance - oranges (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Including fruit preserves and juices.
EUR 12
I 000t o/o TAY
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FRUrT AND VEGETABLES " T1207
4.5.4.6 Market balance - processed tomatoes
processed peaches
Source: Eurostat.
(r) According to the market balance.
EUR T2





































































































































T 1208 FRUrr AND VEGETABLES
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4.6.4.1 Supply balance - wine EIJR 12
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4.7.4.1 Supply balance - potatoes EIJR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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3 ,6  -  I1 ,9
3,5 21,6
12,6 0,0
Source.' EC Commission, Directorate4eneral for Agriculture.
roBAcco T 1223
Yield Production
100 kg/ha % TAV t Vr TAV
1980 t987 1988
re87 | 1988
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4.8.2.1 World production of raw tobacco and production in principal exporting countries
































- Peop. Rep. China
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2,4 3,7
- 0,3 5,3
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Soarce: USDA - Foreign agriculture circular.
4.8.3.1 EC share of world trade (t) in raw tobacco
Sources.'Eurostat and World Tobaao Situation (USDA).








































l5, l  8,7
x x
TOBACCO T 1225
4.8.3.2 ltalyns and Greece's exports of raw tobacco
From Italy From Greece
1986 1987 1988 % 1988 1986 1987 1988 % 1988

















































































































































































4.8.3.3 Imports and exports of raw tobacco EUR 12
( rwt )
1986 1987 1988 r*
Intra Extra Total Intra Extra Total Intra Extra Total
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 0
A. Imports
Flue cured Virginia
Light air cured Burley
Light air cured Maryland
Fire cured Kentucky










































































































102,7 456,0 559,3 136,5 456,5 593,5 125,0 422,7 547,9
B. Exports
Flue cured Virginia
Light air cured Burley
Light air cured Maryland
Fire cured Kentucky











































































































99,5 132,5 232,1 131,0 157,7 289,9 119,8 170,6 291,6
Source: Eurostat.
roBAcco T 1227
4.8.6.1 Quantities of tobacco bought in
t 7o of eommercial
production
Harvest
1980 1986 1987 1980 t986 1987
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4 060 25 5N 25 547 216 7,7 7,7
Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T 1228 SEEDS
4.9.1.1 Seed production and related aid (19SS)
Product
100 kg
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR
fleutschland EUada Espafra





Lolium per. L. (high persistence)
Lolium per. L. (new. var. & others)
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Medicago sativa L. (ecotypes)








Linum usitatiss. (f,rbre flax)



































































































































































































































































EUR 12France Ircland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal
Uniad
Kingdom
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4.10.5.1 Market price for hops






I 2 3 4 5 6
EUR 12 (no contract) ECU
EUR 12 (under contract) ECU
Total ECU
a69 1t;

















lr 427 5 444 2312
4rt 381 327
;  20 351 227U
l 686 I 193 1077
r22 r70 194
: 20 510 22398
ll8 tt2 tl7
- l0, l  - 57,5
l,l - 14,2





Source : EC Commission, Directorate-Gsneral for Agriculture.
( ' )  EUR 10.
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FrBRE FLAX, COTTON AND STLKWORMS T 1235














301245 l2l 9s0 130 343 -  l 2 , l 6,9
194487 20000 2s 110
3 681 2750 2382





















Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.












644t0 54 555 547t8 - 2,3 0r3
41 8s2 37 336 39822
22 549 r7 2r9 14 896
- 1,6 6,7
-  3,8 -  13,5
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T1236 FrBRE FLAX, COTTON AND STLKWORMS
4.11.3.2 Intra-EC trade and external tede in cotton libre (t) EUR 12
( l  ONt)














































































































































































































































(l) Cotton, other than rendered absorbent or bleached.
e) Bassd on entries.
FrBRE FLAX, COTTON AND STLKWORMS T1237
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.

















4.11.5.2 Flex tow prices
Source : EC Commission, Dircctorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.






I 2 3 4 5 6
Belgique/B€lgiö - water-retted
Scutched flax:
- average - low
- nonnal
- good
| 271,0 I 526,5 | 320,4
| 482,3 | 641,2 | 432,7




T1238 FrBRE FLAX, COTTON AND STLKWORMS
4.11.5.3 Ginned cotton, world prices (t)
( ECaltM ks)
1982 1985 1986 1987 1988 r989




















































































o 161,9 173,9 102,6 130,6 109,9
Yo TAV in relation
to preceding year - 23,0 -  41,0 27,3 -  15,8
1t; 'Mid. l-3132' in force the first day of each month.
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T 1240 FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER
4.13.7.5 Use of cereals by the compound feedingstuffs industry
Source: Fefac.
(l) Greece and Luxembourg not included.
1986(2) l98l and _
l98 l
1986(3) lgg2 6nd _
1982
7n of production of
compound feedingstuffs 1 0 0 0 t Vo TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9











42,2 35,6 32,9 N 262 34 469 31 667 2,6 8,1
30,4 28,6 29,3
34,3 27 ,4 27,5
27,0 23,7 19,9





62,1 (3) 34,8 27,8
51.7 40.6 40.0
I 489 1454 | 460
| 66t r24r | 314
4 527 3 899 3 2s6
8 533 (2) 7 200 7 100
6 704 6 340 5 254
799 790 720
6 000 5 530 5 s00
282A 2 450 2060
2 048 (3) I 019 832









- 16,0 (3) - 18,4
3,6 8,2
FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER Tl24l
4.13.7.1 Production of dehydrated fodder (excl. potatoes)





















1 6r I 479 (t) | 767 394 2 30s 678 30,5l13
8000 0 5948
200000 210 600 260 000
87 739 152237 179 730
2458 0 14 785
: 84736 308 000
928 000 893 000 1027 2r5
10 000 3 000 3 000
150 000 205 000 246004
rr42s9 154 708 192 000
: 0 0












4.13.7.8 Community supplim of dehydrated and dried fodder
Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Diroctorate-General for Agriculhrre.
(r) Lucerne meal only.
(1 EUR l0: Dried fodder not included.
EIJR 12
t % TAV










1 609 021 2261894 2733 178
444 46s (t) 130 94r 63 962
r0 049 (') 78 829 77 229
2043 437 2 314 008 2719 9ll
5,0 24,8




T 1242 FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FoDDER
4.13.7.9 Area, yield and production of dry pulses, feed peas and field beans
Area
I 000 ha OÄ TAV
1980 1987 1988
1987 |  1988
leso I le8?
I 2 3 4 5 6 7





















209 164 I 15
0 0 0






- 6,3 - 80,7
- 4,5 - 16,9
32,0 8,9
x 33,3

















99 8M 832 35,8 1,4
0 5 3
3 200 r44
































392 483 460 3,0 4,8
1 1 1
0 r 3
1 5 0 6 0











- 6,8 - 84,0
- 4,9 - 23,3
20,6 - 25,0
x 50,0




Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
FEEDTNGSTUFFS - FODDER T1243
Yield Production
100 kg/ha Vo TAV 1 0 0 0 t OÄ TAV
1980 19881987
le87 I le88





l 098 t2l l t5t4l3 l 6 1 7




















-  0 r l
















t t 7 t 2
l0 529 507
4 333 327
5 3 4 t 8
l 0 & 6 7
267 1925 2517


























































































1 7 7 1 0














TI2M FEEDINGSTUFFS __ FODDER
4.13.7.10 Use of cake by the comg)und feedingstuffs indrnfi
Source: Fefac.
(t) Greece and Luxembourg not included.
1986(2) l98l and -
1981
1986(3) 1982 and -
r982
% of the production of
compound feedingstuffs
l m 0 t % TAV


























21,2 (3) r8,7 21,4
14,9 16,5 15,7
1 088 957 960
2 000 2 120 2 154
6 802 4959 4 875
2 280 (2) I 884 2 204
2872 3431 3374
343 400 400
1 500 2600 27W
2839 4778 4702
7ot 1:; 546 &0
I 633 1842 I 638
- 2,1 0,3
1,0 1,6
-  5 ,1  1 ,7





- 6,1 c; 17 ,2
2,0 -  I  l , l
FEEDTNGSTUFFS -- FODDER T 1245
4.13.7.12 Cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cake
Source: Eurostat.
(ECUlI00 ks)
1980 l98 l 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

























































































































Average 12 months 19,60 23,82 23,38 27,63 25,56 22,06 20,16 18,94 23,86
% TAV
cornpared with
previous year 6r7 21,5 - lr9 18,2 * 7 1 5 - 13,7 - 8,8 - 6rl - 26,2
_-=a
T1246 MEAT rN GENERAL
Relative share 7o I 000t Vo TAV
























123il t2825 t3 299
















27 484 28 385 2878r















































100 100 100 89,5 91,7 93,4 2r5 l19
4.14.1.1 Gross internal production and corcumption of meat (r)
Source; EC Commission, Diroctorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Carcass weight for meat.
EUR 12
MEAT rN GENERAL T1247
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external trade (t) in meat (2) and self-sufficiency
Source; EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Exports minus imports.
(2) Including live animals, carcass weight equivalent.
EUR 12
Net balance (t) Self-sufficiency
(%)I 000t
1986 1987 1988 1986 1987 1988













- 22r - 226 - 223
















595 M I 518 101,6 101,9 101,0
4.14.9.2 Animal disease: number of animals slaughtered (1988)
EIJR 12












































Source.' Animal disease notification system (ADNS).
T 1248 BEEF|yEAL
4.15.0.1 Cattle numbers (December of previous year)
I 000 head % of EUR 12 OÄ TAV
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-  1 ,7
219
-  1 ,3
019
-  4 ,1
-  l r5
-  1 ,6
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4.15.1.2 Net production of beef/veal (adult bovine animals and calves) (r)
I 000 t (2) Vo TAV




















6155** 1:; 7 09t 6823 x 3,9
260 272 268
235 233 2t5
1 458 | 592 1 528
78 79 75
: 308 428





: l0 l  105






l , l  6,0
4,3 4,0
0,1 l ,g
1 ,6  -  I  l , l
3,0 6,7
x 3,9


















t 4 6 6

































6 842** (3) 8 133 7 683 X 5,5
288 3r7 309
236 235 217
I 503 I 681 I 608
90 86 82
: 444 Ms
1798 I 960 t826
34t 479 4s9
l l2 t  t t74  t t i l
8 9 8
436 s46 506
: 107 l l0









1 ,4  -  l  l , l
3,3 7,3
x Zrg
0,1 -  13,3
/VB .'These figures do not correspond to gross domestic production; for this see Table 4.14.1.1.
Source.' Eurostat.
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- 2,4 6,0
























49 730 49 7N
8 139 7 672
10 884 l0 879
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4.15.4.1 Supply balance - Beef/veal EUR 12
I 000 t (3) % TAV
D l98l ( 1987 1988 D 1987(
n t 9 8 k
1988
198?






















































Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Total trade, with the exception of live animals.
(2) All trade, including live animals (figures based on imports).
(3) Carcass weight.
BEEF/VEAL T 1255
4.15.5.1 Market prices (t) for beef/veal


















































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Representative markets.
(z) Live weight, @ 'all classes'.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
(4) Weighted g ECUI100 kg.
T 1256 PrcMEAr
4.16.0.1 Pig numbers (December of previous year)
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR 10.
I 000 head % of EUR 12 % TAV
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4. 16. I . I Number of pigs slaughtered (1)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.
(2) EUR 10.
I 000 head Yo TAY Average carca$s
weight in kg
% TAV























123 168 e) 158 507 163496 317 3"1 80,9 (2) 80,5 81,3 - 0,1 1,0
8 145 8 959 9 t49
t4483 t6074 16 196
37 998 39 s07 38 931
2292 2206 2365
: 19 954 22736
19 599 20 398 2t 437
2375 2206 2216
l0 285 11 313 11737
r22 t34 r29
t3239 19 038 20125
: 2759 2 688



































x  _ l r 2
0,1 0,9
PrcMEAr T1257
4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat production (r)



















9 968 (2) 12743 13 289 4,33,6
669 757 808
9 6 6  l l 5 0  1 1 6 8
3 206 3 272 3 250
r44 t63 163
: 1448 1703
1683 r f f i6  1780
157 137 145
I 085 I  113 I  154















(t) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.
(2) EUR 10.
4.16.2.1 lYorld prodrrction and grors domestic produc{ion of principal pipeat-producing or exporting
countries
% 1 0 0 0 t % TAV








































































55 910 60 945 6t &l
l0  1s2  l0  813 r l  057
9 8 6  1 3 1 5  1 1 6 0
r73 178 180
lr 3rt 12306 12397
16 438 . l8 980 18 864
7 536 6 330 6484
s 092 6 040 6200
rTt t  t728 1735
1 475 I 551 | 574








4,9 -  I1,8






















I 000 t (') % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - Live animals








Gross consumption in kglheadlyear
Self-suffrciency (%)




r0 lsz 12787 13 3l  l
8  - 1 3  8
136 70 85
210 43s 561
1 590 2 024 2 355












3 ,1  3 ,1
0,8 2,9
0,3 0,9
4.16.5.1 Market prices for pigmeat (t)














































-  l r l
-  5r3






-  8 r l
x
- 6,9
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) Representative markets.
(2) Slaughter weight - Class L
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
(a) weighted g Ecul loo kg.
SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T1259
4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers (preceding December)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) EUR r0.
I 000 head % of EUR 12 OÄ TAV

























1 l  9 l l
2 360
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6r5
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T1260 SHEEPMEAT AND GoATMEAT
4.17.1.1 Sheep and goats slaughtered
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR 10.























46 988 (t) 70997 74074 0,9 (t) 4,3 15,9 (t) r4,2 13,9 - 0,5 (t) 2,1
198 355 324
18 41 49
1 361 | 428 l 466
tr23t t2136 rt794
: 19523 21032
9 356 974s 9714
r 775 2070 2 r39
7 982 8 096 8 433
818 530 5r7
: l29I I 502


































4.17.I.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goatmeat production
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR ro.



































x  3r l
- 1,3 - 4,8
3,3 2,r
* 1,7 8,5
* 2,5 - 4,8
x 3r7
7,7 6,9
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SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T1263
4.17.3.3 Imports of sheepmeat (r)
EUR 12
r (3) % TAV


















198 263 20t t70 189397
7 358 7 613 6739
4699 15 075 16 051
t2 983 t4 200 I 1 536
4820 3 490 2866
7 203 7 203 7 631
2946 5898 4666
I 513 I  178 2583
5 002 293 2249
268 552 537
2 685 2 295 3 695
0,2 5,9
0 ,5  -  I1 ,5
18,1 6,5








247 740 258 967 247 950 0,6 4,3
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Eurostat - Comext.
(t) Incl. live animals.
(2) Excl. trade between the Federal Republic of Gennany and the Gennan Democratic Republic.(3) Tonnes carcass weight.
(1) EUR 10.
4.17.4.1 Supply balarce - sheepmeat and goatmeat EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - live animals (r)


































sutrces: Eurostat and EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Carcass weight.
(2) Carcass weight - All trade with the exception of live animals.
O All trade in carcass weight, with the exception of live animals (figures based on imports).(1) EUR 10.
T 1264 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.5.1 Market prices for sheepmeat (t)







































































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Belgique/Belgiö: Average price :
l) moutons extra (carcass weight 30 kg) - schapen extra (30 kg per stuk).
2) agneaux extra (carcass weight 16 kg) * lammeren extra (16 kg per stuk).
Danmark: country @: lambs lst quality"
Deutschland: country Q : larr$s carcasses of 'L'-Mastlämmer quality.
Ellada: country Q: 760Ä amnos galaktos,
24Yo amnos.
Espaffa:
France: country @ for'carcasses d'agneaux de boucherie'.
Ireland: country @: 70% prime quality.
307o second quality.
Italia: average price:
l) agnelloni ( + 20 kg carcass weight) : 36Yo {country @'1.
2) agnelli ( * l0 kg carcass weight) : 64Vo (markets: Cagfiari, Roma, Napoli, Firenze - L'Aquila)'
Nederland: country Q 'Yette Lammeren'.
Portugal:
United Kingdom: fr market prices for sheep qualifying fcrr guaranteed prices (pence/kg net on the hoof).
(2) Slaughter weight.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national crurency.
PoULTRYMEAT T1265
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
Source: Eurostat.
(t) EUR r0.
I 000 head % TAV


















2 l3t 102 (r) 2 825 020 3 014 897 3 ttz 074 3,2613
80 690 85 818 9t 869 96949**
83 193 g2gg3 g7 560** gt 177**
247 s59 212223 218993 228 r03
67 487 67 687 68 700 72548*
508 919** 469001 498 383 5t6197
606 453 622333 6s8 34 656 595
28 585 32192 38326 40435**
292t65 330040 373922 396 308
276364 297 339 300 876 307 548**
: 95897 118 109 lt4t4l












4.18.1.1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
Source: Eurostat.
(t) EUR 10.
I 000t % TAV


















4 021 (t) 5 43 5 784** 5 995 3,6X
ll3 r34 t4t r52
97 116 .  113 t r7
374 377 390 4rr
120 t45 t4g 153**
: 754 786 823**
I 136 1328 I 408 | M9
50 59 67 72**
I w7 I 001 | 046 | 057**
376 M2 484 501**
: 157 l7l 175
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POULTRYMEAT T 1267





l 000 t (r) OÄ TAY
1980





I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Gross internal production
Imports - live birds
























































































































































4.18.5.1 Marl{et prices for chickens (t)
Sroce r EC Comision, Diffintc6@.rd fd Agrk[tu.
C) BclghdBelgiö I pouLtr ö ?0%, pdr dc g@ i ls Et!. Kuitsu ?0%, gmthüdele*oopprijt A p.rtir de juitlrt 1982 !ri! fr.m frdtiat' Verfjuli l9&'
prijr f@ g@
Dümrl : kyningE, zOof, drgtsic til &t8ilhüdcl
BR Dsutrchlrnd : Schhchtcrci - Abgsbcpftic frci Eopf6agcr'Vo% gef@.
Hbda : Choadriti timi ?0% (ptü dc gtw).
Bpanr : Pmio de nwrdo.
Fßc : Pri.-Ru4is: poubt!, che A (mot@)' 83%' prü & gM ä la @t .
lrcl$d : Chicko, ?0%, whol€cslc ptica
Itdia : Milaao: pwi d'acquirto all'ingw, t3%.
Ncdqlad : mI: Kuit@ 70% _ Ct@th,nd€tryk@pDdj!,
PortuC : PrccotptoduCo.
Unitrd Kilgdon : tpsdo: Chicl@, t3%, whoLE lr prhc'
C) Slaüfhh witht.
(!) CrkDlrtcd o thc b8!ir of pricd i! Btiusl Mi6.
EGGS T1269
4.19.0.1 Laying hens, numbers
Source: Eurostat.
(t) EUR 10.
I 000 head % TAII



















304 SZe p1 2e276A g',; 294290 (t) 303 165 (r) -  0,5 ( t )  3,0 ( t )
12 559 t0 7r9 t0 652 9 992
4 563 4 224 3 828 3 979
55 800 49 7W 47 900 46842
t6764 16794** 17 177 t4 t54
: : : :
72 550 68 600 66 830** 69 nA
2 800 32gt 3 480** 3256
47 513 48 035 51 950 59 487
95 91 91 9l
34552 3929t 38 348** 40997
: : : :













4.19.0.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
Source: Eurostat.
(t) EUR to.
I 000 head % TAY


















183 296 (r) 220 478 234022 2269s9 6,1 3,0
9 48t g 3gl 8 t72 7 678**
4058 3 843 4091 4253**
35 380 33 638 33 8s0 32143
3 008 3 921 278t 3 037*
39 300** 35 026 37 954 36 302
42248 38 3t7 40 776 40 876
| 629 1749 I 5gg I 430**
22 N7 27 903 3t 733 32 795**
30 t34 28 237 3t 372 30 043
:  4152 4777 5276













4.19.1.1 Usable production of eggs in shell (total eggs)
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR 10.
1 0 0 0 t Vo TAY
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4.19.4.1 Supply balance - eggs (total eggs)
Source: Eurostat.
(r)  EUR 10.
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
1980



















4 062 4 879** 4 9l l** 5 022
- l  4  3  0
38 34 46 4r
86 124 ll5 142
493 579 650 639
4 014 4 785 4 783 4 921
2rl 274 280 285
1 4  1 1  l l  l l
6 5 5 1 0
3783 4495 4487 4615
14,0 13,9 13,9 14,3














4.19.5.1 Market prices for eggs (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Eggs: Class IV - weight 55-609r.:
Belgique/Belgiö : Kruishoutern: prix de gros ä I'achat, franco marchö
groothandelsaankoopprijs, franco markt.











































































Tl2l4 MrLK AND MrLK PRoDUCTS
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
Dairy cows (t)




















25 s20 (4) 24 r20 23 4s7 - 0,7 - 2,7
978 918 880
1 056 807 764
5 443 s074 5 034
252 232 234
I 852 t783 l74l
7 452 5 841 5 574
1 503 r 444 I 380
3 074 2 ssD 2 500
67 64 6L
2343  1953  1900
: 402 414
3 352 3 052 2975
- 0,8 -  4,1
- 3,3 - 5,3
- 0,9 - 0,8
- 1,0 0,9
- 0,5 - 2,4
- 3,0 - 4,6
* 0,5 - 4,4
- 2,3 - 2,0
- 0,6 - 4,5
- 2,3 - 2,7
x 3,0






















4 067 (4) 4 47r 4 s7r 2,21,4
3 848 4042 4068
4846 5 803 5978
4 ssz 4 604 4713
26s t  2671  2706
3 350 3213 3 rr4
3 605 4452 4702
3227  3552  3536
3 384 4263 4270
4 030 4462 4 512
5 030 s 417 5 668
:  3 7 1 8  3 6 6 2




0 ,1  1 ,3
-  0,6 -  3,1
3,1 5,6
r ,4 -  0,5
3,4 0,2
1 ,5  1 ,1
1 ,1  4 ,6
x  - 1 , 5
0,7 1,3
Source: Eurostat.
(t) December of the previous year.
(2) Production of the year diviaea Uv f\
(3) During the month of September.
(4) EUR 10.
the herd at the beginning of the year + the herd at the end of the year
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T1275
4.20.L.1 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Excl. milk for suckling.
(2) Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
(3) Excl. deliveries to the Federal Republic of Germany.
(4) EUR 10.
Production of milk
from dairy cows (r)




















103 778 (4) r 12 101 109 834 1,1  -  2 ,0
3763 3777 3  675
5 tt7 4 860 4739
24 779 24 420 23 976
668 649 648
6 065 5941 5732
26 867 27 146 26 606
4 850 5 523 5 315
r0 402 10 898 10 8s0
270 293 285
l l  78s rr  672 11 406
:  1435 1494
15945 ls 488 15 107
0,1 -  2,7
- 0,7 - 2,5
-  0,2 -  1,8
- 0,4 - 0,2
-  0,3 -  3,5
0,1 -  2,0
1 ,9  -  3 ,8
0,7 - 0,4
L,2 -  2,5
-  0,1 -  2,3
x  4 ,1
- 0,4 - 2,5
Deliveries of milk
from dairy cows (2)



















101 806 99 196 x  - 2 , 6
2986 3158 3057
4917 4660 4 539
22 948 22 r8I 21 648
: 486 490
4230 4 548 4377
24 830 24 878 24 095
4 556 5 389 5 193
7 874 8724 8 610
262 28r 269
1r 444 1t297 t1024
:  1253 1  310
15 494 14951 14 584
0,8 - 3,2
- 0,8 - 2,6
- 0,5 - 2,4
x 0,9
1,0 -  3,8
0,0 -  3,1
2,4 - 3,6
1 ,5  -  1 , 3
1 ,0  -  4 ,1
- 0,2 - 2,4
x 4r5
-  0,5 -  2,5
T1276 MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairies, as a proportion of production (l)
Source.' Eurostat.
(r) Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
( % )
Deliveries of
cows'mi lk r983 1984 1985 r986 1987 1988























































































MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T1277
4.20.1.3 Sales of fresh dairy products (r)
Source.' Eurostat.
(t) Incl. cream.
























3 000 2989 2978
3 615 3 774 3 630
781 7A3 665
3 137 3227 3260
I 305 1 186 1 180
645 162 826
7 186 7 041 7 094
1,8 0,2
-  r , 9  1 ,1
2,4 6,0
9,3 - 29,6
-  0,1 0,4






T 1278 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.I.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Incl, butteroil manufactured from cream (butter equivalent).
(2) Processed cheese excluded.
Butter (t)




















1 875 | 671 x - 10,9
7t 72 62













-  3,0 -  16, l
X X




-  1,9 8,7























4 252 4 413 3,8X
44 55 59
221 272 260
775 955 1 008
: 1 7 4 8
131 139 137

















r ,7  13 ,0
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T1279
4.20.1.5 Production in dairies of whole-milk and skimmed-milk powder (1)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Product weight.
(2) Whole-milk powder, partly-skimmed-milk powder and cream-milk powder included.
(3) Skirnmed-milk powder and buttermilk powder included.
(4) EUR 10.
Whole-milk powder (2)

























































I  000 t % TAV

















2 r28 (4) | 667 I 338 - 3,4 - 19,7
l l l  8 6  7 I











- 3,6 - 17,4
-  9 ,4  -  61 ,1
- 4,3 - l3,g
x 0,0
3,4 - 18,4
- 3,7 - 20,0
- 1,0 - 26,0
x 0,0
- 3,4 9,r
- 5,9 - 17,5
x 12,5
- 2,8 - 30,0
T I28O MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.6 Production in dairies of concentrated mitk and casein (t)
Sources: (a) Eurostat.
(b) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Product weight.
(2) Including that of 'chocolate crumb'.
(3 )  EUR 10.
Concentrated milk (a) (2)


















| 286 1 33s 3,8X
9 1 4 1 5
6 1 2 1 3
s07 409 458
: 5 3 5 5
119 94 104





























105**  1 : ;  169**  191* 6,9 7,7
5 1 7 2 1
19 24 25
40 53 60
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4.20.3.1 World trade in certain milk products - EC share EUR 12
( 1 0 0 0 t )
A. Exports r980 (5) 1983 (5) 1984 (5) le85 o 1986 1987 le88 e)
2 J 4 5 6 7 8










































































































































































52 7 l  * * 7 5 : ß * 89 ** 86 99 :'l':N' 84 **
T 1284 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.3 . l  (  cont .  )
B. Imports 1980 (5) r983 (5) 1984 (5) r985 (5) r986 1987 1988 (4)
2 J 4 5 6 7 8







































































l 8 t2 1 8 24 22 26 29
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Food aid included.
(2) Basis, GATT statistics.
(3) Basis, FAO statistics.
(4) GATT and FAO information, updated March 1989.
(5 )  EUR 10.
1980 (2) 1983 (2) 1984 (2) le85 o 1986 1987 1988








































- pigs and poultry















































230 983 6t7 520 772 473 t0
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T 1285
4.20.4.2 Detailed supply balance (a) - skimmed-milk powiler EUR 12
( I M 0 t )
Source: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(b) Eurostat.
(t) Including buttermilk powder incorporated directly in animal feed, milk powder for babies.
(2 )  EUR 10.
T 1286 MILK AND MILK PRoDUCTS
t98o (6) 1983 (6) 1984 (6) l98s (6) 1986 1987 1988*r
2 J 4 5 6 7 8
Opening stock










































2 460 2 704 3 057 3 rzt 3 444 3 348 2 732
Consumption
- at normal prices (2)





















































596 355 408 357 331 621 648
Closing stock

















240 853 949 I r24 r 366 9s8 202
4.20.4.3 Detailed'supply balance (a) - butter (t)
Sources: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture (including butteroil, butter equivalent).
(b) Eurostat.
(t) Product weight. Includes butteroil made from cream (butter equivalent).
(2) Prices currently subsidized by EAGGF in Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom.
(3) 1977: Reg. No 2370177 (Christmas butter),
1978: Reg. No l90l /78,
1979: Reg. No 1269179.
(a) Comprising (l 000 t) : 1980 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
-Welfareschemes 6 5 4 6 5 6 40
- Armed forces and non-profit organizations 35 40 42 M 45 44 59
- Butter concentrate 5 5 4 15 26 34 43
- Sales to food processors 152 170 183 228 267 258 328
(t) Of which 87 physically exported.
(6) EUR 10.
EUR 12
( 1 0 0 0 t )
MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T 1287
4.20.6.1 Intervention measures for butter and skimmed-milk powder (1988)
Source .' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) In accordance with Regulation (EEC) No 804/68, Article 6.
(') In accordance with Regulation (EEC) No 80a/68, Article 7.
(3) Including quantities removed under Regulation (EEC) No 2315/76 (Regulation (EEC) No 2200/87).










































6 381 5 000 |  75s 13 136
5245 5245
s4870 1s6 000 t7 455 228325
5 834 9 000 t4834
92905 16 000 3 4t6 t t232l
110702 3 s42 9 800 124044
r7 893 r7 893
10 685 695
37 280 89 820 706 t27 806
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MrLK AND MrLK PRODUCTS T 1289
4.20.6.3 Community buffer and skimmed-mitk powder stocks (t) on I April
Source : EC Comisioa, DiMtoraE-Gmeral for AgricüItre.
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articles of paper pulp,
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4.22.3.1 Internal and external trade in wood and wood products BUR I2""
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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